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Abstract

A new hierarchy of relaxations is developed that extends the Reformulation-Linearization Tech-

nique (RLT) ofSherali a.nd Adams (1989, 1990). This hierarchyg referred to as (RLT1), provides a

unifying framework for constructing a spectrum of continuous relaxations spanning from the linear

programming relaxation to the convex hull representation for linear mixed integer 0-1 problems,

and is particularly designed to exploit explicit or implicit special structures defined by the con-

straints of a problem. Speciiicallyg inherent special structures are exploited by identifying specific
r

classes ofmultiplicative factors that can be applied to the original mathematical formulation of a

problem to reforrnulate it as an equivalent polynomial programming problem. Subsequently, this

resulting problem is linearized to produce a tighter relaxation in a higher dimensional space. This

general framework permits one to generate a hierarchical sequence of tighter relaxations leading

up to the convex hull representation. Several classes of oonstraints are presented to demonstrate

how imderlying special structures, including generalized upper bounding (GUB), variable upper

bounding (VUB), covering, partitioning and packing constraints, as well as sparsity, can be ex-

ploited within this framework. For some types of structures, low level relaxations are exhibited

to recover the convex hull of integer feasible solutions. An alternative partial application of this

new hierarchy is also presented, along with a discussion of some additional cases that might lend

themselves to such a scheme. Additional ideas for further strengthening RLT1-based constraints

by using conditional logical implications, as well as relationships with sequential lifting, are also

presented.

This new RLT1 is applied in detail to the set packing problem and several formulations of the

Asymmetric 'Iraveling Salesman Problem (ATSP). Computational experimentation is performed

to illustrate the relative strength of RLT1 relaxations in comparison to those obtained using

other methods. A new class of valid inequalities for the 3-index TSP is also presented. Finally,

the dissertation concludes with comments concerning extensions and parallel implementations of

RLT1.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

It is well known in discrete optimization literature that in order to be able to solve resonably sized

instances of challenging classes of problems, two particular features must come into play. First,

a good model of the problem must be constructed in the sense that it aüords a tight underlying

linear programming representation, and second, any inherent special structures must be exploited,

both in the process of model formulation and in algorithmic developments.

Prior to the 1970s when researchers began to employ elements of polyhedral study to problems

in this class, two primary approaches for solving combinatorial optimization problems dorninated

the literature: branch-and-bound, an enumerative divide—and-conquer approach; and a cutting

plane approach, a procedure that generates additional constraints and imposes these restrictions

on the region of feasible solutions to the linear programming relaxation of a given problem.

These two techniques were considered state-of-the-art for solving this class of diilicult problems.

Although both techniques held promise for the eventual defeat of successively larger and larger

problem instances, each possessed inherent shortcomings that would not be overcome until several

years later.

Before presenting an historical perspective on the developments in this Held in order to further

motivate our study, we first provide a statement of the research objective of this dissertation.

1.1. Statement of Research Scope and Contributions

Although many large—scale optimization problems have succumbed to improved algorithms and

advances in computing technologies, the class of problems known as 0-1 mixed-integer programs
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(MIP) in discrete optimization remair1 steadfast in their challenge. 0-1 MIPs arise in a plethora of

real world problems including optimal cargo loading for container vessels, airline crew scheduling,

teleoommunications network design, plant location, capital rationing and strategic forest plan-

ning models. This research is primarily motivated by the prevalence of such problems in both

Operations Research and Industrial Engineering applications.

The most promising of current techniques for solving 0-1 mixed-integer programs focus on

algebraically manipulating the constraints of the model so that the geometric region defined by

the constraints of the linear programming representation is as constricted, or as tight, as possible

with respect to the smallest polyhedral geometric region that encapsulates all integer feasible

solutions. If one were able to tighten the constraints to such a degree that the relaxed feasible

region coincided with the integer feasible region, known as the convea: hull of integer feasible

solutions, the ideal would be achieved: solving the linear programming representation would solve

the mixed-integer problem as well. Practicality and experience has dictated that a tightening

process of this nature should be applied in degrees, depending upon the specifics of the problem

being addressed.

This dissertation addresses a novel method for exploiting special structures ofdiscrete optimiza-

tion problems in order to construct tight relaxations that would enable large practical instances

of difficult combinatorial problems to be solved more effectively. Problems having the type of

structures analyzed herein arise in many applications such as job sdieduling and sequencing in

production/manufactming floor-shops, engineering design oontexts, personnel and crew allocation

and scheduling problems, facilities plamiing and product distibution problems, and in the rout-

ing of service Vehicles, among many other situations. The new hierachy of relaxations presented

exhibits how to exploit the mathematical structure of such models in order to derive powerful so-

lution techniques that would be capable ofprescribing practical, economically attractive decisions.

Tools of this type can be Very useful in making both long-term strategic as well as day-to-day

tactical operational decisions.

The new hierarchy presented in this study extends and subsumes the Reformulation-Linearization

Technique (RLT) of Sherali and Adams (1989, 1990), currently state—of-the-art in this field, and

is particularly designed to exploit explicit or implicit special structures defined by the constraints
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of a problem in the following manner. By identifying speciüc claäes of multiplicative factors that

can be applied to the original mathematical formulation of the problem, the original problem

is reformulated as an equivalent polynomial programming problem. Subsequentlyg this resulting

problem is linearized to produce a tighter relaxation in a higher dimensional space created by a

unique substitution of variables. The hierarchy is defined by selecting a priori the number and

type of multiplicative factors to be applied to the constraint set. The level of relaxation, equal

to the highest degree of the polynomial terms used in the multiplicative factors, is thus derived.

This general framework permits us to generate an explicit hierarchical sequence of tighter relax-

ations leading up to the convex hull representation in which the final level equals the number of

0-1 integer variables involved in the problem. Although several other researchers have proposed

reformulation-linearization techniques that are variations of the original Sherali—Adams (1989,

1990) teclmique, they remain, for the most part, existential in nature because of the difüculty in

providing explicit algebraic representations that can be subsequently used in practice to derive

other valid constraints that further aßist in tightening the problem formulation.

The importance of this research becomes apparent when one realizes that all commercially

available software packages currently utilize the linear programming relaxation of a 0-1 mixed-

integer problem to guide the search of branch-and—bo1md algoritluns through the binary branching

tree. As demonstrated in the dissertation, for certain applications of this new hierarchy, not only

are several levels of this branching process resolved at the very ürst node, but an implicit pruning

of the branching tree also oocurs. Thus, for these applications, not only is the initial linear

programming representation tightened, yielding sharper bounds on the objective fimction value,

but the number of branches of the binary tree requiring searching is reduoed. Future research

in this area will attempt to extend the tenets of the new hierarchy to larger classes of integer

programming problems, and to develop a deoomposition scheme taking advantage of parallel

computing architecture.

1.2. Historical perspective

1.2.1. Branch-and-bound. The general approach of branch-and-bound can be most simply

described as follows. The space ofall feasible solutions to a given problem is repeatedly partitioned

3
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FIGURE 1. Dakin’s variable branching dichotomy for nonintegral ij.

into smaller and smaller subsets, and a lower—bound (in the case of minimization) is calculated

for the cost of the solutions in each subset. After each partitioning, these subsets having a

lower bound that exceeds the cost of a known feasible solution are excluded from all further

partitionings. The partitioning continues until a feasible solution is foimd such that its cost is

no greater than the bound for any subset. For both pure integer programming (IP) and mixed

integer programming (NHP) problems, the branch-and—bo1md approach first pioneered by Land

and Doig (1960) dominated the scene. In this approach, the continuous relaxation of the IP or

MIP is first solved. If the optimal solution satisfies the integrality conditions, the problem is

solved. If not, then two new subproblems are created based on some fractional integer variable.

For one subproblem, the chosen variable is restricted to its next lower integer value, and for the

other subproblem, the variable is restricted to its next higher integer value. Each of these new

subproblems is then solved, and the process is repeated. The original problem differs from each

of the subproblems only in their respective domains of optimization. Branching in this manner

forces fractional solutions to become infeasible, thus separating them from the feasible region, and

inevitably conwerging on an integer optimal solution, assuming that one exists and that the integer

restricted variables are bounded. Their methodology increased in popularity dramatically after

Little, Murty, Sweeney and Karel (1963) applied it to the Traweling Salesman Problem (TSP),

demonstrating the effectiveness of controlled enumeration on large, difficult problems.

Although Balas (1965) gave the first implicit enumeration algorithm for general 0-1 integer

programs, Dakin (1965) proposed the now commonly used variant of Land and Doig’s approach

for both pure and mixed-integer 0-1 programs. His methodology for branching used the variable

dichotomy illustrated in Figure 1. Unlike the tree struct1u·e created by Land and Doig’s technique,

for a chosen fractional integer variable, ij, rounding this variable to its next lower integer value

[ij] for one branch, and its next higher integer value [ij] for another creates a binary tree.
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Convergence to an optimal solution meeting the integrality conditions of a problem under the

assumptions ofexistence and boundedness as noted previously, resolves the values of binary integer

variables in the same fashion as Land and Doig’s technique for general integer variables. Later,

Driebeek (1966) introduced penalties on the branchings that were further sharpened by Tomlin

(1971).

Although branch-and-bound performed reasonably well on limited sized problem formulations

(See Lawler and Wood (1966), and Mitra (1973)), the number of subproblems that were re-

quired to be solved during the execution of the algorithm increased exponentially with the size

of the problem, thus inhibiting the solution of even moderate sized practical integer problems.

Additionally, the amount of temporary computer storage required during the execution of the

branch-and-bound process, which is related to the maximum cardinality of the set of active nodes

on the branching tree, i. e., the number of active subproblems, exceeded machine capacity as

problem size increased. It was therefore understood that further advances would need to curtail

this explosion associated with an increase in problem size.

Strategies were consequently developed to limit the growth of the binary search tree created by

the general branch-and-bound algorithm, and hence, reduce the computational burden imposed

by any sizable problem instance. Early on, these strategies focused exclusively on algorithmic

aspects of branch-and-bound, such as deciding which variable to branch on, and choosing which

subproblem to solve, among others (Beale (1979)). However, none of the commercial and academic

codes developed during this period attempted to resolve the one inherent weakness indigenous to

branch-and-bound: to set the lower (or upper) boimd for each subproblem, branch-and-boimd had

to solve a naive linear programming relaxation. The integrality gap that existed between the value

of this naive relaxation, 21(LP), and the optimal solution to the integral problem 11(IP), defined

by |·v(LP) — ·v(IP)|, was frequently far too large relative to v(IP). The larger this (percentage)

gap, the more branchings were necessary to resolve the values of integer variables. So, it seemed

as if two options were at-hand: reduce the size of the gap prior to handing the problem over to

a branch-and-bound algorithm, or reduce the size of the gap during the runtime of branch-and-

bound, "on the fly", so to speak.
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1.2.2. Cutting planes. Seeking to close the integrality gap during the branch-and-bound

process, researchers looked to a strategy for generating cutting plane constraints as needed at

particular nodes of the branching tree. An early class of cutting planes, introduced by Gomory

(1960), served to validly separate the current subproblem linear programming relaxation solution

5: from the convex huH of feasible discrete solutions for all subsequent subproblems, thus achieving

a certain tightening of the problem’s feasible domain.

Although certain problems, such as set covering problems, were solved more effectively using

cuts like Gomory’s, cutting planes such as these possessed several shortcomings that detracted

from their appeal. Gomory’s cutting plane methods behaved very differently on quite similar

problems (Gondran (1979)). Fhlkerson, Nemhauser and Trotter (1973) illustrate two examples of

relatively small-sized set covering problems that appeared to be quite intractable when attacked

with these cutting planes. During the 1970’s, there was practically no understanding as to why

this effect should occur, other than the vague notion that the naive linear programming relaxation

provided a poor approximation to the original integer program.

An additional source of diüculty with cutting planes was caused by optimizing over a subset

of the original domain that was defined by adding a cutting plane constraint to a subproblem

during the execution of a linear programming based branch-and-bound algorithm. Although such

a cutting plane generated for a particular subproblem maintained its validity for all branching

subproblems whose feasible regions are subsets of that rwtricted by the cutting plane, the validity

of the constraint was not guaranteed for other subproblems residing on other distinct branchings.

This localization of validity increascs the amount of temporary storage required by a branch-

and-bound algorithm that incorporates such cuts, and increases the overall computational burden

by having to generate node·customized cuts. This is more of a burden on algorithms that use a

breadth-first search scheme than those that incorporate either a depth-first search, or combination

depth-first-brea.dth-first search scheme that is close to depth—first search in the manner of data

storage.

Finally, Gomory’s cutting planes also proved to be weak in the sense that they did little to

reduce the size of the integrality gap for most problems. As an example of the failure of cutting

planes, in an experiment conducted by Dakin (1966), the solution of a problem with 17 constraints
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and 93 variables, 80 of which were constrained to be integers, took 7 minutes and 28 seconds on

a KDF9 computer using branch—and—bound, while the Gomory mixed integer algorithm failed to

find the solution in over 2000 iterations. It was becorning apparent that any cuts generated either

prior to handing the problem to a branch—and-bound procedure or during its execution had to

be deeper, imposing a more significant structural tightening of the linear programming feasible

region. The integrality gap should be significantly reduced by any constraints that are added to

the problem. The most ideal situation, of course, would have each additional constraint restrict

the feasible region to such an extent that solving the associated linear programming relaxation

for a given integer problem would yield the optimal solution to the integer problem

1.2.3. Balas’ enumerative algorithm. During this same period, Balas (1965) proposed

an enumerative approach tailored to the 0-1 integer programming problem that avoided linear

programming relaxations entirely. For eadi subproblem that was created by branching, Balas

partitioned the problem variables into three clmses. One class contained those variables set to 0;

the second contained those set to 1; and the third contained those that remained free to assume

either the value of 0 or 1. Assuming that all cost coeüicients were positive, a solution obtained by

setting all variables in the last class to 0 was clearly optimal (zero completion). If this solution

was not feasible, additive logic was applied to the objective function and the constraints in order

to restrict variables to 0 or 1 by virtue of feasibility considerations, or based on obtaining further

improvements in the objective function value. Branching was effected by forrning one subproblem

in which a specific free variable is set to 1, and a second subproblem with the same variable set

to 0.

An essential algebraic feature of Balas’ algorithm was the use of the foregoing logical tests to

fix variables, and hence tighten the continuous relaxation, as well as to compute lower bounds by

examining sets of free variables that must contain members that take on a value of 1 for problem

feasibility. The difference between Land and Doig’s approach and that of Balas is that the bounds

determined by Balas’ algorithm were not based on linear programming rela.xations; yet, the linear

programming relaxations were implicitly strengthened via the 0-1 variable fixing process. Using

Balas’ algorithm, Freeman (1965) reported favorable results on ten small-sized fixed—charge prob-

lems ranging from 4 inequalities in 14 binary variables to 6 inequalities in 20 binary variables.
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Later, Geoifrion (1969) exhibited that Balas’ additive algorithm could be improved by coordinat-

ing this with the solution of lir1ear programming relaxations at judiciously chosen nodes. This laid

the foundation of linear programming based branch-and-bound with a preprocessor to tighten the

linear programming relaxation prior to its solution.

1.3. Polyhedral developments

In the 1970’s, the foc11s of interest for combinatorial optimization — originally tending exclu-

sively to algorithmic aspects of these problems ——— shifted tc an investigation of the facial structure

of polyhedra associated with these problems. Research into polyhedral theory was motivated by

the desire to obtain in a systematic manner tighter problem formulations rather than simply

mathematically correct formulations of such integer programming problems. New theorems and

algorithms emerged that identified classes of constraints that could be generated as needed within

a branch-and-bound enviromnent. However, these cuts pcssessed an important property distin-

guishing them from earlier cutting planes such as Gomory’s: they frequently defined faeets of the

problem’s underlying polyhedral structure or substructure. Such inequalities are called facets, or

facet defining, because, by definition, they define a hyperplane which itersects an integer polyhe-

dron P;(A, b), defined by the constraints of the linear system Aa: 3 b, in a. face of dimension one

less than the dimension ofP;(A, b). Facets belong to a system of linear inequalities that minimally

define the convex hull of feasible solutions to an integer programming problem.

This new shift in approach, pioneered by Padberg (1973), recognized the much stronger struc-

tural properties present in combinatorial cptirnization problems such as the set packing problem:

(SP) max ca:

subject to: Ax 5 e,

:1:j€B={0,1} VjEN={1,...,n},

where A is an m x n matrix of zeros and ones, c is an arbitrary rt-vector and eT = (1,.. . , 1) is an

m-vector; the equality constrained set partitioning variant of this problem obtained by replacing

Aa: 5 e by Aa: = e; and the set covering problem that restricts Ax 3 e. Thus, :1:* represents a

packing (respectively, partitioning, cover) if and only if :1:* 6 B" satisfies A:z:* 5 e (respectively,
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A:1:* = c, Ax* Z c).

Associated with the problem (SP) is a graph G = (N, E) where a node j E N is defined for

each colunm of A, and an edge (i,j) E E joins node i and node j if and only if column i and

column j of A have at least one +1 entry in common. G is referred to as the intcrsection graph.

A clique in a graph G is a maximal complete subgraph of G. Padberg (1973) demonstrated that

the inequality

(1) Zw s 1,
Jex

where K Q N, corresponds to a facet of the convex hull of integer feasible solutions to (SP) if

and only if K is the node set of a clique in G. A second set of facets were also identified as

originating from odd length cycles without chords of the same intersection graph, where a cycle

without chords in a graph G satisfies the additional requirement that no edges of G connect two

non-consecutive nodes of the cycle in question.

Padberg (1973) also demonstrated that cutting planes did not possess a facetial property in

general, and were not even guaranteed to intersect the convex hull of integer solutions. Although a

complete polyhedral description for most interger programming problems proved elusive, branch-

and—bound procedures incorporating even partial convex hull descriptions provided by facetial

constraints tended to perform better, generating fewer active nodes in the emuneration process and

terminating faster because of irnproved linear programming relaxation bounds. Padberg and Hong

(1977) applied this methodology with excellent results to a 318-city traveling salesman problem

(TSP), originally reported by Lin and Kernighan (1973), with rn = 318 equality constraints and

n = 50,403 relaxed (ll variables. Adding 183 automatically generated facetial inequalities and

solving the augmented, tighter linear program to optimality took 37 minutes of CPU time on an

IBM 370/168 MVS, and reduced a previously reported integrality gap of 2.583 inches to 0.112

inches, moving the linear programming relaxation solution to within 0.25% of optimum.

The success of this polyhedral approach created a spark of excitement as researchers recognized

the correlation between combinatorial optimization problem formulations and natural graph the-

oretical problems. The research that followed Padberg (1973) extended both an understanding of

polyhedra for specially structured problems and the claß of problems for which specially struc-
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tured facetial cuts could be readily identified and generated. Grötschel and Padberg (1975) iden-

tified several new inequalities for the linear programming formulation of the asymmetric traveling

salesman problem (ATSP) that yielded a sharper characterization of the underlying polytope.

The investigation of polyhedral characteristics of various combinatorial optimization problems

began to reveal that there eadsted characteristics shared in common between seemingly unrelated

problems. Padberg and Rao (1974) showed that the traveling salesman polytope, as well as the

assignment problem, and the edge-matching problem on complete graphs all had a diameter, as

defined below, less than or equal to two. The diameter of a polytope associated with a combina-

torial optimization problem was generally accepted as a measure of the computational complexity

of the problem, and is defined in the following manner. Let X = {x 6 R" : Ax = 6, x Z 0},

where A is any m >< ·n. matrix of zeros and ones and 6T = (1, . . . , 1) is an m-vector. The system

Az = e defines a manifold in R". Denoting by X; the oonvex hull of integer vertices of X, the

diameter 6(X;) of the polytope X; associated with this convex hull is defined in the following way:

A path on X; between two vertices xl and xa is a sequence of distinct vertices (zw, . . . , xl·*’),

with xw = xl and
xl·*’

= xa, such that every pair of vertices xl·‘,xl·‘+l, i = 0, 1, . . .,p — 1, is

connected by an edge of the polytope X;. The length of such a path is defined to be equal to

p. The edge-distance d(xl, xa) between xl and xa is then defined to be the length of a shortest

path between xl and xa. The diameter ö(X;) of the polytope X; is the longest edge-distance

between any pair of vertices of X;, i.e., 6(X;) = max„1,,¤E,,„,X, d(zl,xa). Padberg and Rao

(1974) demonstrated that 6(X;) 5 2.

Besides the interesting fact that the diameters of these polytopes, defined in the precise manner

above, were independent of the dimensionality of their respective associated problem formulations,

these results were significant in that the traveling salesman polytope was demonstrated to share

a characteristic in common with ones for which there already existed “good" algorithms. This

provided hope that some generalization of solution approaches might be possible for a much larger

class of problems, including the general zero-one programming problem.

Apart from specifically identifying classes of facets, Bradley, Hammer and Wolsey (1974) main-

tained an algebraic orientation with regard to seeking tighter formulations. For a given inequality

10



with 0-1 variables, say

(2) Zajmj 5 ag, mj = 0, 1,
5:1

they demonstrated that there can exist other "equiva1ent” inequalities given by 2;:1 bjmj 5 bg

with mj binary that have exactly the same 0-1 feasible solutions as the original one, but are

"stronger" than the original inequality. In their development, they considered only inequalities

that satisfied the three normalization conditions (a) bj 2 0 for all j = 1, . . . ,11, (b) all infeasible

points X satisfy 2;:1 bjmj 2 bg + 1, and (c) bl 2 bg 2 - ·· 2 b„. This set of equivalent

inequalities defines a polytope over which the construction of an equivalent inequality having

minimum coeiiicients can be accomplished via a linear program. Two definitions are necessary to

illustrate how the linear program is formulated.

An n-vector :6* with binary coefiicients is a ceiling point of (2) if

(1) XL1 aß} S ao;
(2) if :1:; = 0, then 2;:1 ajx; + al 2 ag + 1; and,

(3) if :2:; = 0 and :1:;+1 = 1, then 2;:1 ajm; + al — a,+l 2 ag + 1.

'I'he set {j : .1:} = 1} is caHed a ceiling of (2). Thus, if every ceiling point of (2) is a feasible point

of the equivalent inequality, then the equivalent inequality is a relaxation of (2).

An n.-vector :1:* with binary coeflicients is a roofpoint of (2) if

(1) XL1 aß} 2 ac + 1;
(2) if m; = 1, then 2;:1 ajm; — al 5 ag; and,

(3) if mf = 1 and :1:;+1 = 0, then 2;}:1 ajm; — al + a,+l 5 ag.

The set {j : :2:; = 1} is called a roof of (2). Thus, if every roof point of (2) is an infeasible point

of the equivalent inequality, then the equivalent inequality is a restriction of (2).

Let C and R represent the collection of ceilings and roofs of (2). An inequality is equivalent

to (2) if and only if (a) 2jEÖ bj 5 bg for all Ö E C, (b) 216äbj 2 bg + 1 for all R E R, and (c)

bl 2 · ·- 2 b„ 2 0. Using these definitions, a "minimum” equivalent inequality can be constructed

11



by first determining all the roofs and ceilings and then solving the linear program

rninimize Ebj,
5:0

subject to: bj 5 bg for all Ö' 6 C,
yec

Zbj3bo forallÄ6R,
yen

b12b22···2bn20; b020·

A minimum equivalent inequality with integer coefiicients is an optimal solution to the associated

integer programming problem. A "rninimum inequality" defined in this manner separates feasible

and infeasible points in a “strongest" possible way, and hence was of interest in developing cutting

- plane algorithms, independent of the insights provided by polyhedral theory.

Notice that the linear objective function in the linear program above actually represents an

L1 norm. If all the feasible 0-1 points satisfy EL1 biz; 5 bg and all the infeasible 0-1 points

satisfy EL1 biz; 3 bg + 1, one way to define a strongest equivalent inequality is to ma.ximize the

distance between these two inequalitiw. By defining the distance between these two inequalities as

1/ ELO |b;|, the approach taken by Bradley, et al. (1974) encompasses the idea of strengthening

a cutting plane by maximizing a distance measure between the original inequality and a stronger

inequality introduced earlier by Bowman and Nemhauser (1971). Sherali and Alameddine (1992)

implemented a similar Euclidean distance technique in a constraint filtering strategy to reduce the

size of the bounding linear programs generated by RLT0 for bilinear programming problems. In

their approach, if the distance between the current solution and a particular hyperplane associated

with an inequality constraint exceeds a specified tolerance, the constraint can be deleted for the

remainder of decendent subproblems. Recently, Boyd (1994) has adapted this methodology to

generate a class of deep cutting planes known as Fenchel cuts to enhance the sepamtion problem

associated with using Lagrangian relaxations to guide integer prograrnrning problems: find an

inequality that is valid for the underlying integer programming problem but violated by the

optimal solution of the linear programming relaxation. Computational results appear to indicate

that with respect to the number ofcuts generated and the extent to which the linear programming-
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integer programming gap is closed, Fenchel cuts appear es effective as facets of the individual

knapsack polyhedra.

Brearley, Mitra and Williams (1975) extended the early foray into pmprocessing a given prob-

lem formulation, although they did not incorporate constraint generation within their approach.

Their main emphasis was to reduce the dimension of the original problem by deleting rows and

colunms using logical tests, so as to reduce the time required to solve the asociated linear program-

ming relaxation and simultaneously limit computer storage requirements. They also prescribed a

methodology to identify and exploit generalized upper bounding (GUB) row structures by iden-

tifying sets of variables in conjunction with their corresponding constraint relationships so that

the total number of GUB-type constraints

is1.3.1.Lifting lower dimensional facets. Paralleling efforts to identify polyhedral charac-

teristics of integer programming problems during the l970’s were attempts to extract and exploit

implicit structures from these problems. These were extensions of an observation first noted by

Pollatschek (1970) with regard to the structure afforded by independenoe systems: it is possible to

obtain facets (valid inequalities) of the convex hull of binary integer feasible solutions to a general

0-1 program, by lifting facets and valid inequalities of lower dimensional polytopes. Specificallyg

if XI is a feasible solution set of any 0-1 program in N = {1,. ..,11} variables, for every subset

N' of N, 0 Q N' Q N, define:

G;(N’) = {2: E X1: 2:; = 0, iE N\N’}.

Then, given a valid facet (valid inequality) of the convex hull of this lower dimensional polyhedron,

conv(G;(N’)), defined by

(3) 2 bw: S bo,
,161v·

this lower dimensional facet can be sequentially liftcd into a facet (valid inequality) of conv(X;)

defined by

(4) bw: + E bw: S bo-
,:6N' :6N\1v'

13



This lifting is accomplished by introducing variables mj, j E N\N’, in a predefined order, and

computing each corrwponding lifting coeäcient bj 3 0 in such a way as to insure (4) is as tight as

possible while insuring that the constraint being lifted remains valid at each step in the process.

If the coefficients of mj, j E N\N’, are determined simultaneously, then the process is referred to

as one of simultaneous lifting.

Padberg (1973) introduced a procedure for calculating the sequentially liüed coeflicients for

these constraints that proved easy to implement within branch-and-bound methods. His proce-

dure was first applied to the set packing polytope, and then extended to any 0-1 linear program

whose coeüicient matrix was normegative. The same procedure was used for other 0-1 problems

containing suiiicient explicit structure to facilitate this approach. Among these were the vertex

packing problem and independence systems (Nemhauser and 'Irotter (1974), and 'Irotter (1975)),

the knapsack polytope (Balas (1975)), regular 0-1 polytopes (Hammer, Johnson and Peled (1975)),

strong covers of 0-1 inequalities (Wolsey (1975)), minimal covers of the knapsack polytope (Balas

and Zemel (1978)), and generalized minimal covers of GUB constrained knapsack problems (Sher-

ali and Lee (1992)). Zemel (1978) generalized the sequential lifting procedure to the class of 0-1

programming problems. It is worth noting that the procedure of Zemel (1978) and Sherali and Lee

(1992) actually produce facetial inequalities of the respective underlying convex hull polytopes

in polynomial time. As pointed out by Padberg (1979), while these problems appeared to be

significantly different from each other, packing, covering, and knapsack problems can ultimately

be viewed as optimization problems over undirected graphs. This observation facilitated insights

into the underlying structure of these problems that might have gone urmoticed.

All of the applications of lifting mentioned so far used a common technique of introducing new

variables bjmj, j E N\N
’
, one at a time to derive some lifted valid inequality. As a direct result,

the lifted variable coefficients obtained in this sequential manner turned out to be integer valued.

The facets obtained by sequential lifting depended upon the sequence in which the variables were

introduced. As noted by Zemel (1978), even when all possible sequenc of introducing new vari-

ables were followed, the family of facets of the form (4) was still not exhausted. A generalized

procedure in which sets of variables from the subset N\N’ were simultaneously introduced was

proposed by Zemel (1978). This simultancous lifting was foimd to generate additional facets un-
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obtainable by sequential lifting, i.e., those facets with fractional coefiicients. However, because

the number of integer programs one has to solve to generate all the facets ofa given 0-1 polytope is

prohibitively large, it was questionable whether this generalized approach would prove computa-

tionally advantageous. Zemel (1978) observed that the procedure becomes more effective when it

is applied to problems whose special structure helps to cut down the number of integer programs

required to be solved, or simplifies the solution. The necessity to exploit special structures, when

present, again became apparent.

1.4. Algorithmic advances

By the end of 1979, integer programming codes took advantage of many of the imiovations

inspired by polyhedral theory during this decade, so that serial computations were about 10 times

faster on the same hardware as they were in 1974 (Beale (1979)). Consequentlyg the scope of

integer programming applications increased; but not dramatically so, because the size ofan integer

programming problem measured in numbers of constraints, variables, and nonzero coefiicients

remained a poor guide as to its difliculty. Beale (1979) concluded that unless the munber of

integer variables is very small (n 5 20), it was important that the continuous optirnum should

provide a fair guide to the integer solution, or at least the value of the objective function in the

relaxation should approximate the best integer solution. However, even the incorporation of deep

cuts within a branch-and-bound methodology failed to remove some misgivings. Sometimes, cuts

would destroy the matrix structure present in the problem prior to their addition, hence inducing

difficulties. As Milotis (1976) showed for the symmetric traveling salesman problem, cuts such

as Gomory’s tended to be dense, with very few zero coefücients. Efforts to preserve sparsity

while incorporating these cuts would therefore be self-defeating. Additionally, weaker cuts such

as those of Gomory, were discarded when they exhibited slack, while facetial cut constraints

tended to be retained in storage throughout calculations. Depending upon the number of cuts

generated for specific subproblems of a branching tree, this additional storage requirement could

present a significant obstacle in tackling large—scale problems on machines employing either a

single memory system, or a parallel environment possessing global shared memory architecture.

This point underscores the importance of ünding an approach that generates facetial cuts valid
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for the complete polytope, and not simply a subset of the original feasible region, both from a

standpoint of minimizing storage requirements during problem execution, and providing as tight

as possible initial problem formulation prior to execution.

Figure 2 illustrates the structure of one algorithmic approach proposed by Milotis (1978) for

the traveling salesman problem that is typical of the class of algorithms that incorporated cutting

planes. Similar to earlier work (Milotis (1976)), the starting set of constraints is a subset of

the set of constraints that completely describes the problem, i.e., the assignment constraints

Z, :1;, = 1 V j, and Zj zgj = 1 V i, with 0 5 xgj 5 1 . The linear programming relaxation

is solved repeatedly, but instead of branching upon some fractionating variable, cutting planw

are used to drive a fractional solution to an integer one. When an integer solution is found, it is

tested for feasibility (i.c., a feasible Hamiltonian circuit). If the solution is feasible, it is optimal

as well and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, violated oonstraints are generated, added to the

current set of constraints, and the reoptimization process is reiterated. The omitted oonstraints

are generated automatically as needed, and the reoptimization takes place on the same oomputer

run. Additionally, and somewhat unusually, the computations for this particular algorithm were

performed in integer arithmetic. This was achieved by storing the determinant (denoted by IR

in Figure 2) of each linear programming basis separately and multiplying the actual inverse and

all the vectors associated with it, by the value of the detemiinaut. Martin (1966) had previously

used a slightly different starting formulation with no upper bounds of 1 on the relaxed binary

variables, permitting two city subtours to also occur. Notice in the fiowchart of Figure 2 the

lack of problem preprocessing advocated by Brearley, Mitra and Williams (1975) that would later

prove of fundamental importance in tightening a given problem’s formulation.

1.5. Hybrid algorithms

Enthusiasm over identifying and exploiting underlying polyhedral structures of combinatorial

optimization problems showed no signs of waning in the 1980’s. This period ushered in sev-

eral seminal papers that presented comprehensive computational strategies incorporating ideas

of exploiting special structures present in problem formulations. Most, if not all, of the large-

scale mathematical programming systems designed to solve 0-1 mixed-integer programs, such as
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FIGURE 2. Milotis’ algorithm with cutting planes
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MPSX-MIP/370, APEX-III, UMPIRE, FMPS, LP 6000, etc., used branch—and-bound algorithms

based on exploring a sequence of linear programming relaxations in which only a subset of the

0-1 variables were fixed and all other variables treated as continuous. However, for large·scale

problems with many 0-1 variables and a l1ighly structured coefücient matrix on these variables,

running times in finding and proving optimality could be excessive.

To take advantage of the binary nature of these type problems, Johnson and Suhl (1980)

introduced a hybrid algorithm to solve large scale zero-one integer programming problems that

oombined branch-and-boimd, implicit cnumcmtion, and an updated cutting plane generation

scheme. One salient feature of their approach was their use of implicit enumeration. As opposed

to solving a sequence of linear programming relaxation problems, enumerative algorithms solve

a sequence of problems in which various 0-1 oompletions of partial solutions are explored. Let S

denote the index set of those 0-1 variables assigned a value at any particular node of the branching

tree, and F(S) the index set of free variables, i.c., those 0-1 variables not assigned a value. Then,

to S corresponds the problem

(JS(P(S))) mz + djyj + z(S)
16F(S>

subject to: Ax + Bjyj($ or _Z)b(S),
i€F(S)

x Z 0, yj 6 {0, 1} for j 6 F(S).

Within the branch-and-bound environment, implicit enumeration uses logical tests on yj, j 6

F(S), as its main branch fathoming device. These logical tests are used to show that at a given

node of the brancl1ing tree, assigning the opposite value to a 0-1 variable in F(S) results in a

fathomed problem. This type of approach is particularly attractive for problem formulations in

which the number of 0-1 variables greatly exoeeds the number of continuous variables.

For general 0-1 mixed integer programs, Jolmson and Suhl (1980) applied the principles of

implicit enumeration using a new style of cut constraints called Benders’ cuts. More specifically,
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consider an MIP of the form

(JS(P)) minimize z = cx + dy ·

subject to: Aa: + By(5 or 3)b,

:1: 3 0, y binary,

where all vectors and matrices have real coefiicients and have the proper dimensions. Typical

Benders’ cutting planes are generated in the following fashion. Let y* be any zero-one vector with

the correct dimension and z* the value of any incurnbent solution of JS(P). Upon substitution of

y* into JS(P), the LP problem

(JS(LP(y*))) cz + dy'

subject to: A:z:(5 or 3)b — By',

:2: 3 0,

is obtained. Let JS(PL) denote the polytope defined by the dual linear program of JS(LP(y*))

which is independent of y'. If JS(LP(y*)) has an optimal solution, it is possible to derive a

Benders’ cutting plane z' 3 dy + ü(b — By) in 0-1 variables alone, where ·ü is an extreme point

of .IS(PL). If JS(LP(y*)) is infeasible, a cut of the form 17(b — By) 5 0 is generated, where 17 is

an extreme ray of JS(PL). The first cut can be derived directly from the reduced costs of the

optimal primal tableau ofJS(LP(y*)). Enurneration is then performed on the 0-1 variables in the

following fashion. Again, let S be a partial solution of (5), and y(S) the vector of zero completion

of S. If y(S) satisfies the pure constraints on y and the current Benders’ cuts, JS(LP(y(S))) is

solved and a new cut is generated. This variation has an advantage over the original algorithm

of Benders (1962) in that only one 0-1 problem has to be solved.

The disadvantages ofusing explicit Benders’ cuts mirror those noted earlier for Gomory’s cuts:

(a) the cuts are usually dense, and adding them alters any special structure previously present

in the formulation; and, (b) the number of cuts generated for a general MIP is large, imposing a.

memory storage burden on the algorithm. Primarily for these reasons, Johnson and Suhl (1980)

used implicit Benders’ cuts via reduced costs of linear programming relaxations at specific nodes

of the branching tree. More precisely, instead of solving the LP-relaxation corresponding to a
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partial solution S, JS(LP(y(S))), wherein any free variables are set to zero (or using any other

oompletion), they treated the free variables as continuous varüzblcs III the LP-relaxation, and

retained logical tests together with side constraints. This is an importa.nt distinction. By solving

the problem

(JS(LP(S))) Minimize¢:z:+ djy;
16F(S>

subject to: Az + Bjyj($ or ;)b(S),
1€F(S)

::20. vsyj s 1.16F(S>„

two advantages were gained. First, since the dual polytope JS(PL) is independent of y*, typical

Benders’ cuts can still be derived from JS(LP(S)) , if desired. Second, JS(LP(S)) is a relaxation

of its integer counterpart .]S(P(S)), which is not true of JS(LP(y(S))). If JS(P(S)) is infeasible

at any node of the branch-and-bound, .IS(P(S)) is fathomed. Sirnilarly, if JS(P(S)) is integer,

it is fathomed immediately. In case JS(LP(y(S))) is infeasible, the only option is to generate

an extreme ray Benders’ cut and continue exploring JS(P(S)). Their numerical results indicated

that the more frequently the linear programming relaxation is solved, the fewer the number of

nodes that need to be generated to prove optimality. This further reinforces the importance

of having a tight linear programming relaxation in-hand for use in estimating the appropriate

lower/upper bounds. For many practical problems, it is not necessary or at least not economical

to prove optimality. If some optimality tolerance 0 < 6 < 1 is specified, then every time a better

integer solution z* is found, a new problem bound z' = (1 — 6)z* can be used to guide subsequent

searches, with the algorithm terrninating when the best found integer optimal solution is within

6 · 100 percent from an optimal integer solution.

1.5.1. Cutting planes with TSP. Crowder and Padberg (1980) utilized another hybrid

algorithm that combined linear progranuning based branch-and—bound and specialized cutting

planes derived from the special structure provided by the zero-one integer programming formu-

lation of the symmetric traveling salesman problem (TSP). Using this approach, they solved to

optimality ten problems ranging from 48 to 318 cities. The cutting planes generated by exploiting

the TSP special structure were facets of the imderlying TSP polytope. Although several formula-
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tions of the asymmetric traveling salesrnan program (ATSP) are presented in detail later in this

dißertation, it is worthwhile to mention the specific zero-one programming formulation used by

Crowder and Padberg (1980) to highlight their exploitation of three special structures afforded

by TSP.

Let G = (K E) denote a complete, 1mdirected graph having n nodes (representing cities to be

visited by the salesrnan) and let the vector c, with components c, for all edges e E E, denote the

symmetric distance table of the graph. In this sense, if node i and j are connected by edge 6,

then c, represents the distance between these nodes. For any vector :1: having components x, for

e 6 E, denote for any subset W; Q V, U, W} = W,

;6E(w,)

where (WQ, E(VlQ)) is a complete subgraph of G. Let A be the n x m node-edge incidence matrix

of G. The symmetric TSP can then be formulated as

(TSP) minimize cx

(5) subject to: A:1: = 2,
1; 1;

:6: Zzaw: 6 awo: + Z ::::6: —1)-¢:0
6:1

(7) :1: 2 0, :1: integer,

where 2 is a vector having 711 components, each equal to 2, [ · [ represents the ro1.mding—up

operation, and the sets M are proper subsets of V satisfying the conditions:

(8) |W0V‘aVIQ|=1, i=1,...,k,

(9) lM—WoI21, i=1,...,k,

(10) IW}V*W}l=0o lS€<.iSko

(11) k odd .

This formulation is valid for all odd k. The constraints A:1: = 2 insure that every node of G is met

by exactly 2 edges in every tour. The edge-set C = U;0 E(M) is called a comb in G in which

Wo is known as a handle, and the subsets W}, i= 1,..., k, k odd, are called teeth. The inequality
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(6) satisfying conditions (8)—(11) is called a comb constraint. An inequality (6) expressed as

5 — 1 for all W} Q V, 2 5 5 TL — 1, is called a subtour elimination constmint,

expressing the logical condition that tours in the graph of length less tha.r1 771 are not allowed.

An inequality (6) is called a 2-matching constraint if the conditions in both (8) and (9) hold as

equalities. A comb is called a Chvatal-comb if (10) is dropped and (8) is required to hold as an

equality.

Crowder and Padberg’s algorithm proceeds as follows. The linear programming relaxation

given by

(12) Mir1imize{cx:A:r=2, 05:1:51}

is initialized by a starting tour obtained heuristically using the edge—exchange method of Lin and

Kemighan (1973). Then, the algorithm proceeds by adjoining cuts in a prima! fashion: If the next

feasible solution to the current linear programming relaxation is the incidence vector of a tour, a

usual pivot is executed. Altematively, assurning that the next feasible solution is not identical to

the current one, it is chopped off by some cutting plane that is satisfied by the current solution

as an equality. To generate the required cutting plane, subroutines were called that attempted to

identify subtour elimination, 2-matching, and comb constraints. If suitable constraints Dy 5 d

were identiiied, they were adjoined to the current linear programming relaxation, and a degenerate

pivot was executed on this enlarged problem. Since al! tours satisfy these new constraints but

a portion of the feasible region of (12) has been chopped off, the linear prograrmning relaxation

has been “tightened." Finiteness was guaranteed because the number of subtour elimination and

comb constraints are finite. If the situation was encountered where a suitable constraint could

not be formd, either the incidence vector of the current linear program represented an optimal

tour to TSP, or the current linear programming relaxation was solved to optimality to obtain a

true lower bormd on the minimum to11r length.

As a final step, when the cutting plane routine exited without an optimal tour, it attempted

to reduce the problem size by fixing variables at either zero or one based on their reduced costs,

Ü}, obtained by the optimal linear programming relaxation. That is, since the reduced cost

of all nonbasic variables with value zero at the linear programming optimum satisfies Üj 2 0,
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a nonbasic variable mj could be fixed at value zero if Üj 3 A, where A is defined as the gap

between the best tour obtained and the optimal value of the objective function of the current

linear programming relaxation. Similarly, since the reduced cost of any nonbasic variable with

value one at the linear programming optimum satisfy Üj 5 0, a nonbasic variable mj can be fixed

at value one if l
—Ü-jl 2 A holds.

At an iteration where optimality was not detected, the output of this cutting plane procedure

was a linear programming problem of the form:

(13) Minimize {c'y: A'°y = b, Dy 5 d, 0 5 y 5 1},

where c" is a vector with m, components unable to be fixed at zero or one, A" is the corresponding

n x m,. submatrix of A, b is an n-vector with components equal to 0, 1, or 2, D is the matrix

whose rows corresponding to the cutting plane constraints generated, and d is a vector that has

been adjusted from its original values to its corrsponding new right-hand side values that result

due to variable fixing. At this stage, another procedure found an optimal solution to (13), which

was then used as input to a branch-and-bound procedure to find a feasible 0-1 solution to the

problem (13). If this 0-1 solution pwssed subtours, further subtour elimination constraints were

generated and appended to (13), and passed on to the main linear program (12). Problem (12)

was then re-optirnized starting with the feasible basis of the previously solved linear program, and

the branch-and-boimd procedure would then be continued. Iterating in this fashion, the overall

program halted after finding a minimum-length tour to TSP.

In general, as shown in Table 1, their cutting plane approach produced very few comb con-

straints, with a vast majority of the cutting plans being comprised of subtour elimination con-

straints and 2-matching constraints. To the surprise ofCrowder and Padberg, the entire procedure

never iterated more than three tims in order to find an optimal tour, and the largest problem

tested, involving 318 cities, required only 216 nodes within the two executed branch-a.nd-bound

procedurs. Their rsults emphasized the suitability of facet-defining cutting plans for the pur-

pose of proving optimality in hard and difficult combinatorial optimization problems. Perhaps

more importantly, not only was the total number of nodes generated by the branch-and-bound

procedure small in the presence of these specially structured cutting plans, but the incremental
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Problem No. cities Subtour 2-Matching Comb Total

GRO48 48 21 16 1 38

TOM57 57 16 16 0 32

KRO124 100 54 32 1 87

KRO125 100 40 28 2 70

KRO126 100 43 37 3 83

KRO127 100 55 36 1 92

KRO128 100 45 57 1 103

GRO120 120 51 28 0 79

KNU121 121 18 0 0 18

LIN318 318 157 20 0 177

Total 500 270 9 779

Peroent 64.3 34.6 1.1 100
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munber of nodes inspected by the branch-and-bound procedure in order to prove optimality once

an optimal solution to the linear programming relaxation was found was also uncharacteristically

small. This fact underscored the importance of seeking special structures within a polyhedral

environment that either directly provides facetial constraints, or, as later will prove equally as

important, affords access to such facetial constraints. Moreover, note that the cutting planes gen-

erated by any subroutine were appended to the main linear programming relaxation problem, and

not simply some branch-specific subproblem, thereby insuring that they were globally valid for

the entire branch-and-bound decision tree. This provides a computational advantage for a serial

computing machine, but not necexarily for a parallel architecture. As discussed in Chapter 6,

adaption of a scheme to generate only globally valid constraints could introduce additional com-

plexity within a parallel implementation using distributed memory, since the amoimt of necessary

communication between processors to pass cutting plane information might increase substantially.

Thus, although pursuing globally valid cutting planes for the purposes ofgenerating tighter initial

formulations retains its importance, their pursuit during runtime might sacrifice computational

eiiiciency.

1.5.2. Cutting planes for 0-1 problems. Crowder, Johnson and Padberg (1983) extended

the general approach of Crowder and Padberg (1980) to the case of large-scale 0-1 linear program-

ming problems, and provided further proof that cutting planes related to facets of the underlying

polytope were indispensable tools for the exact solution of hard combinatorial optimization prob-

lems. Their focus was on problems of the form:

(14) Minimize{¢:r:A:c$b,a:j€{0,1}forj=1,...,n},

where A is an m >< n matrix with arbitrary rational entries, and b and c are vectors of length m and

n, respectively, having rational entries. The components of the cost vector c were transformed to

nonnegative values. The ten problems examined in their study possexed a sparse matrix A, i.e.,

the total number of nonzero elements aij of A divided by the product mn was typically lex than

0.05. Aside from sparsity, about half of the sample problems had no apparent special structure,

and the remainder possessed special structures not directly exploitable by the approach that

follows. It should be noted that the special structures that Crowder, et al. (1983) were looking for
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were polyhedral special structures. As will be shown in the sequel, most of the problems posessed

some algebraic struct11re that could be exploited to tighten the linear programming relaxation, if

not to produoe facetial cutting planes.

Several novel ad hoc preprocessing procedures were used to improve the associated linear pro-

gramming formulation. These procedures keyed on various algebraic characteristics of the individ-

ual constraints defining (14). A given problem formulation was first preprocessed to: (a) identify

variables that could be fixed at zero or one and check for blatant infeasibility (b) tighten the con-

straint set through coeflicient reduction, and (c) determine constraints of the problem rendered

inactive by previous manipulations. These preprocessing steps have become standard routines in

current mixed-integer programming and p1u•e integer progranuning software packages.

For example, consider a 0-1 constraint such as

(15) E ajzj + E ajzj 5 ao,
16N+ j6N.

where N+ denotes the index set of coefficients aj having positive values and N. those with

negative values. If Zj€N_ aj > ao, then (15) does not have a feasible solution, and (14) is

blatantly infeasible. If, on the other hand, Zj€N+ aj 5 ag holds, then (15) is redundant because

every possible zero-one solution to (14) satisfies it, and it can be dropped from the problem

formulation.

In general, a coeiiicient reduction rule for a constraint of the form (15) can be stated as: let

Q = max{0, aj}, then

(1) ifa;,<0andQ<a0—a;„, thenchange a;,toa;,=a3—Q;

(2) ifa}, >0 andQ <ag+ak thenchange ap, toal =Q-ao andchange ao toa;,=Q-ak.

For example, in the constraint 4::1 — 3::2 +2::3 5 4, we have Q = 6. By applying the second rule,

al and ag can be changed to ag = 2 and aß = 2, respectively. Next, applying the first rule to a2

changes this coefficient to a2 = -2, resulting in the tightened constraint 2::1 — 2::2 + 2::3 5 2.

Figure 3 illustrates the intersection of the final inequality (in dashed lines), which is actually

facetial, with the unit hypercube.

When the sense of the inequality of (15) is reversed, and an inequality is ofthe formZjEN aj::j 3
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FIGURE 3. Facetial constraint by coefiicient reduction.

ao, where aj 3 0 for all j 6 N, if ak > ao for some k 6 N, then ak can be replaced by ao, yielding

(16) 0.0::;, ajmj Z ao.
.1#l¤6N

These tightened inequalities have the same set of 0-1 solutions as the original inequalities,

but fewer real solutions. In fact, although coeflicient reduction may occasionally produce facetial

constraints as in the example above, it always reduces the linear programming relaxation feasible

region. Since every constraint of (14) can be transformed into this form via the variable subsiti-

tution ::2 = 1 — mj, every constraint was examined in this manner. Then, appropriate reductions

were applied and the resulting constraint was transformed back into the original variables via a

reverse substitution (if necessary) and replaced in (14). At the end of the preprocessing stage, the

resulting linear programming relaxation was solved to optimality in order to obtain a valid lower

bound to use in a branch-and-bound procedure, as before.

The cutting planes generated by Crowder, et al. (1983) for this type of problem again main-

tained global validity for the entire branching tree. The method of generating these constraints

represented a union of the polyhedral research of Padberg (1973) and Balas and Zemel (1978)

with computational algorithms. 'This technique was entirely based on implicit structures available

solely through polyhedral theory. Let

Tl

(17) P} = conv {1: 6 R": Zagmj 5 bi, mj 6 {0,1}, j = 1,...,1:}
.i=1
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denote the convex hull of 0-1 solutions to the single inequality
a‘a:

g
b‘,

i = 1, . . . ,m, so that P}

represents the knapsack polytope associated with constraint i of (14). Sirnilarly, let

(18) P;=conv{:z:€R":A.:c$b,:z:j€{0,1},j=1,...,n}

denote the convex hull of 0-1 solutions of the entire constraint set of (14). It is clear that

P; Q P}, and that equality docs not, in general, hold. However, Crowder, et al. (1983)

noted that in the case of large-scale 0-1 programming problems having a sparse matrix A and

no apparent special structure, it is reasonable to expect that the intersection of the rn. knapsack

polytopes P}, defined by the m constraints of (14), provides a fairly good approximation to the

0-1 polytope of (14) over which the problem attempts to minimize a. linear objective function.

Thus, the constraints of (14) could be preprocessed as individual knapsack constraints with a

reasonable expectation of tightening the polytope P;.

The particular facetial constraints generated by the cutting plane routine exploited two implicit

structural inequalities not incorporated into previous strategies: lifted minimal covers, and lifted

(1, k)-configuration constraints. For a linear inequality

(19) ajzj $ ao,
jex

where aj > 0, j E K, and the variables a:j, j E K, are binary, denote S Q K so that

(20) Zaj>a0 and Zaj—ak$a0, forallk€S,
yes yes

holds. The index set S is then called a minimal cover with respect to (19), and every 0-1 solution

to (19) satisfies the minimal cover inequality

(21) Zwy S ISI- 1,
yes

where |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S. If K = S, then this minimal cover constraint

defines a facet of the associated knapsack polytope. Otherwise, it is subsequently lifted, as in (4),

to a facetial constraint.

The second type of implicit structure exploited by Crowder, et al. (1983), (1, k)-configumtion

constraints, are a more general class of constraints that contains minimal covers, and result from
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the following reasoning. Suppose that S* Q K and t E K\S* satisfy the two conditions:

(22) aj S ao,j6s•

and

(23) Q U {t} is a minimal cover for every Q Q
S"‘

with |Q| = k,

where k is an integer such that 2 5 k 5 |S*|. Because of the one index role of t and the integer

Is, the set S' U {t} is called a (1, k)-configuration with respect to (19). Then, every 0-1 solution

to (19) satisfies the set of inequalities

(24) (1*-]:+1):1:,+ :zj51·,
.i€T(r)

where T(r) Q S' varies over all subsets of cardinality r of S', and r varies over all integers from k

to S', inclusively. If K = S* U {t}, then (24) defines a facet of the associated knapsack polytope.

Otherwise, it too is lifted as in the case of a minimal cover constraint. Notice that, if Ic

=holdsin the two conditions (22) and (23), then a (1, k)-configuration is a minimal cover.

At the time this particular approach was introduced, no technically good algorithm existed to

solve the 0-1 knapsack problem required to identify the facetial versions of these two special struc-

t11res having zj for j E S, or j E S' as binary. Consequently, Crowder, et al. (1983) implemented

a continuous version of identifying and lifting the desired minimal cover and (1, k)-configuration

constraints within their algorithm, hence providing a tightening through approximatcd facets of

the underlying polyhedron of (14). Later, Zemel (1989) demonstrated how the actual lifted facets

of these constraints could be computed in O(n|S|) time.

Although their assertion of the abseuce of special structures such as obvious GUB constraints

was valid, the methodology introduced by Crowder, et al. (1983) was, in fact, exploiting implicit

special structures afforded uniquely by the 0-1 problem to obtain deep cuts to support the overall

branch—and-bound strategy. As opposed to earlier cutting plane techniques, these particular cuts

preserved the sparsity of the constraint matrix A because the coeiiicient of a lifted variable is non-

zero only if the variable’s original coefiicient, aj, is non-zero. Thus, the support of an inequality

obtained by lifting a minimal cover constraint or a (1, k)—configuration constraint is contained in

the support of (19).
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0-1 Vars # cuts GAP Flraction

33 20 269.6 0.92

40 5 197.9 0.17

201 6 490.0 0.00
282 240 81543.5 0.96

291 72 3473.8 0.94

548 139 5565.1 0.99

1550 0 1.5 0.00

1939 1 14.9 0.00

2655 2 15.9 0.19

2756 326 422.9 0.98

Table 2 illustrates the effectiveness of this lifted constraint generation procedure measured

by the degree to which it closes the “gap" between the optimal linear programming relaxation

objective function value and the optimal 0-1 objective function value. The column GAP shows

the difference between these two values after preprocessing, but before constraint generation. The

last colunm reiiects the fraction of the gap closed due to the generation of lifted minimal cover

cutting planes. The problem with 548 0-1 variables illustrates the effectiveness of these facetial

cutting planes more than a.ny of the others. At the end of the preprocessing stage, which reduced

a considerable amount of the gap, there remained a gap much too large to permit one to expect

completion of the branch-and-bound phase within a reasonable time limit. In fact, Crowder, et al.

(1983) originally attempted to solve this problem without cutting planes and had to give up after

letting the problem nm for several CPU hours. However, after identifying and generating the

cutting planes noted, the gap after preprocessing was reduced to a small fraction of the original

value, permitting the problem to be solved in less than one minute of CPU time. This observation

was supported by the results of several other successful runs, including the problem with 2756 0-1

variables.

The success of Crowder, et al. (1983) provided momentum to improving the techniques used to
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strengthen the ir1itial linear programming formulation relaxation prior to attempting to solve the

integer optirnization problem. Johnson, Kostreva, and Suhl (1985) applied a similar methodology

as that of Crowder, et al. (1983) to 0-1 integer programming problems arising from large scale

planning models possessing explicit specially structured constraints:

(1) Either-or oonstraints of the form

—Mw1 G15!} S Ö10,
.i€N«

G15!} 2 —M+ bu,
i€N«

where for each project i , w, is the project variable, M is a suiiiciently large positive

constant, and mj, j E M, are the activity variable that aifect wj.

(2) Mutual exclusivity, or clique constraints of the form

{Bj S 1.
JGS;.

(3) Fixed charge oonstraints of the form

!} S M1/11
,1671

where mj is some activity variable, M is again a sufiiciently large positive constant, and

y; is an adjoined variable called a fixed charge variable.

Noting similar sucoesses due to the criticality of having a strong linear programming forrnu-

lation in hand, their method subdivided into three phases: logical methods applied before linear

programming, constraint generation with linear programming, and specialized branch-and-bound

for solving the preprocessed integer optimization problem. Unlike Crowder, et al. (1983), they

added the concept of probing to the preproceming stage which was developed by Guignard, Spiel-

berg, and Suhl (1978). In probing, a variable mj is set either to zero or one, and the tests are then

repeated on the resulting problem. If that problem turns out to be infeasible, then the original

variable can be fixed in the other direction. For the largest problems, they used probing on only

the most important variables.

The oonstraint generation technique used to create cutting planes was the same as that used

by Crowder, et al. (1983). It is interesting to observe from the results shown in Table 3, that
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Pbm 1 Pbm 2 Pbm 3 Pbm 4

No. of variables 291 313 548 2756

No. of constraints 252 272 176 755

Peroent gap closed (PP) 91 86 89 49

No. of cuts added 54 138 99 128

Peroent gap closed (CP) 95 94 99 77

Nodes (B-and-B) 82 214 221 3322

Peroent opt proven 100 100 100 98.91

the largest percentage of the integrality gap was closed by the preprocessing routines, with the

previously reported cutting planes making marginal gains past this initial closing. This obser-

vation further reinforced the conviction of researchers that a good initial model of the problem

must be carefully constructed in the sense that it affords a tight imderlying linear programming

representation, and that any inherent special structures must be exploited, both in the process of

model formulation and algorithmic developments.

Continuing to focus on improving the procedures for preprocessing a problem formulation to

reduce the size of the integrality gap, Martin and Schrage (1985) introduced a method to generate

an initial set of cuts designed to tighten both pure 0-1 and mixed-integer 0-1 problems. Their

method was based on two ideas: subset selection and logical coefiicient reduction. The latter idea

was identical to the technique introduced by Crowder, et al. (1983), i.e., a given constraint of the

form
V

(25) b,
je! je? je?

whereaj 30,xj e{0,1} forallj€I,a:_, 20forallj€P,and0$xj$1 fora.llj6F,canbe

replaced by:

2II1lIl{Gj, b}$j + Gjällj +Gjttjje!
je? je?

However, their idea of subset selection was new. It was intended to exploit irnplied constraints of

(25) to generate coeiiicient reduction cuts when (25) could not do so directly. For example, consider
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the constraint xl +x3 +:::3 + 3x4 +:::5 3 3 where 0 5 :::l,x3,x3 5 1, and :::4,:::5 E {0, 1}. Suppose

that the current linear programming relaxation solution is given by Ö1 = 10/24, :7:3 = 11/24,

:7:3 = 12/24, :7:4 = 5/24, and :7:5 = 1. Notice that standard logical coeflicient reduction has no

effect on this constraint. However, any feasible solution to this constraint must also satisfy the

implied constraint xl + x3 + :::3 + 3x4 2 2 because the maximum value of :::5 is one. Identifying

appropriate subsets of the variables in I and F to fix at a value of one, produces an implied

constraint that can be subsequently tightened via coefiicient reduction. In this case, the valid

cut produced is given by xl + x3 + x3 + 2:1:4 2 2, which cuts off the current linear prograrruning

relaxation solution.

Formally, ifK Q I and S Q F and bo = b— EEKaj —EESaj > 0, then a valid cut implied

by constraint (25) is:

(27) min{b3, aj}xj + ajxj + ajxj 2 bo.
,161-K 16F-s jap

Since a problem of realistic size would preclude the practice of coefficient reduction on every

possible subset, they advocated a method of selecting subsets K and S in such a wayto(28)

I11lI1{b0, Gj}Öj + Gjäj — bg,
j6t—1< ,16F-s

so that, instead of identifying the subsets K and S that satisfy bo = b — EEK aj — EES aj as

a strict equality, they allow the minimization to identify K and S based on bß 5 b —
EEK aj —-

EES aj. Additionally, they again endorsed the use of lifted constraints and minimal cover cuts

within any computational approadr used in solving these types of problems.

No single research emphasized this point more than the seminal paper by Hoffman and Pad-

berg (1985) that addresses linear programming based combinatorial problem solving. The fact

that both pure and mixed-integer 0-1 programming problems could now be solved to optimality

in economically feasible computation times by methods directly extracted nom polyhedral theory

validated the use of both facetial cutting planes and effective preproeessing. Since there existed

only a few instances where the naive linear programming relaxation of a given integer optimization

problem had been proven to solve the combinatorial optimization problem for all possible choices

of the objective frmction, in particular, when the matrix A is totally unimodular, it was becom-
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ing standard practice to tighten the linear programming relaxation as much as poßible at the

onset. Even though complete descriptions of the underlying polytope, PI, for each combinatorial

optimization problem were (and are still) not available, a partial list of facet defining inequalities

based on explicit or implicit special structures present in the problem formulation significantly

improved solution times. By prescribing the general methodology shown in Figure‘4, the challenge

of combinatorial optirnization was clear: identify a sufliciently large subsystem H*:1: 5 h* of the

complete system Ha: 5 h of the polytope P; that permits one to reduce the integrality gap as

much as possible before handing the problem over to a branch-and-bound procedure.

Padberg and Rinaldi (1987) succesfully implemented a slight modification to this generic

approach (Figure 4) to solve to optimality a 532-city syrnmetric TSP involving the optirnization

over 141,246 zero—one variables. The cities were located as data pairs of (pseudo-Euclidean) (:1:, y)-

coordinates of 532 cities located in the continental United States. The constraints generated for

use as cutting planes consisted only of subtour elimination constraints and comb constraints,

similar to those used by Crowder and Padberg (1980). However, Padberg and Rinaldi (1987)

used a different manner of generating these cuts which was more closely tied to branch—and-

boimd. They developed a ‘bmuch-and-cut’ scheme where, like in branch—and—bound, they selected

a variable :1:, say, by some reasonable criterion to branch on. Enforcing the constraint 25 z 1 on

the ‘up-branch’, and :1: 5 0 on the ‘down-branch’, their routine moved from the current vertex to

a different one which was then fed into a cut generator that finds new constraints to cut off the

new vertex. The constraints generated at any given node of the search tree were again globally

valid at any other node of the tree because they defined facets of the entire TSP polytope. In

following such a constraint generation scheme, it was no longer necessary to keep track of the

order in which constraints were generated, which was necessary for a standard branch-and~bound

approach that used subproblems to generate cutting planes. Furthermore, the book-keeping could

be kept to a minimum since it was no longer necessary to keep track ofprevious linear programming

basis information and the like, because at every branching step, they did not just impose simple

constraints of the type rc 3 1 and :1: 5 0, but rather generated any number ofviolated facet—deIining

constraints repeatedly, so long as progress towards optirnality remained satisfactory.

Capitalizing on the apparent success of this approach, researchers extended its application to
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several other classes of problems in the ensuing years. Van Roy and Wolsey (1987) extended the

practice of automatically reformulating a given combinatorial optimization problem via prepro-

cessing to mixed-integer programming, noting that reformulation using strong valid inequalities

was necessary for solving or Ending good optimal solutions. They also suggested that this tech-

nique could easily be improved to handle generalized upper bound constraints. Goemans (1989)

did exactly that, developing a family of facet-deEning valid inequalities for the class of 0-1 mixed-

integer programming problems with a single knapsack constraint and variable upper bounds on

the continuous variables of the problem. Within this same category, Dietrich and Escudero (1990)

extended the notion of coefiicient reduction for 0-1 knapsack constraints in the presence of vari-

able bounding constraints. They improved the reduction idea for this class, demonstrating that

stronger reductions can be obtained by exploiting the bounding relationship between variables,

an aspect not considered by Crowder, et al. (1983). Later, Dietrich and Escudero (1992) applied

a similar coeiiicient strategy to tighten cover induced inequalities using 0-1 knapsack constraints,

and, if available, cliques whose variables were included in the cover. In this case, tightening is

achieved by increasing the coeificients of the cover inequality, since they are generally of the form

ZE}cjxj g k, where cj 6 {0, 1} gives the cover coefficient for j, and where 0 < k < 2161 cj,

k E Z+. Note that if k = 1, then this cover induced inequality corresponds to a clique inequality.

Padberg and Rinaldi (1991) provided a more in-depth treatment of branch-and-cut for large-

scale symmetric traveling salesman problems, noting, among other results, the ‘tailin.g-oß" effect

on the best LP relaxation objective Emotion value, v(LP), obtained at node 0 via cut generation.

For example, in one particular problem involving 263 cities, the value of v(LP) increases quickly

in the Erst 10 iterations, then it increases by less than 9 units in the following 30 iterations,

and finally it tak 71 iterations to increase by less than half a unit. This ‘tailing o_ß" effect

reveals the inability of the cut generator to produce the ‘right’ cut that would take the current

optimal LP solution out of the comer of the polytope where it is trapped. They observed that the

stronger the cut generator, the higher is the value of v(LP) where the tailing off occurs. A very

tight initial linear programming formulation reduces the size of the integrality gap where tailing

can occur, and has the potential to render this effect insigniücant, independent of the quality of

subsequently generated cuts. This fact alone supports eE’orts to provide as tight a formulation as
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possible from the onset. (See Hoffman and Padberg (1991) for a very comprehensive survey of the

vario11s techniques for automatically improving the linear programming representation of general

0-1 linear prograrmning problems.)

For some specially structured problems, a variable redefinition technique had also been proposed

by Martin (1987) for mixed—integer linear programming problems of the form

(EM) Minirnize 1:1:

subject to: Am 3 a,

mEX={:1:: B:1:;b,:1:30, mj integerforall j6J},

where the constraints A:1: 2 a represent the complicating or coupling constraints, and the Bm 2

b constraints reprßent constraints containing some identifiable special structure. Whereas the

efforts of Crowder and Padberg (1980), Crowder, et al. (1983), and Hoffman and Padberg (1983)

strived to close the integrality gap by characterizing either fully or partially the facial structure of

conv(X), the foundation ofthis approach rested on the idea that by dropping certain complicating

constraints, a specially structured subproblem would result that could be reformulated using an

entirely different set of decision variables, or a subset of the original m variables plus some new

auxiliary variables. This reformulation process yields an equivalent problem formulation that

tightens the linear programming relaxation by constructing a partial convex hull for a subset of

constraints. The selection of a linear transformation to relate different mixed-integer formulations

is a natural one because the image of a polytope under a linear transformation is also a polytope.

Letting Z denote the feasible region III this new variable space that corresponds to X, the

entire problem (EM) could be reformulated using an appropriate linear transformation T so that

the following two conditions held:

(1) every extreme point of conv(X) is contained in the image of Z under T; and,

(2) T(Z) QconvThe

stronger requirement that T(Z) Q X was additionally required so that an optimal solution

z* to min{cTz : z E Z} implies that :1:* = Tz* was an optimal solution to min{c:1: : m 6 X}.

Eppen and Martin (1987) reported encouraging results applying this methodology to solving

multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problems. In five out of the seven problems tested, the optimal
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linear programming relaxation solution was identical to the optimal solution to the integer pro-

gramming problem. For the other two problems, the integrality gap was closed to 1.9% and 0.15%

of integer optimality.

Martin (1991) introduced a new method of automatically generating auxiliary variable refor·

mulations using a cutting plane method for probl =·¤· : of the type

(29) Minimize{c$:D$2d,$€P§R"},

where P is the polyhedron given by

P.E{$: G‘$Sß3, i= 1,...,q, $20, zj 5fj, Vj€J}.

The coeliicients c and
a‘

are n-vectors, and aß and fj are scalars. The constraints
a‘$

5 aß can be

interpreted as valid cuts for the mixed integer program deüned by requiring the variabl >: indexed

by the set J to be integers.

Consider the linear program

(30) max{$a+g0: Fa+H050,020},

where a and 0 are column vectorsofreal variables conformable with the row vectorsofreal numbers

$ and g respectivelyg and the matrices F and H. Then, (30) is a valid separation progmm for P

ifgiven:T:20,:7:_1 5fj foralljeJ,theoptimal valueof (30) equalszeroifandonlyifa‘:T:5aß,

i = 1, . . . ,q. Given the existence of a valid separation linear program, the problem (29) can be

reformulated using auxiliary variables z as:

Minimize ca:

subject to: Da: 2 d,

2: = ZE

ZH 2 gv

wg S fg Vj 6 J,

@220

Although eneouraging computational results were obtained for probl : in which this separation

problem was embedded in a cutting plane algorithm, perhaps equally as interesting, was the
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open research quetion posed by Martin motivated by the insights provided by this reformulation

strategy: can a polynomial size reformulation be generated in this manner for any problem that

has a polynomial separation algorithm for Ending valid cuts?

Permeating throughout all these developments is a sense that perhaps there might exist some

unifying theory that, taken as a whole, would either identify commonly shared characteristie

of the underlying polytope, or define a hierardiical structure to tightening linear p

relaxations afforded by the various classes of facetial and non-facetial deep cuts. This goal diifers

signiiicantly from simply a generalization of the various technique, such as that proposed by

Dietrich, Escudero, and Chance (1993) for 0-1 optimization problems.

Their methodology provided two generalizations „of "ideal” reformulations that addressed indi-

vidual knapsadc constraints, pairs of knapsack constraints, clique and cover induced inequalitie,

variable upper bounding constraints and capacity expansion constraints. However, the missing

component in this, and other approaches of a similar nat11re, was the speciiication of an entire

hierarchy based upon a singe approach that has the potential to recover an entire convex hull rep-

reseutation, if one was willing to expend a suücient amount ofalgebraic and computational effort.

Ironicallyg such a unifying hierarchy was always obtainable, but was effectively concealed behind

the idea that a combinatorial optimization probl »«•• must Erst be moved into a higher dimensional

space, transferring integer complexity to nonlinear complexity. By subsequently relinearizing the

problem, andprojecting it back into the space oforiginal variable, any deüred degree oftightening

could then be adiieved. This methodology provide the nucleus of a Reformulation-Linearization

Technique (RLT) whose theory underlie the developments of this dissertation.

1.5.8. Ref0rm11lation·Linearization 'Ibchnique- (RLT). The fimdamental RLT proce-

dure introduced by Sherali and Adams (1989, 1990, 1994) begins by Erst reformulating a given

problem. This is done by deiining a set ofnonnegative factors using the problem variable’ boimd

factor eonstraints, and suitably multiplying eombinations of thee factors with the original prob-

lem constraints to generate additional valid nonlinear constraints. Thee reulting constraints

are then subsequently linearized by defining a new set of variable, one for each nonlinear term.

Depending on the speciEe of its application, and hence the structure of the problem, this RLT

proces yields various linear programming representations or relaxations that have specific, de-
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sirable characteristics. In particular, the addition of auxiliary variables in RLT strengthens the

linear programming formulation in such a way that it makes solution by branch-and-bound either

signiäcantly easier, or altogether unnecessary.

In the next dxapter, we present a comprehensive literature review of the development of this

technique along with several variations that are currently imder active development. Here, we

briefly mention several classes of problerm that have succumbed to the Sherali-Adams RLT in re-

cent years in order tc illustrate the extent of its applicability to discrete and nonlinear optimization

problems.

RLT was originally designed to an ploy factors involving 0-1 variables stemming from problems

of the form

Minimize{c:1:+dy: (x,y) 6 X, zbinary , 0 gy gu},

in order to generate the required nonlinear (polynomial) reformulation. For these types of 0-1

mixed-integer linear, and also extendable to 0-1 polynomial (multilinear) programming problems,

Sherali and Adams (1989, 1990, 1994) have shown that such an RLT can produce a hierarchy of

tighter and tighter linear programming relaxations, recovering the convex hull of integer feasible

solutions at the highest level of relaxation.

In another study Balas, Ceria and Comuejols (1993) described encouraging computational

results in testing a cutting plane algorithm called a Lift-and-Project algorithm that incorporates

cuts based upon first level RLT relaxations. More recently, Balas, Ceria and Cornuéjols (1994)

have applied this cutting plane approach to the maximum clique problem, demonstrating a higx

degree of closure of the integrality gap when using cuts based on the special structure aiforded by

the clique constraints.

A related hierarchy of relaxations was independently developed by Lovasz and Schrijver (1991)

which amoimts to deriving a first level tightening X1 over the linear programming relaxation X0,

finding the projection Xp1, and then repeating this step by replacing X0 with X1. Continuing in

this fashion, they demonstrated that in n steps, the convex hull ofX is obtained. Their require-

ment of interspersing a projection operation, however, renders their procedure as impractical for

computational purposes.
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Sherali and 'hmcbilek (1992) adapted the RLT approach ofSherali and Adanm (1989) in concert

with a suitable partitioning technique to develop an algorithm that was proven to converge to a

global optimum for continuoua, nonconvex, polynomial programming problems of the form

Minimize{¢0(a:): ¢,-(:1:) 3 ß, forr= 1,...,R;, ¢,(z) = ß,-forr= R1 +1,...,R, az E Q},

where

forr = 0, 1,...,R,
Ü€T•· j€J•·¢

and where

QE{a:: 051, $:1:} gu, <oo, forj=1,...,n}.

Sherali and 'llmcbilek (1992) also developed a suitable application of the RLT concept for the

location-allocation problem in which the transportion cost penalty is proportional to the squared

Euclidean distance between the supply and destination points:

Hl fl

((:1:; - aj)2 + (y; — bj)2) : wE£=1
j=1

Projecting this problem into the space of w-variables alone, and expressing the result as a mini-

mization of a concave quadratic function over the transportation constraints, they applied RLT

to this w-space probl to generate a tight linear programming relaxation via a piecewise lin-

ear convex underestimator of the objective function. Fhrthermore, they were able to exploit the

structure of the transportation constraints by devising suitable logical tests, and generating cut-

set inequalities based on a cycle prevention method that preserves a forest graph for any partial

solution to further tighten the lower bound. In computational testing, the initial linear program

itself produces solutions within 2-4% of optimality This enabled them to solve problems having

up to 20 facilities and 120 customers, while previous algorithms were unable to solve 4 facility

and 10 customer problems within reasonable effort.

Using only low-level relaxations created by the RLT procedure, Sherali and Alameddine (1990)

derived an explicit representation of the convex envelope of the nonconvex bilinear fimction over
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so-called D-polytopes for the problem

(BLP) Minimize¢(a:,y)EcTx+¢{I‘y+xTGy

(31) subject to: (:1:, y) E Z n {2,

where :1: E R", y 6 R'", Z is a polyhedron in R"+'", and Q is a hyperrectangle of the form

0E{(:z:,y): 0$l$z$u<oo,0$L$y$U<oo}. TheyshowedthatwhenZ¤f2isa

triangular or quadrilateral D·polytope in R2, the actual closure convex hull ofZ is obtained, which

can be useful in a branch-and-boimd framework. In the more general case, an RLT procedure

was developed by Sherali and Alameddine (1992) that yielded a useful lower bounding linear

program. This was embedded within a convergent partitioning procedure that was demonstrated

tosignificantlyoutperformexisting techniques based on convex envelcpes. For almost all separably

constrained problems of this type, and an overwhelming number of jointly constrained problems

of this type, they reported that the initial linear programming relaxation itself solved the bilinear

problem. When this was not the case, the initial gap between the lower and upper bounds was

close enough to produce an optimum after the bra.nch—and—bo1md algorithm enumerated only a

few nodes. However, it can be the case, as they note, that the size of the bounding linear program

created by a complete RLT application can be prohibitively large. In light of this, they proposed a

‘constraint ültering strategy’ that might be implemented to dispense with constraints that might

not contribute signiiicantly to the tightenes of the resulting bounds. Brieily, assuming that the

constraints of a particular linearization LP(0) are generated in the usual RLT manner, for each

inequality constraint mz Z ßr, say, a signed Euclidean distance of E can be computed from the

corresponding hyperplane as (mz — ,8;)/||a‘||. If the distance exceeds a specific tolerance ·r > 0,

the constraint is deleted. The resulting reduced problem is then used to compute a lower boimd.

Although the several classes of optimization problems mentioned appear to have succumbed

to improved algorithms, clever reformulation techniques, and advances in computing technolo-

ges, the class of 0-1 mixed-integer programs (MIP) in discrete optimization remain steadfast in

their challenge. Despite the fact that individual cases have been studied nom the perspective of

tigitening linear programming relaxations and exploiting special structures foriwhich success has

been noted, there has not existed to date a unifying framework that implements both of these
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tasks within an automatic facility. This study introduces a general technique for constructing

tight model reformulations while exploiting special structures, based upon the Reformulation—

Linearization Technique (RLT) of Sherali and Adams (1989, 1990, 1994).

Specifically, it is shown how certain inherent special structures present in a problem formu-

lation could be exploited to develop specific classes of multiplicative factors that can be applied

to the constraints of the original problem in order to reformulate it as an equivalent polyno-

mial programming problem. This polynomial programming probl can then be subsequently

linearized to produce a tighter relaxation in a higher dimensional space. This general frame-

work permits one to generate a hierarchical sequence of tighter relaxations, leading up to the

convex hull representation. Because of the focus on developing multiplicative factors based on

special structures, an eiliciency is achieved that has generally proved to be elusive in previous

reform11lation·linearization methods. It is possible, for several classes of combinatorial optimiza-

tion problems, to a priori identify the nature of the partial convex hull representation that might

result for a particular level of algebraic and computational eilort. The potential savings that could

be realized for an enumerative algorithm such as branch·and-boimd is signiiicant.

1.6. Parallel processing

There has been an increasing amount ofresearch performed in recent years focussing on adapt-

ing the branch-and-bound algorithm to take advantage of parallel architectures of computing

machines involving more than a single procasor (see Gendrion and Crainic (1994)). In addi-

tion to dilferences in hardware design, the method of controlling operations in each environment

diiferentiates implementation approaches. The main modes of computation can be g1·ouped as

control driven, data driven, and demand driven (Treleaven, Brownbridge and Hopkins (1982)).

Control driven computations rely on the user to specify the exact type and order of operations

to be performed. In a data driven model, operations can be performed as soon as all the nec-

essary operands are available. The demand driven model waits to perform an operation until

some required outcome is needed. All sequential computers essentially use the control driven

method, whereas parallel machines appear to operate most eilectively in a data driven, or data

flow environment.
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1.6.1. Parallel aspects of branch-and-bound. The branch-and-boimd process contains

elements that are amenable to both course grained parallelism, and fine gmined parallelism, each

of which can be employed when executing the algorithm. Course grained parallelism occurs when

a program contains certain statements that can be executed in parallel (e.g., a FORTRAN FOR

loop). A sequential list of statements that are independent of one another is an example of {ine

grained parallelism. Whether one type ofparallelism is preferred over the other is dependent upon

the speciiic configuration of memory modules and proceeors.

As Gendrion and Crainic (1994) note, the development of parallel branch-and-boimd reearch

followed a chronology of early experiments (1975-1982), theoretical studie (1983-1986), and

experiments on actual parallel systems (since 1987), with many contributions being made in the

process. It is interesting to note that the first use of parallel processing tc solve a combinatorial

optimization problem by branch-and-boimd is credited to Pruul (1975). Simulating a shared

memory system with p processors, 1 5 p 5 5, because of the lack of parallel hardware, Pruul

(1975) nonethel >:—= applied the new methodology to ten 25-city ATSP problems incorporating a

boimding medianism based on the assignment problem, subtour elimination branching rules, and

a parallel depth-ürst branching rule. The results of Pruul’s study were of little practical value at

the time, though this conclusion is clearly not the case today.

Three salient aspects of the brand:-and-bound algorithm lend themselves to parallelism. The

ürst introduces parallelism in the process ofperforming operations on subproblems generated via

branching. For example, after a number of subproblems are generated at the onset, the indepen-

dent processors could be used to evaluate both the lower bounds available via the subproblems’

linear programming relaxations and the best upper bounds available for each subprobl . The

ideal munber of subproblems to generate are as many as would be suiiicient to avoid processor

stamation due to a small number of available tasks, which typically hampers speed-up in the early

stage of execution.

It is also possible to build the brand:-and-bound binary search tree in parallel by performing

operations on several subproblems simultaneously. Of course, this implies that each of the proces-

sors must have a suflicient capability to execute all the necessary operations of branch-and-bound
'
independently as in a so-called course grained MIMD (multiple instruction, multiple data) system.
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Using such a sdxeme, Boehning, Butler and Gillett (1988) introduced a parallel branch~and-bound

algorithm for integer linear programming problems that was able to achieve superlinear speedup

for a subset of the test problems. Ead1 parallel processor selected a subproblem to work cn f1·om

an available pool of problems shared by one or more processors. The same basic sequence of

instructions were executed by eadi processor: (a) request a problem, (b) add a down row, (c)

add an up row, (d) analyze the down node, (e) check for fathoming, (f) put the down node in

the pool of subproblems, (g) analyze the up node, (h) check for fathoming, (i) put the up node in

the pool of subproblems, and repeat. Their algorithm also made use of cutting plan e: parallel to

the objective function to cut oif fractional linear programming solutions obtained for the different

node subproblems.

Miller and Pekny (1989) and Pekny and Miller (1992) implemented a version of brandx-and-

bound based on a processor shop model for the asymmetric traveling salesman problem in which

processors examine the list of tasks available and choose one based on some priority rules. 'I‘hey

then process the diesen task, place the results in the correct memory location, and extract another

task. Vüthin this environment, probleim ranging from 50 to 3000 cities we1·e successfully solved

on a 14 processor BBN Butterfly Plus computer. Kudva and Pekny (1993) experienced similar

success testing this approach using various sized instances of the multiple resource constrained

sequencing problem. All of the implementations noted achieved succes relying on course grained

MIMD systems. Althouji this aspect of bl‘&'I1(h-8I1d·b0l1I1d has received some attention on line

grained SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) systems (Kindervater and Trienekens (1988)),

dillicultis were encountered trying to effectively use the SIMD architecture - a mismatch of

algorithms with hardware.

The last aspect ofparallelism for branch-andgbound algorithms arises in the ability to construct

different branching trees in parallel by performing operations on several subproblems simulta-

neously. 'I‘his type of decomposition is reminiscent of performing sensitivity analysis in linear

programming for simultaneous variations in right-hand side values. Each of the branching trees

execute dißerent branching, boimding, and evaluation rules, and the information generated in one

tree can posibly contribute to the construction ofanother. Miller and Pekny (1993) implemented

this strategy by varying only the branching ruls. Kumar and Kanal (1984) allowed each of the
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processors to execute the usual lower bounding technique, but implemented an upper bonmd strat-

eg that optimistically diminished each processor’s known best solution by some amount from the

incumbent solution stored on a singe processor. Convergence of the procws was thus guaranteed

since the true integer solution could, at last resort, be found in Iinite time on the branch maintain-

ing the actual best upper boimd. Lastly, Janakiram, Gehringer, Agrawal and Mehrotra (1988)

experimented with adding a stochastic character to the algorithm by randomizing the selection

of the next subproblem to be evaluated by each procasor. Their eiforts were motivated by the
‘ reasoning that the mapping of randomized algorithrm onto multiprocessors involves very little ·

scheduling or communications overhead. To avoid possible duplication of work by processors,

their technique maintained a global listing of the status of the subproblems at the first k levels of

the branching tree.

Rccognizably, all of the implementations of branch-and-bound strategies are dependent upon

the type. of parallel architecture used by the computing device, a point explained indepth in

Chapter 6. Independent ofthis dilferentiation, results from the studies noted are very encouraging,

and eiforts into this particular vein of research for attacking hard combinatorial optimization

problems are expected to blossom in the future. This will especially become the case if the

current trend of increased availablity of multiprocessor desktop computers continues, along with

an accompanying decrease in cost.

° 1.7. Organization of dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as foHows. Chapter 2 presents a. comprehensive

literature review of the relevant linearization and reformulation-linearization techniques leading

up to the hierarchy of relaxations for specially structured problems. Although several other

researdiers have propcsed reformulation-linearization techniques that are variations ofthe original

Sherali—Adams technique, they remain, for the most part, 'tential in nature because of the

diüculty in providing explicit algebraic representations that can be subsequently used to derive

other valid cuts. These techniques are also presented for ccmpleteness.

Chapter 3 formally introduces the new special—structure-R.LT, called RLT1, that provides a

unifying framework for constructinga spectrum ofcontinuous relaxations, spanning IIOID the linear
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programming relaxation to the convex hull representation for linear and polynomial mixed-integer

0-1 problerm. In addition to presenting the relevant theory, we demonstrate that whenever special

structures are present, there is a general unifying framework that one can rely on to generate

tight and often reduced sized relaxations. Morcover, in addition to explicitly recognizing existing

special structures in developing specific factors in the RLT process, this hierarchy also subsumes

the Sherali-Adams hierarchy as a special case.

We also illuminate the fundamental aspects of this theory in Chapter 3, presenting several

examples for various special structures in order to demonstrate how these underlying special

structures, including GUB, VUB, covering, partitioning and packing constraints, as well as spar-

sity can be exploited within this framework. For some types of structures, we demonstrate how

low-level relaxations can to recover the convex hull of integer feasible solutions. We also present

an altemative partial application of this new hierarchy, along with some additional casa that lend

themselves to such a sche.

Based on the concepts ofthis special-structure-RLT, we introduce a new technique of tightening

the inequalities generated by RLT1 via the conditional use of logic. We show that for the class

of lmapsack inequalities, specific logically tightened RLT1 inequalities recover those obtainable

via a sequential lifting process. In fact, we prove that the valid inequality generated at any stage

of this sequential lifting process is implied by the sequentially generated RLT1 constraints in

whidi the first level products are applied to the previous stage’s lifted constraints. Within this

context, the sequentially lifted minimal cover constraints introduced by Balas and Zemel (1978)

and demonstrated by Crowder, et al. (1983) and Martin and Schrage (1985) to be so successful

in tightening the bounds of linear programming relaxations, are subsumed by RLT1.

In Chapter 4, we apply this technique in detail to several formulations of the asymmetric trav-

eling »:«•• an problem (ATSP), introducing a tightened version of this formulation using Miller,

Tudcer, and Zemlin (1960) subtour elimination constraints. Additionally a new formulation for

the 3-index ATSP is proposed based on the quadratic assignment formulation of the ATSP. The

motivation for applying RLT1 to this arena is that the ATSP is an important and classical

combinatorial optimization problem that happens to possess ridi exploitable special structures.

Moreover, many exact or heuristic techniques that have been developed for the solution of hard
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combinatorial optimization problems were originally conceived and tested on the TSP, which, as

a result, has become a prototype problem in this sense.

In Chapter 5, we then demonstrate the relative strengths of the special-structure-RLT relax-

ations via two computational experiments. One experiment centers on a comparison of effec-

tiveness between RLT1 and RLT0 in the context of the set padring problem. Several results

are presented that provide unique insights into the algorithmic nature of RLT1, and suggest A
ideal conditions under which to apply the new hierarchy The second experiment is designed

to ascertain the relative strengths of the live formulations of the ATSP introduced in Chapter ·

4, as the imderlying cost structure is varied. Throughout, we provide several recommendations

for incorporating constraints generated by RLT1 within a brand1·and-cut/boimd strategy of the

type introduced by Crowder and Padberg (1980), Padberg and Rinaldi (1991), Crowder, et al.

A (1983), and I-Ioifman and Padberg (1983). Lastly, we conclude this dissertation in Chapter 6 with

comments concerning follow-on research of RLT1, and considerations toward extending this new

hierarchy into a parallel computing environment.
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CHAPTER 2

Linearization and Reformulation·Linearization Techniques

The Sherali-Adams R:eformulation·Linearization Technique (RLT), summarized formally in this

chapter, generates a hierarchy of relaxations for 0-1 mixed-integer problems (MIP), linear or

polynomial, that has as many levels as the numberof0-1 variables, with thezeroeth level relaxation

being the ordinary continuous relaxation, and the nth level relaxation atfording the convex hull

representation. The relaxation at any level in this hierarchy is generated by Hrst reformulating the

given problem as an equivalent polynomial program via a process of multiplying the oonstraints

with certainpolynomial factors composed ofthe bound factorsz; 2 0 and (1-:::,) 2 0, i = 1, . . . ,n,

where :::1,. . .,:::„ are the 0-1 variables. (Additional factors composed from the other defining

constraintscanbeusedinalikewisefashioninordertoconstructatightcrrelaxationatany

given level, although this is not necessary to recover the convex hull representation at level n.)

Following this, the probl >· •• is linearized by deHning a new variable for each polynomial term, hence

the name RLT. Elements of the Hist level construction in this hierarchy appeared earlier in Adams

and Sherali (1990), and the computational effectiveness ofsuch partial Hist level constructions was

exhibited in Adams and Sherali (1986, 1993). Using a multéhomogcncous homotopy approach,

Watson and Morgan (1992) have shown that the necessary optimality conditions for the continuous

polynomial programming problem can be formulated as a polynomial system ofequations, among

whose zeros the global optimum must lie. This methodology was demonstrated to be very practical

for small probl and has fonmd application in geometric modeling and prototype structural

design. Both the mixed integer version, andthe continuous version ofthe polynomial programming

problem over larger sized applications remain a challange.
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2.1. Early linearizatiou strategies
4

Some of the underlying linearization concepts of the Sherali—Adams RLT procedure, although

not stemming from reformulation ideas, appeared earlier in the context of polynomial 0-1 pro-

grams. One such eifort was introduoed by Fortet (1959, 1960). He proposed a linearization

technique for 0-1 polynomial programming problenm that replaces each polynomial term with a

single additional 0-1 variable and two additional constraints. Every distinct product of the form

Hjegh mj comprised purely of 0-1 variables is replaced by a new 0-1 variable :1:,,+;,. The two new

constraints

JENA

and

z; — IHAI=¤„+A 2 0,
JENA

must be added in order to ensure that m,,+;, = 1 if and only if Hjem mj = 1. The downside to

this linearization technique is that numbers of new variables and ofnew constraints so introduced

may be high, even for small nonlinear 0-1 programs.

Another linearization technique, attributed to Zangwill (1965) and Watters (1967), retained

the integral dxaracter of the original 0-1 polynomial programming problem by replacing each

polynomial term Hjeq mj with a single integer variable EQ 6 {0, 1}, and adding an appropriate

set of constraints to the formulation that would enforce the 0-1 requirement on any solution.

Given a 0-1 polynomial problem of the form

minimize f(m)

subject to: g;(m)$0, i=1,...,m,

where m = (m1,mg,.. .,m„) is a vector of 0-1 variables, and f(m) and g,(m) are polynomials in

m = (m1,mg, . . . ,:1:,,), linearization is accomplished in the following manner.

Zangwill and Watters’ Linearization ‘

• Replace each term mf by mj.
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• Replace each cross-product term Him mj by the new variable mq that is to satisfy the

constraints

$1 — $Q S ¢1 — 1,
160

$1 + <1$o S 0,
160

6c 6 {0, 1},
where q denotes the number of elements in Q. A computational study by Taha (1970) indicated

that neither an application of nonlinear algorithms to the original formulation, nor the 0-1 linear

transformation of the problem via this linearization technique, afforded any clear-cut advantage

over the other. One performed better than the other in some situations, and vice-versa. However,

the most salient limitation of this approach is its inability to handle polynomial expressions

involving both integer and continuous variables, so-called mixed-integer expressions.

Petersen (1971) and Glover and Woolsey (1974) extended the linearization technique ofZangwill

(1965) and Watters (1967). Their methodology represents a significant contribution to lineariza,-

tion strategies for several reasons. First, they propcsed several algebraic rulw that make it possible

to replace a polynomial cross—product term involving binary variables with a continuous variable,

rather than an integer binary variable, in contrast to previous practice. Letting 0 5 mq 5 1, and

replacing (2.1) with the constraints

(32) mj 3 IQ Vj 6 Q,

guarantees that mq is automatically 0-1 when the original variables are binary.

Second, they introduced a certain economy in their linearization by further replacing (32) with

substantially fewer constraints than those generated via (32) in the following manner. Letting Sj

denote the set of all sets Q that contain the index j, then, for each j that appears in some set Q,

(32) can be replaced by

(33) |S1|¤=1 2 E =¤¤·
068:

'I‘he number of additional constraints added tc the linearization then becomes only as many as

there are variables appearing in cross-product terms.
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Lastlyg since the difiiculty of pure integer and mixed-integer programming proble •«< is depen-

dent on the number of integer variables more strongly than the number of continuous variables,

such a replacement is computationally advantageous.

Glover (1975) extended the linearization of both Peterson (1971) and Glover and Woolsey

(1974) to acoommodate cross-product terms involving both continous and integer variables, with-
out the need for additional binary variables, an important precursor to the development of RLT

for mixed-integer 0-1 probl =«•• : . The motivation for this extension is based on the following obser-

vation. Consider a variable w E R1 and a 0-1 variable z related to each other by the conditions
‘

UO 3w3LO whena:=0, and U1 3w3L1 whena:=1. 'I'heusualwaytomodel thissituation

is to use the pair of inequalities

(34) Uo + (U1 — Uo)=¤ 2 w 2 Lo + (L1 — Lo)=¤-

However, when any of the U
’s'or L’s

are variables, as opposed to constants, cross-product non-

linearities are introduced that must be resolved in order to achieve a suitable linear relaxation.

For use in such a case, Peterson (1971) showed that cross-products of the form zz, with z a

nonnegatiw variable bounded above by a constant M and 1: binary, can be handled by replacing

xz with a new variable y which is required to satisfy the conditions

(35) Mz3y3z—M(1—::),z3y and y30.

Assuming that U1 3 UO and L1 3 LO, identifying an appropriate upper boimd M allows each of

the cross products of (34) to be accommodated by introducing a single new variable and three

new constraints given by (35), in addition to nonnegativity restrictions.

Glover (1975) specified a more eoonomical approach than Peterson’s, while dropping the as-

sumption that U1 3 UO and L1 3 LO. This method introduces a total of four new constraints and

no new variables. By identifying upper bounds UO,LO,U1,L1, and lower bounds QD,Lo,Q1,L1,

such that

(36) U02U02QO, Lo2L02LO„ U12U12Q1„ ¤·¤d L12L12L1„
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the nonlinear cross-product constraints of (34) can be replaced by the constraints
F

37
U¤+(U1—Q„)w2w2L¤+(L1—YÜo)z,

( )
U1+(-Üo—H1)(1—$)2w2L1+(Lo—z1)(1—$)»

where w E R1. When :2: = 0 or a: = 1, (34) are enforced by one pair of inequalities of (37), with

the remaining constraints becoming redimdant.

This new linearization was shown by Glover (1975) to easily accommodate quadratic capital

budgeting problems seeking to 2,_,6
N z,dy_yzj subject to linear constraints, where :1:,

binary for all i 6 N = {1, . . . ,n}. Deüning wy = xy 2, dyjzj reduces the number of new variables

to n, as oppcsed to the previous number n(n - 1)/2 required by the linearization of Peterson.

Letting

Üo = Ho = Io = Lo,

(38) U1 =Iy = Dj" = the sum over j of all positive du,

Q,=L,=D{= th68\1II10V8Ij0f&llH6g8t1V8dgj,

the constraints of (37) become

(39) D?==6 Zw: 2 Dim,

(40) ;dijzj — DFÜ · $6) ZW6 2 D?(1 —$6)•

for w = w, and x = as,. This linearization was also shown to easily accommodate the more general

use of an objective function of the form 2,6,,, 2,6,,, :c,d,,y_, where, as before, the :6, are 0-1 but

the variables y, need not be so constrained. The procedure for handling this is the same as in (39)

and (40), redefining D;" and D; appropriately to provide upper and lower boimds for 2, d,_.yy_,.

Kettani and Oral (1990) introduoed a refinement of the technique of Glover (1975) for bilinear

quadratic integer problems of the form

(BQP)6-1
y-1

subject to: Zqkz; 2 by, for I: = 1, .. .,m, ,
6:1
::,:0 or 1 fori=1,...,n.

l
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zg = 0 zg = 1

‘Ug=Ü ‘IJg=Ejd5j$j-L):

zg=0 .

1/¢ = Zjdcjßj —DÄ Ue = 0

TABLE 4. Slad: relationships.

This is identical in formulation to the quadratic capital budgeting problem used by Glover (1975).

Their reiinement reduced the number of new linear constraints needing to be added from 4n to

2n, while keeping the number of new variables to n but constrained in sign. The imderlying

· idea of this linearization was that a system of equations would be more useful than a system of

inequalities in identifying redundant conditions.

Introducing slack variables ug, vg, zg, and yg into Glover’s equations (39) and (40), resulted in

the equality Byßtem

(41) wg = Dfzg + vg Vi,

(42) wg=D}":cg—ug Vi,

(43) wi = Zduw; - D?“(1 —=«) +¤« Vi,
.1

(44) w¢ =Zdu=1—D?(1—=¤«)—v• Vi.
. .1

(45) vg20, ug20, zg20, yg20, Vi.

Note that the values of the slack variables are determined by the values of the wg’s, which

are in tum determined by the values of the :cg’s. As can be seen from Table 4 however, vg = 0

determine: the values of the other slack variables via the system (41)—(45). Therefore, this system

ofequations can be equivalently replaced by the nonlinear constraints

(46) vg = dgjzj — D;)$g V 1.

.1

Doing so, however, would unnecessarily increase the diiäculty of the problem. equivalent linear

representation of the conditions in Table 4 is possible, observing that vg + ug = 0 implies vg = 0
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and u., = 0 since both variables are nonnegative. A similar statement holds true for z, + y, = 0.

Using these relationships to surrogate the expressions in Table 4, yields the linear representation

v6+¤¢=(D?“—D?)=¤6 Vi,
z6+y6=(DZ°—DI)(1—=¤6) Vi,

V620, W20, V620, 9620, Vi-

As a result of adding these to the equality system (41)—(45), equations (42) and (44) could be

dropped as redundant. Moreover, the system could be changed back to an inequality system by

all the slack variables except 114. This gives the linear inequality representation of (41)
‘

in 2n new constraints and n new variables

(KO) Minimizee

subject io; Erw, + (Dj - Df)a:; - v, S D; v6,
1

vi 5 (D} -D§)z; Vi,

::4 6 {0, 1}, v, 3 0, Vi.

One disadvantage ofthis linearization is that it represents only one particular formulation, since

the representation (41) was dependent upon the way substitutions were made during the process

of linearization. Even more important, a reduction in the number of constraints deiining the

linearization of (41) may not be advisable. As was demonstrated earlier, it is far more important

to identify and generate the right type ofconstraints (preferably, valid facetial inequalities) to add

to the problem to achieve a certain level of tightening, with the ideal situation being an entire

convex hull description. Eur binary quadratic programming problems, reducing the number of

constraints deiining the problem without first preprocessing the set in the spirit of Crowder, et

al. (1983), introduces the risk of discarding constraints that might have produced effective lifted

minimal cover or (1, k)—coniiguation constraints, among others.

Torres (1991) demonstrated that when a mixed cross-product is in the objective frmction of a

minimization problem, or in an inequality of the form g(a:,y) + x, · F(y) 5 0, where :1:, 6 {0, 1},

y 6 R", the number of constraints necessary for the linearization of Glover (1975) can be further
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reduced. For the conditions noted, the constraints given by

w S F(y)—L· (1 —==«),(47)
11) S U ·

$4,

where L 5 F(y) 5 U for all feasible y 6 R", are unnecessary. Similarly, if the mixed cross-product

is in an inequality constraint of the opposite sense, then the constraints of Glover corresponding

to

w SF(v)—U·(1 —==¢)(48).
w 5 L · :1:;

are unnecessary.

Oral and Kettani (1992) introduced a linearization strategy for the same bilinear quadratic

problem that is a direct algebraic consequence of the linearization ofGlover (1975).

However, this fact was not readily apparent because they chose to make the cost matrix D = [dg]

symmetric, altering the notationslightly. By retaining similar notation, the connection to Glover’s

earlier work is clear.

Instead of incorporating the usual linearization substitution w, = :1:, Z1 dqzcj of Glover (1975),

they noticed that by setting wi equal to the lower boimd specified in (40), i.e.,

(49) we = Zdeaxa — DEL(1 ·· ==¢)»
1

the required linearization conditions

{Ü if I; = Ü,
(59) wc =

Z! dgl!} if 22; = 1,

were satisfied when z, = 1, without having to use Glover’s other 2n constraints given by (39).

However, when :1:, = 0, (49) yielded

w; = Zdewr — DI'(1 —z«) = Edu — D? S 0.
1 .1

and not necessarily equal to zero, a condition satisiied automatically by including (39) in the

constraint set. To compensate, they added a quantity Q 2 0 to (49), giving

(51) wg = ;d4j$j
—

D?(1
— $4) + Q,
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along with the set of constraints

C¢Z—Z:d¢5=¤_1+D[¢6+D§+(l—$¢) Vi,
.1

Ci 2 0 V ir

that assured the conditions of (50) were satisüed. Thus, the bilinear programming problem could

equivalently be formulated as:

Z4)¢

.1

subject to: QZ—Z:d;_,:z:_,+Dfz;+D;"(1—:¤;) Vi,
· .1

2 bk _ V ki
e

z;€{0,1}, Q20 Vi.

'The minimization drives Q toward zero, insuring that for each i, one of the two constraints

involving Q will be binding, and hence, that the linearization conditions of (50) are met:

if a:,=0, thenQ=—Zd,_,:c_,+D}',
.1

if $4 = 1, ÜIGII C; = Ü.

While these linearization strategies are concemed with (a) nonlinear 0-1 programs, and (b)

preventing a "blow up" in problem size due to the additional variables or constraints being added

to a problem formulation, a tightening of the formulation within any hierarchical structure or

the treatment of linear 0-1 situations is noticeably absent from consideration. Achieving such a

hierarchical tightening requires an additional concept of ürst reformulating a linear 0-1 program

into an equivalent polynomial programming problem, and then this resulting problem

in the spirit of the strategies mentioned.

We should note that Glover and Woolsey were the first to introduoe the following, now weH

known, representation of the cross-product ::1:::2, ::1,a:g 6 {0, 1}, by the continuous variable zu
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via the constraints

$1 +$2 “$12 S 1,

$1 2 $12,
(52)

$2 2 $12,

0 S $12 S 1-

Sherali and Adams (1986) observed that the first three constraints of (52) can equivalently be

obtained using the boimd factor products (1—:c,)·(1—:1:g) 3 0, (1—:cg)·:1:, 3 0, and (1-:::,)-:1:2 3 0,

respectively, a necesary observation for RLT. Whereas these earlier linearization constructions

obtained their linear programming relaxations via a construction of linear constraints specific

to eadi problem formulation, Sherali and Adams (1989) successfully generalized this procedure

within a hierarchy of relaxations, taking advantage of the multiplicative nature of constraint

generation via boimd factor products.

2.2. Hierarchy of Sherali and Adams

'Ib motivate the new hierarchy of relaxations that exploits existing special structures, it is

instructive to present the hierarchy of relaxaticns introduced by Sherali and Adam (1989), along

with several other strategies that have been developed subsequently. For the purpose ofdiscussion,

we consider the feasible region for the mixed—integer problem defined as

(53) X={(z,y)6R"xR"‘:A:c+Dy3b,0$:r$e,,,zbinary,y30},

where c„ is a vector of ones in R". Note that, for convenience, we have assumed that any upper

bounds on y-variables, if they exist, are incorporated within the constraints Aa: + Dy 3 b.

To construct the relaxation at any level d E {1,. ..,1:}, define the bound·factor products of

order d in the following manner:

Fd(J,,Jg) = :1:}] (1 -:1:,)] V J,,Jg Q N, J, nJ, = 0, |J, uJ,| = d.
16.1, 16.1,

'I‘he d*" level relaxation Xd can then be explicitly written algebraically using the following

reformulation-linearization technique, abbreviated RLT0 for reference.
n

Sherali-Adams Rcformulation—Linearization 'Ibclmique (RLT)
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(a) Reformulation. Multiply each inequality deiining the feasible region (53) by eadi

bound—factor product Fd(J1, Jg) of order d, and apply the identity :1:} = Ij for all

j E {1,...,11}.

(b) Linearization. Linearize the resulting polynomial program by substituting

(54) wg=Hz}VJQN, vg;,=ykHxjVJQN,Vk.
16.1 16.1

Then, denoting the projection of Xd onto the space of the original variables (:1:,y) by

(55) Xp,,={(z,y): (:c,y,w,v)€Xd} Vd=1,...,11,

the hierarchy of relaxations

(56) X1=,,EXo2XP, 2X1=12···2X1¤„= ¤¤¤V (X),

is obtained, where Xp, E X0 (for d = 0) denotes the ordinary linear programming relaxation,

and conv (X) is the conwx hull of X. Note that here, w E (wg, J Q N, |J| 2 2) and ·

il E (vgk, J Q N, |J| Z 1, k E {1,...,17|}). In particular, note also that wg E 1, wg E :1:} for

J= {j}, j = 1,...,11, andvgp, sy;,Vk= 1,...,111 when J= 0. Henee, wecan also assumethat

wE(w_y, JQN) 8Ild‘vE(vg;„ JQN, k= 1,...,m).

Fbr eonvenienoe in their analysis, Sherali and Adams assume that (scaled) upper bounds y 5 e„,

mist on the y—variables. However, this assumption is not necessary and the proof of their main

Theorem 2 holds simply by eliminating the corresponding product terms and constraints. In

particular, given feasibility of the imderlying mixed-integer program, their proof asserts that :1:

is binary valued at an optimum to any linear program max{ca:+dy: (:1:,y) E Xp_} for whidi

thereexistsanoptimalsolution, i. e. , forwhiditheredoesnotexist any6qé0suchthat D6;0,

6 3 0, and d"6 > 0.

One can think of the hierarchy defined by (56) as being constructed inductively where, giv

the relaxation at level d E {0, . . . ,11}, the relaxation at level (d+ 1) is oonstructed by multiplying

each eonstraint of Xd by each :1:, and (1 -:1:,) for t = 1,...,11, and then Note

that this interpretation is eonceptual in nature. In an actual implementation of such an inductive

sche, many products will produce implied or null constraints at level (d +.1). For example,

given a constraint that has been generated at level d via the factor Fd(J;, Jg) being applied to a
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constraint deiining X, when this is multiplied by xt te produce a level (d+ 1) constraint fer some

t E {1, . . . ,·n}, we wo11ld have the following casa:

(i) t E J1. This reproduca the same constraint as at level d, since F,t(Jt, Jg)·xt = Pkd—1)(J11

{t}, Jg) = F,t(Jt, Jg) imder the substitution :1:% = xt. Moreover, this level d constraint

is demonstrated by Sherali and Adams to be implied by the other level (d+ 1) constraints,

and therefore can be suppressed.

(ii) t E Jg. This produces a null constraint since F,1(J1,Jg) ~ xt = F(,t-t)(J1,J2 — {t}) · (1 —
{

xt) · xt = 0 imder the substitution :1:% = xt.
{

(ii:) t ¢ J1 U Jg. This preduces a level (d + 1) constraint as would be generated via the

Reformulation—Linearization Technique RLT0 stated above.

A similar argument holds for a product using (1 — xt) fer t E {1, . . . ,11}.

2.3. Other reformulation-linearization strategies

Based on disjimctive programming methods, Balas (1983) has shown in an implicit, inductive

fashion how a hierarchy of relaxations spanning from the linear programming to the conveic hull

representation could be constructed fer mixed-integer 0-1 problem. Disjimctive programming is

optimization over disjunctive sets. A disjunctive set is a set deüned by inequalitia connected to

each other the operations of conjunction (A, juxtaposition, “and”) er disjunction (V, “or”).

Since inequalities deüne halfspaces, a disjunctive set can also be viewed as a collection efhalfspaces

jeined together by the operations ef intersection (fi) or union (U). A disjunctive program is then

a problem of the form min{cx : x 6 F}, where F is a disjimctive set. Any integer er mixed-integer

program can be stated as a disjimctive program, usually in more than one way. Conversely, any

bormded disjunctive program can be stated as a mixed·integer program.

Balas’ basic disjunctive programming construct is a dacription of the closure convex hull

of a union ef polyhedral sets in terms of a certain higier dimensional pelyhedren. Given a

representatien of the feasible regen as a set in ooniimctive normal form F = {LET S}, where each

S) is a xmien of polyhedra for each j in the index set T, a relaxation ef the closure convex hull ef

F is obtained by taking the hull-relaxation of F, deüned by the intersection of the closure convex
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hull of each Si, i.e., 

(57) h-rel F :: n cl conv Si. 
JET 

The hull relaxation of F is not to be confused with the convex hull of F; its usefulness comes 

from the fact that it involves taking the convex hull of each union of polyhedra before intersecting 

them. If F is written 88 the intersection of its continuous relaxation constraints, along with the 

disjunctions that :&J = 0 or ZJ = 1 for each binary variable ZJ, this process yields the usual linear 

programming relaxation. The hierarcliy of relaxations results from the process of converting in a 

stage-wise fashion the intersections of each of the various pairs of sets Si to an equivalent union of 

polyhedra before taking the hull-relaxation. Fbr example, for j = 1, 2, let Si = UeQ, P,, where 

each~. i e Qi, j = 1,2, is a polyhedron. Then, 

(58) cl conv (S1 n ~) ~ (cl oonv S1) n (cl conv ~). 

On the other end of the spectrum, if Fis represented 88 a union of polyhedra (ITI = 1) by 

essentially enumerating all possible feasible binary combinations, the closure convex hull of F 

is recovered. Fbr i = 0, 1, ... , t, letting 1' = njeT, Si be a sequence of conjunctive normal 

representations of a disjunctive set, then 

(59) Po = h-rel Fo ~ h-rel F1 ~ · · · ~ h-rel Fi = cl conv F, 

where Po denotes the usual linear programming relaxation. 

A related hierarchy of relaxations was independently developed by Lovasz and Schrijver (1991) 

whicli amounts to deriving a first level tightening X 1 over the linear programming relaxation Xo, 

finding the projection Xp1, and then repeating this step by replacing X0 with X1. Continuing in 

this fashion, they demonstrated that in n steps, the convex hull of X is obtained. As mentioned in 

the previous cliapter, their requirement of interspersing an explicit projection operation, however, 

renders their procedure 88 impractical for computational purposes. 

Balas, Ceria, and Comu.Sjols (1993) later studied a special case of the Sherali-Adams (1989) 

RLT procedure by imposing integrality on the variables one at a time, i.e., by sequentially con-

structing Sherali and Adams' n'" level relaxation one variable at a time. 

Balas, Ceria, and Cornuejols' Lift-and-Project Procedure 
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(a) Reformulation. Select an index j E {1, . . . ,p}. Multiply each inequality of the con-

straint set Ax 3 b by :1:, and (1 -:1:,), to obtain the nonlinear system

(1 —@1)(A== -— b) 2 0.

$1 — b) 2 Ü, ‘

=·=1(1 — wr) 2 0,
$1¤=6 2 0-

(b) Linearization. Linearize the resulting polynemial program by substituting y, for :1:;:1:,,

i= 1,...,1:, i96j, and :1:, fer arg, j = 1,...,p. Denoting the polyhedron defined bythis

system M,(K), project M,(K) into the :1:-space by eliminating y,, i = 1,...,1:, i 96 j.

Call this resulting polyhedron 1{,(K).

Notice that this lift-and—preject construction is primarily existential, since the computational

cost ef impesing a projection operation at each stage of iteration is prohibitive. Note also that the

intermediate level relaxations efShera1i and Adams (1989) are dißerent instructure, and mereover,

are algebraically explicit. This facilitates their use in linear programming based branch—and—

bound/cut algerithrm as well as provides a construct for deriving classes of faeets. Additienally

both the Sherali-Adams relaxation Xp,, and the Lovasz-Schrijver relaxation (denoted by N(K)

in their paper), are not only strenger than R,(K) fer any j, but also strenger than f]§_,1§(K);

the inclusions Xp, Q f°]§,, 1{,(K) and N(K) Q f]§„,1§(K) can be strict.

A direct consequence ef the ability ef RLT to recover the cenvex hull of X is that the cenvex

hull representation over subsets ef the :1:-variables can be computed in an identical fashion. In

particular, suppcse that the ürst p 5 fl variables are treated es binary with the remaining (1: —p)

:1:-variables relaxed te be continuous. It directly follows that the
p"‘

level linearization of this

relaxed probl preduces conv{Xo fl {(:1:,y) : :1:, is binary Vj = 1,. ..,p}}. Repeating this

procedure fer the remaining (1: - p) :1:-variables appropriately recovers conv(X). The selection

of variables might be guided by their relative importance within the framework of the problem

formulation. An alternative would be te apply sudr a scheme en a subset of binary variables that

tum out to be fractienal in the initial linear programming relaxation.
(

This observation suggests employing an RLT procedure guided by some other explicit special
l
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structures present in the given problem formulation, such as set packing constraints, or some

implicit constraints that provide polyhedral information, such as minimal cover constraints. Us-

ing such a technique, it would be possible to generate tight valid inequalities implied by higher

level relaxations not evident in the original formulation, or explicitly generate convex hull rep-

resentations or facetial inequalities by applying the highest level RLT scheme to various subsets

of constraints that involve a manageable number of variables. Sherali and Lee (1993) eßectively

employed such an approach for the set partitioning problem, as explained in the next section.

2.4. Partial convex hull representations

Constructing a partial Iirstflevel relaxation alone has shown to yield encouraging computational

results. For the maximum clique problem, Balas et al. (1994) have recently observed that by im-

posing integrality only on the variables involved in a single clique ccnstraint involving n variables,

an application of the corraponding
n”‘

level relaxation of Sherali and Adams (1989) reduces to

that achieved at the iirst—level using multiplicative factors generated from this constraint. This

observation reinforces the rationale for explicitly deiining a hie1·archy of relaxations that would

This modified lift-and-project algorithm is based on a graph theoretical interpretation of RLT,

and exploits the structure ofa stable set, the graph theoretical equivalent of a GUB constraint. A

vertaxsetiscalled stable ifeverytwoverticesinSarenona<i_iaoent. Fbr anystablesetSofsize

greater than two, the constraint 2,68 z, 5 1 is valid for the clique polytope C(G) E conv{z 6

{0,1}**: :1:;+0:} 5 1, V(i,j) ¢ E}, where E is the edgeset ofthe graph G = (KE). Let Kg be

a relaxation of G(G) such that G(G) = conv(K), where K = {:1: E {0, 1}** : :1: E Ko}.

Balas et al. (1994) modilied their liß-and-project algorithm in the following way to explicitly

inoorporate multiplicative factors based on the presenee of stable sets.

Modified lift-and-projectalgorithm(a)

Rleformulation. Multiply each inequality of the constraint set Aa: 3 b by (1 —:r(S)) and
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:1:,, i 6 S, to obtain the nonlinear system

(1 — ¤($))(A¤¤ — b) 2 0-

a:,(A:z:—b)30, i6S.

(b) Linearization. Linearize the resulting polynomial program by substituting yq for ::,:1:9,

j = 1, . ..,n, i 6 S, and :1:; for :1:}, i 6 S, and setting yu = yj,. Denoting the polyhedron

defined by this system HS(K„), project HS(K„) inte the s-spsee. Gau this rwulting

polyhedron R_g(K0).

The algorithm amounts to convexifying over all the variables in S using only a first levelA
linear programming relaxation. Hence, a partial convex hull representation based on imposing

integrality on only this partial set of variables is produced at the first level, so that, as shown

by Balas et al., R_g(K0) = conv{K0 n {:1: : :1:; 6 {0,1}, for alli 6 S}}. The proof of this result

comm from a Sherali and Adams (1989)
n"‘

level RLT application being simpliüed for this special

case. Moreover, this modified litt-and-project algorithm can also be interpreted as a special case

of a more general observation that was made by Sherali and Lee (1993) for the set partitioning

problem in the following way.

Let G = (KE') be the intersection graph associated with the set partitioning problem SP E

min{ca:: A:z:=e, zj6{0,1} Vj6N};thatis,thevertexsetV=Nandverticesiandja1·e

connected by an edge (i,j) if and only if may 96 0. Assuming that G is both connected and not

complete (if G is complete, then probl SP is trivial), a subset W of the vertex set is called an

independent set ofG ifno two vertices of W are adjacent in G. An independent set is maximal ifG

has no independent set W' having |W’| > |W|. The number of vertices in a maximal independent

set of G is called the independence number cf G, doted by a(G), and note that 1 < c«(G) < n.

Sherali and Lee (1993) showed that since ZEN 2:9 5 a(G) for all :1: feasible to SP, then

(60) Hz9=0 VJ§Nsuchthat|J|>a(G').
,16.1

That is, all RLT multilinear product terms equal zero whose cardinality exceeds the independence

number of the intersection graph, so that the convex hull of SP is recovered by the projection of

the |a(G)|"‘ level RLT relaxation, i.e., SPP = SPPp,,,(G). For the special case demonstrated by
{
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Balas, et al. (1994), the independence number equals one, and hence the result follows.

2.5. Insights into RLT

At each level of RLT, the algebraic relationship that accounts for the tightening of linear

p relaxations is the replacement of terms :4:} by xj. While not eliminating any points

for which xj E {0,1}, it does cut 06 fractional points in which 0 < 2:} < 1. However, it is

instructive to understand exactly what RLT is accomplishing with respect to the convex hull of .

binary integer feasible solutions in order to understand the motivation to seek out and exploit

special structures in problem formulations.

For any particular RLT factor used in a speciüc product, say xj 6 {0,1}, RLT is implicitly

resolving a node 0 branching decisions for xj on the order of 2*, where d is the order of the

multiplicative factors F;. To illustrate this particular recursive structure, consider the simple

MIP given by

2.:,:;, + cu
161

subject to: Enix} + Ay 3 b,
(61) 16-I

y 2 0,

xl 6 {0,1} Vj 6 .1

RLT selecta some subset of J to form multiplicative factors comprised of binary variables xj and

their corresponding complements (1 — xi) according to the rule that for all j 6 F,l(J), xj and

(1 — xj) cannot appear in the same factor, for else, this factor is simply zero.

RLT multiplies each of the constraints defining (61) by the factors so formed. These factors are

sometimes referred to as “words," with each xj or (1 - xj) term called an “alphabet” because of

the anologr of the constructive nature of the factors to varying length words. 'I'his multiplication

results in a polynomial programming problem that is subsequently linearized by applying the

substitution specified in the previous section.
A

Suppose that |J| = 1 so that the two alphabets xl and (1 — xl) are used as RLT multipliers.
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We have,

(¤1$1 + Ay 2 Ö) · $1,
(62)

(0131 + Ay 2 b) · (1 — ::1),

which yields the polynomial representation (when :61 = :c§):

¤1$1 + A!I$1 2 Ö$1,
(63)

Ay — Anm 2 Ö(1 — z1)· ·

Setting w = yx1, we linearize the polynomial problem, yielding

¤1$1 + Aw 2 Ö$1,
(64)(

Ay - Aw Z b(1 -:1:1).

Substituting z = y - w, results in the set ofcomstraints

Aw 2 (Ö — G1)31,
(65)

Az Z b(1 — 31).

For this use of |J| = 1, a first level RLT application has transformed the original formulation of

MIP given by (61) into a separable linear programming relaxation given by

oélälél 6131 cw}

st: Aw Z (b — 61):1:1,

(66) Az 2 b(1 — =¤1),

w 2 0,

z Z 0,

which is deoomposible into the form

„&,¢·=·=¤ + mim + ¤2¤¢···
(67) st: Az 2 b(1 — :1:1) st: Aw 2 (b — a1)a:1·

z20 w30
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X = O X = 1

subproblem Pg subproblem Pl „

Ficuma: 6. (a) Two node branching for RLT.

We can project the problem into the original x—spaoe by factoring xl and (1 — xl) from the two

minimization subproblems. 'I'hus, we have

mine mlm
(68) ¢1$1 + (1 — $1) st: Ay 3 b +(=¤1) st: Ay 3 (b — al)

v20 y20
Po P1

Denoting the value of subprobl am : Po and Pl as 11(Pll) and v(Pl) respectively, we can write (68)

as

01{clxl + (1 — xl)v(Pg) + (xl)v(Pl)},

or,

(69) ”(Po) + 0gä!é1{(¢1 — ”(Po) + v(P1))=¤1}·

The representation of (68) and (69) reveals the ee: M ce of the RLT procedure. 'I'he subproblem

Po is the projected em of node 1 in the binary branching shown in Figure 6 that becomes

‘active’ when xl = 0. Likewise, the subproblem Pl is the projected problem of node 2 for the

same branching with xl = 1. Assuming that Po and Pl are both feasible, notice that their feasible

regions diifer in tightness. For example, when al 3 0, subproblem Po is tighter, and vice-versa

for al 5 0. Hence, for any feasible solution to both Pl; and Pl, the minimization will attempt to

activate the more relaxed subproblem, driven by the coeücient (cl —v(P0) +v(Pl)) ofxl in (69).

When (cl —U(P0)+U(P1)) 3 0, the minimization drives xl = 0, and when (cl —z}(P0)+v(Pl)) 5 0,

it likewise drives xl = 1.
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To further illustrate this idea, ifJ = {1,2}, so that problem (61) has two binary variables xl and

xa, the level d = 2 RLT relaxatiou problem, which uses RLT multipliers F2({1, 2}, 0) = $1xQ 3 0,

F2({1}, {2}) = $1(1—·$2) 2 0, F2({2}, {1}) = $2(1—$1) 2 0, ¤·¤<1 F2(0, {1,2}) = (1—$1)(1—$2) 2
0, yields the set of noulinear oonstraints

ß1$1$Q + @$112 + Äy11$; Z ba:11;,

am — a1$1$2 + Ay=¤1 — Ayßlzä 2 b==1(1 — $2),

¤2=¤2 — ¤2¤¤1=¤2 + Ay¤=2 — Ay¤=1=¤2 2 b=¤2(1 — $1),

Av — Ay¤=1 - Ay==2 + A0==1z2 2 b(1 — =¤1)(1 — $2),
(70)

$1$2 2 0,

$1 ·· xlzä 2 0,

$2 — $1$2 2 0,

1 —$1 —$2 +$1$2 2 0,

where xlxj = 2:}:; and :1:} = xl, as usual. Lettirrg 'Ü12 = xlxg yields the system

° (G1 + ß2)W12 + AUW12 2 ÖW12,

¤1($1 — W12) + A!!($1 — W12) 2 b($1 — W12),

a2(=¤2 — W12) + A0($2 — W12) 2 b(¤=2 — W12),

Ay(l —$1 —$2 +W12) 2 b(1 —$1 —$2 +W12),
(71)

W12 2 0,

$1 -W12 2 0,

$2 — W12 2 0,

1 -11 -1; +101; 2 Ü,

Now, define vg = y}”[J€_,x} in the usual RLT mauner, so that vl = yxl, vg = yxg, and U12 =
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y$1$3 = ywlg. This yields an equivalent linear system

(G1 + G2)W12 + AV12 2 ÖW12,

G1($1 — W12) + A(•·'1 - V12) 2 b($1 — W12),

(72)
a2($2 — W12) + A(v2 — G12) 2 b($2 — W12),

l

A(y ··· V1 — V2 +v12) 2 b(1 ·— $1 ·— $2 + W12),

1 —$1 —·$2 +W12 20,

W12,v1,v2,!/ 2 0-

In practice, there is no need to pursue further linearization of the eonstraint set, since (72) deflues

an appropriate higher dimensional polyhedral set Xg defined in terms of the original variables

(2:,y) and the new auxiliary variables (w,v).

However, for the purpose of displaying the deeomposition of the problem, we can substitute

Z1} = w13, Z1 = $1 —w13, Z2 = $3 —w13, ZD = 1 —-$1 —$3-I—w13, 8,Hd 8lmll8Il}§ WG C8I1 Slllßtitufß

813 = V12, 81 = U1 — U13, SQ = V2 -v13, 811d 89 = y — V1 — U2 -{-U13. Tl10 lI1V81°88 $l‘&D8f0I'II1B$l0I1

Y1¢1d8 W12 = $12, $1 = z1+z12• $2 = z2+z12, whßre $o+$1+$2+$12 = 1, ¤11d$1m118·1'1}$ V12 = 812,

U1 = sl + slg, vg = sg + slg, and y = 89 + sl + sg + slg. Substituting these intn (72), along with
‘

the objective fimction in (61), yield the equivalsnt problem (in oontinuous variables)

Sllbjéßt $02 (01 + 03)z13 + A813 2 ÖZ13, (

G1$1 + A81 2 ÖZ1,

(73) am + A82 2 662,

A80 2 bzo,

60+61 +·W+z12 = 1,

(z, s) Z 0. U

This linear program deoomposes as follows.
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Z:
_°

+,1:;%+,%1 cm + om + uän am + cs1
_

st: Aao 2 bzo st: Aal 2 (b — al)zl

so 2 0 81 2 0 ·
(74)

+ min 683 + II1lI1 6813
U2 U12

st: Aag 2 (b — ag)zg st: Aalg 2 (b — 01 — a3)zlg

82 2 0 812 2 6

(75) E In
z_

+,1;;%mas! zo sz: Ay 2 b + zl sm: Ay 2 (b — al)
—

y20 y20

og + cy ci + 02 + ¢y

+ Z2 st:Ay2(b—ag)y + 212 st:Ay2(b—al—ag)

11 2 0 y 2 0

Note that this is equivalent tosolving the following deoomposed problem, which simply enumerates

all possible oombinatious.

min cy C1 + min cyII v
(76) mi;1 (1 — $1)(1 — $2) st: Ay 2 b + $1(1 — $2) st: Ay 2 (b — al)

$1•$2 bmary

y20 v20
P00 P10

oz + cy cl + cg + cy
+ $2(1··$1) st:Ay2(b—ag)y + $1z2 st:Ay2 (b—al—ag) -

11 2 0 11 2
0PoxP11

-:1
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FIGURE 7. (a) Level d = 2 node branching for RLT.
Hence, the linear program whose objective is to (clxl + 6;:1:; + cy) subject to the region

defined by (72) would automatically solve (61).

The RLT procedure for level d = 2 represents an implicit decomposition of the minimization

probl =«•· (61) that can be diaracterized explicitly in terms of evaluating the contribution of each

subproblem at node 0 to resolving the decisions at nodes 1 — 6 illustrated in Figure 7. RLT

relaxations for levels d > 1 extend the depth and mimber of binary subproblems being resolved

at node 0. By selecting the level of RLT relaxations to be d = n, all binary branching decisions

for the integer portion of the MIP are being resolved at node 0 along with the continuous variable

values, thus enabling the linear programming relaxation for Px„ to recover the convecc hull of

binary integer feasible solutions exactly.

For the case where only a single binary variable exists for (61), notice that a level d = 1

relaxation resolves xl = 0 or xl = 1, and hence produces the partial convex hull conv{(y, 6

J):constraintsof (61) withy20,0$x} $1,j6J-{1}, xl binary} usingonlyboundfactnr

products xl 2 0 and (1 — xl) 2 0. Using multiplicative factors at the same level that involve

more than a singe binary variable serves to tighten the relaxation to the intersection of such

partial convex hulls. A use ofmultiplicative constraint factors in addition to the foregoing boimd

factor products further tightens the relaxations thus produced. In particular, if an MIP p<

some special structure, either explicit or implied, this strategy allows stronger RLT factors to be

created that can attadr fractionating propensities ofmore than one binary variable at lower levels

of the hierarchy This is precisely the philosophy that motivates the new hierarchy of relaxations

presented in Chapter 3.
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3

New Hierarchy of Relaxations

In this chapter, we present a new hierardiy of relaxations that provides a unifying namework

fer constructing a spectrum of continuous relaxations spanning nom the

linearrelaxationto the convex hull representation for linear mixed integer 0-1 problems. This hierarchy

is an extension of the Reformulation-Linearization Technique (RLT) ofSherali and Adams (1989,

1990, 1994), and is particularly designed to exploit special structures. We demonstrate that

inherent special structures can be exploited to develop speciüc classes ofmultiplicative factors that

can be applied to the original problem to reformulate it as an equivalent polynomial programming

problem, that is subsequently linearized to produce a tighter relaxation in a higher dimensional

space.

We then present several specific examples to demonstrate how imderlying special structures,

including generalized upper bounding (GUB), variable upper bounding (VUB), set covering, set

partitioning, and set packing eonstraints, as well as sparsityg can be exploited within this name-
' work. We also introduce an altematiwa partial application strategy for this new hierarchy, designed

to reduce the growth in number cf eonstraints necesary to be added to the reformulaticn of a

problem. A new class of conditioml logical eonstraints directly obtainable within the namework of

this new hierarchy is then presented, along with establishing the equivalenoe of these conditional

logical eonstraints with those cbtainable through sequential lining methods. Finally, we iden-

tify a class of eonstraints that can effectively be deleted nom certain problem formulations, and

demonstrate how implied eonstraints in the projection of such a RLT1-based higher dimensional
' problem are not implied in the higher dimension itself.
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For convenience in notation in presenting the development of this new hierarchyg let us denote

by {-},, the proces of a polynomial expression {·} in z and y via the substitution

defined in (54), following the use of the identity :1:} = x_, V j = 1, .. .,11. Accordingly, let us

make the following observation that can be readily verified algebraically. Consider any pair of

polynomial expressions ¤I7 and <I>. Then, the following operation is valid:

(77) {‘I'}L + {*1*]*1 = {‘I' + *1’}r„·

Moreover, whenever we multiply a linearized expression with a polynomial factor, we will recognize

the corresponding polynomial terrm that were linearized in the former expression, and hence treat

this product as being equivalent to multiplying the corresponding polynomial expression that was

linearized with this latter factor. More succinctly we will assume that

(78) l{‘1'}1. · {*1*}];. E [{*17} · {*1*}];,.

where (·) denotes the usual (algebraic) product.

Co °der an alternate equivalent representation of the feasible region (53) written in the form

(79) X={(¤„11)= Ä¤¤+Ü1129„ y6¤—11o1 29 f¤r ¢=1„---,11,1129, =¤bi¤¤ry}„

wherethesstofconstraintsdefiningSE {:1:: g,:1:-go, 30 Vi= 1,...,p} areeither constraints

that might have been originally present in the set X represented in (53), or may be valid inequal-

ities implied by X of (53). (Several examples of such sets S will be considered in the sequel,

leading to dißerent ideas for exploiting inherent special structure.) More importantly we assume

that foreacht= 1,...,11,

(80) IIl.lIl{$;Z$€S}=Ü and lI1&X{$g ::1:€S}=1.

Notethatifmin(:1:,) >0,wecanfix:1:,=1,andifmax(:1:,) <1, W80&I1§X$g=Ü, andifboth

these conditions hold for any t, then the problem is infeasible. Therefore, we will assume that the

equalities of (80) hold for all t. Hence, for each t = 1,...,11, denoting A}, i = 1,. ..,p, as the set

of optimal dual multipliers for the first (min) problem in (80), we have by dual feasibility that

(EL, Afg,) :1: = :1:,, while the optimal dual objective function value EL, Aßgo, = 0. This gives,
11

(81) Z,\§(g,:1:—g0,)= :1:,, where ()„§,i = 1,...,p) 3 0, Vt = 1,. ..,11.
4=1 __

.,‘\ ‘ ‘

M74 V. -1 7 “
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__ 7' 31* ,,
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Similarlyq for each t = 1, . . . ,11, denoting vr}, i = 1, . . . , p, as the set of optimal dual multipliers for

the second problem in (80), we get,
P

(82) Zn}(g;x-gw) = (1 -:1:,), where (vr},i = 1,. ..,11); 0, Vt = 1,. ..,n.
i=1

Now, define the sets P and P as follows, where P duplicates each index in P 78 times:

(83) P= {1,...,p}, and P= {11 copies ofP}._

Q,3.1.Constructing the new liierarchy

The construction of the new hierarchy proceeds in a manner similar to that employed by Sherali

and Adams. At any chosen level of relaxation d E {1, . . . ,11}, we construct a. higher dimensional

relaxation Xd by considering the S—factors of onicr d defined as followsz Q, Q 1- ‘ Q , .

(84) g(J)=H(g;z—g«) foreachdistinct JQP,

|J|=d.—‘*6JUsing(d — 1) suitable dummy indices to reprcsent duplications, it can be shown that there are

a total of (ggg?) = (p+d— 1)!/d!(p— I)! distinct factors ofthis type at level d. 'These factors
gg

(V
are then used in a reformula.tion—linearization tedinique, abbreviated RLT1, as stated below, in

‘

'orderto generate the relaxation Xd. ;

(a) Reformulation. Multiply each inequality deüning the feasible region (79) by each g(J)
‘ P ^_ Q, V

oforderd, and apply the identity:1:§=z_.) forallje {1,...,11}. J °

(b) Linearization. Linearize the resulting polynomial program by using the substitution

deüned in (54). This produces the d"‘—level relaxation Xd. Q

As in (55), define the projection

(85)Before prooeeding tc analyze the fundamental properties of the relaxations produced by RLT1

in relation to RLTO, let us highlight some important comments that pertain to the application

of RLT1 in particular instances via the following remarks.

Remark 1. In an actual implementation, note that imder the substitution = :1:} for all j,

several terms defining the factors in (84) might be zeros. Also, some of these factors might also be

vs °



implied in the sense that they can be reproduced es a nonnegative surrogate of other such factors

that are generated in (84). All such null and implied factors and terms should be eliminated

before applying RLT1. As an aside, note that if all such combinations of factors are constructed

in (84), the total number of distinct factors of type g(J) that can be generated at level d is given

by
_

il (11+:-
1)11=0

I

Remark 2. We could think of RLT1 as being an inductive procms, with the relaxation at

level (d + 1) being produced by multiplying eadi of the constraints in the relaxation at level

d with each constraint defining S. Constraints produced by this proces that eüectively use

null (zero) factcr expressions g(J) of order d are null constraints. Constraints produced by this

process that eüectively use factors g(J) that are implied by other factors in (84), are by virtue

of (78) and (77),
>··•

: lves implied by the constraints generated using the latter factors which
l

imply sudr factors. Henoe, the process of reducing the set of factors as in Remark 1, or that

of the corresponding redundant constraints generated by such factors, are equivalent

steps. For convenience in analysis, we assume that a full relaxation using all possible factors of

order d is generated at level d. By the foregoing comments, it follows that an equivalent relaxation

at level d would be produced by using only the factors identitied in Remark 1, recognizing any

zero variable terms in the resulting relaxation as identified by the S-factors. Furthermore, such

non—-red1mdant/non—null factors can be generated inductively through the levels, recognizing zero

terms revealed at previous levels. This latter relaxation is what should actually be generated in
n

practice. I

To state our main results, let us now suppose that we apply the usual RLT process of Sherali

and Adams (RLTO) to the feasible region X as defined in (79). This is accomplished by assurning

that the inequalities 0 5 1: 5 e„ have been explicitly incorporated into X, and that the usual

rmrltiplicative factors F,1(J1, Jg) for all (J1, J1) oforder dare applied to all the defining inequalities

of X. Let Xd, for d = 0,...,11, be the corresponding relaxations produced, and Xp, their

respective projections as defined by (55).
”
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Theorem 1 (Hierarchy of Relaxations). Xp, Q Xp,_,_,, V d = 1, . . . , n.

Proof. It is suücient to show that any oonstraint az-)? 3 0 of X(d-t), where z E (x, y,w,v),

can be obtained by surrogating appropriate constraints of Xd using nonnegative multipliers. By

Remark 4, we have inherent in Xd, or implied by the constraints of Xd, the set of inequalities

(86) {(az—ß)·(g6x—go6)}L 30 Vi=1,...,p,

where the operation in (86) is defined in (78). Using (78), (77), (81), and (82), we have for any

t6{1,...,n},p

E(Ai + rf) [(¤== — ß) · (aw — 066)];, = [(¤¤¤ — ß)¤6];, + [(¤¤ — ß)(1 — ¤•)l;„
6:1

= (M — ß)-

Hence, (86) implies that (az - ß) 3 0, and this completa the proof. |

Denoting Xp, E Xp as the linear programming relaxation obtained from (79) by dropping the

requirement of x being binary valued, we have the following result.

Theorem 2 (Dominance ofRLT1 over RLTO). Xd Q Xd V d = 0,1,...,n, and so,

Xp; Qxpa Vd=0,1,...,n.

Proof. It is suücient to show that for each level d = 0, 1, . . .,n, any defining constraint 0fXd

can be obtained as a nonnegative surrogate of constraints of Xd. By virtue of (81) and (82), this

is clearly true for d = 0. By induction, assume that this assertion is true for (d — 1), and consider

the corresponding d"'—level relaxations, where d 6 {1, . . . , n}. As was mentioned in Section 2.2,

the constraints of Xd are obtained by taking products of the constraints of X(d_1) with some xt

or (1 — xt), for some t. Consider any such constraint of Xd which, under (78), is obtained by

(87) [(<¤ - ß) · nh, 2 8,

where z E (x,y,w,v), and where az 3 ß is a constraint deiining X(d-t). (The case of (1 — xt)

being applied in (87) is similar.) By the induction hypothesis, there exist deüning constraints of
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X(d_1) ofthe type ·y;,z—p;, 3 0, for k = 1,. ..,K, and multipliers ¢;, 3 0, for k = 1, ...,K, such

that

K
(88) E¢~l'r»z — M] = (M — ß)

1¤=1 {
Moreover, by Ramark 2, there exist constraints of Xd of the form

(89) [('r»= — M) · (sw — goi)]1, 2 0 V i. k-

Surrogating (89) via the following multipliers, where AfVi are defined in (81), and applying (78), ·

(77), and (88), yields

K P0 S Em ](’Ybz — M) ' (gw — go¢)]1.}
I¢=1 ¢=1 ·
K

k=1

= KM — ß)¤=»]1. ·
Hence, a surrogate of the constraints (89) of Xd using nonnegative multipliers, produces the

constraint (87) of Xd. This completes the proof. I

C01'0u§.l‘y 1• Xqäxpo 00111)

Proof. The inclusions Xo E Xp, Q Xp, Q Xp, Q Q
Xp_

are proven in Theorem 1 above.

Furthermore, since X
p_

is a valid relaxation, we have oonv(X) Q Xp„. Moreover, we have by

Theorem 2 and (56) that Xp„ Q Xp„ = conv (X). Hence, Xp„ = conv (X), and this eompletes

the proof. I

Ramark 3. Note that, as introduoed in the previous chapter, one can construct a hierarchy

leading to the convex hull representation in a piecewise fashion as follows. Consider a partition of

N= {1,2,. ..,n} intodisjointsets M = N. Supposethatthe foregoing
scheme RLT1 is applied by treating :1:;, j E N1, as being binary valued, and the remaining :1: and

y variables as being continuous. Aoeordinglyg we can oonstruct the set _

(90) Z1 = conv {X0 fl {(:1:, y) : :1:, is binary forj E N1}},

;



where X11 is the usua.l linear p relaxation of the feasible region X. Therefore, every

vertex of Z1 has binary values for the variables 2:1, j 6 N1. Note that Z1 is the projection of

the highest level relaxation X1 N,1 onto the space of the original variables. This procw can now

be repeated by treating Z1 as the set X11, the variables in N2 as being binary valued, and the

remaining variables as being continuous. Upon the projection of the oorresponding level
”

relaxation, we would obtain

(91) Z2 = oonv {Z1 H {(:1:,y) : :1:1 binary for j 6 N2}}.

Note that Z2 is the convex hull of vertices of Z1 at which xy, j 6 N2, are also binary valued.

Hence, Z2 is the oonvex hull of vertices of X11 at which :1:;, j 6 N1 U N2, are binary valued,

Continuing in this manner, we can produce oonv(X).

It is important to point out that the intermediate projection steps performed at each stage of

the foregoing iterative process are not necessary to achieve a convex hull representation after 1-

steps. After constructing factors based on the set M, and constructing the oorresponding highest

level relaxation in accordance with Rcmark 1, one can simply move on to the set N(1+1) and apply

the RLT process to this higher dimensional representation itself, under (77) and (78). In this

manner, the projection of the final relaxation at step 1- of this process onto the space of original

variables (:1:, y) would represent the convex hill of X. Moreover, in order to computationally use

the relaxations, ünal or intermediate, it is not necessary to perform any projection operation. The

higher dimensional representations can themselves be used as linear programming relaxations. I

3.2. Composing RLT1 factors based on special structures

In this section, we demonstrate how the general framework of RLT1 can be exploited in the

presenoe of special structures, and we also provide insights into the relationships between RLT0

and RLT1, by oonsidering various illustrative examples. We begin with a simple case to show

how RLT1 subsumes RLTO.

Example 1. ConsiderthesetS={a:: 05:1:56,,}.

Here, the S—factors of order d include F,1(J1, J2) for all (J1, J2) of order d,. and additionally,

they generate the following factors that can be identified as being null or redundant, and hence,
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can be eliminated. Ä cw ’ "‘A

§‘(a)Factor: that include xt and (1 — xt) for some t. These become null factors alter applying the

identiwzl
’A(b)Factors F,t·(J1, Jg) of order J < d. (These are produced whenever at lemt one variable xt is

AA

included at least twice in the factor product, using the identity :1:% = xt.) As proven in Sherali
A

and Adam (1990), such factors are obtainable via surrogates of factors F,t(Jt, Jg) oforder d.

Henoe, by Remark 2, the only factors we need to employ in the multiplication process for

RLT1 are the usual RLT0 factors F,t(J1,J2) of order d. This yields RLT1 E RLT0 for this

example. I

Example2. COH8ldQ'th8%tS={$I e„·x51, x30}.

The S-factors of various orders for this particulu set can be derived as follows:

(a) S—factor-s at level 1. These factors are directly obtained f1·om the set S as (1 -e„ ·x) 3 0, and

:1:, 30 Vj= 1,...,n.

(b) S-factors at level 2. 'I‘he linearization operation

(92) (¤¤¢(1—¢„·==))r2o A A —A A AA W
t

it ¤ Ä . 1 Äproduoesanexpressiou *(Ä2« A
_ 1

ay

(93) Zw(tj)$O Vt=1,...,n,
\A-.

#¢ '_

where ww) E Iügj if t < j, and wm) E wjt otherwise. Moreover, via the pairwise products of xt

andxt,j;ét, weobtain factorsofthetype

(94) (xtxj)30 Vjgét, orw(t_.))30 Vjgét.

Equations (93) and (94) imply that

(95) w(tj) = 0 Vj yé t.

Consequently under (95), the only S-factors of order 2 that survive such a canoellation are self-

product factorsofthetype (xtxt) 3 0 Vt, and (1 —e„·x)·(1—e„·x) 30. These yield the
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FIGURE 8. The Erst level relaxation using RLTO.

same factors as at level 1, upon using :1:} = :1 Vt along with (95). Henoe, by Remarks 2 and 3,

we only need to use the factors

(1—e„·:)Q0 and :jQ0, j=1,...,n

to construct the equivalent set X1. Notice that X1 E X1, and this equivalence relation continues

through all levels of relaxations up to X„. Henu, the first level relaxation itself produces the

convex hull representation in this case. Balas et al. (1994) have also recently demonstrated this

for the special use ofthe maxiumm clique =··· and this result is also evident in Sherali and

Lee (1992) (see the comment following Example 6 in Section 3). l

There are two insightful points worthy of note in the context of this example. First, although

RLT0 recognizes that (95) holds true at each relaxation level, it may not produce the convex hull

representation at the first level as does RLT1. For example, let ‘

X = {(=r1,¤2) =6¤1 +3==¤ 2 2, $1 +=ra S 1, =¤ binary},

and consider the generation of the first level RLT0 relaxation. Note that the factors used in

this context are :_, and (1 —:,) for j = 1,2. Examining the product of :1 +:1 5 1 with :1

yields w11 5 0, whidi together with w11 E [:1:1]L Q 0 yields w11 E 0. Other products of the

factors :1:, and (1 -:1:,), j = 1,2, with :1 +:1 5 1 and 0 5 : 5 c simply reproduce these

same latter constraints. Examining the products of 6:1 + 3:1 Q 2 with these first level factors
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yields nonredundant inequalities when the factors (1 — $1) and (1 — $1) are used, generating the
constraints 2:1:1+32:1 2 2 and 3$1+$g Z 1, respectively Henoe, we obtain the first level relaxation

(directly in projected form in this case) as

Figure 8 depicts the region Xp,. However, by Example 2, note that Xp, E conv(X) E {:1: :
$1 +$g = 1, $ 2 Ü} is 8 strict Slllßct ofXp,.

A second point to note is that we could have written the generalized upper bounding inequality

6,,-:1: S 1 as an equality 6,,·$+$,,+1 = 1 byintroducing a slack variable $,,+1, and then recogmlzing

the binariness of this slack variable, we could have used this variable in composing the factor

products of RLTO. Although would have produced the same relaxation as with RLT1, the
process would have generated several more redundant constraints while applying the factors $,1

and (1—$_,) forj = 1,...,n+1, totheconstraints, asopposed to the fewer factors (1—e,,·$)
and $1, j = 1,...,11, as needed by RLT1. (See Rcmark 4 below for a further simplißcation in
size upon exploiting the structure of constraints produced in the presence of equality factors.)

However,inmoregeneralcasesofthesetS,suchastheonedescribedinE:cample9inSection

W 5, a transformation that yields the same representation using RLT0 as with RLT1 may not be

accessible.

Rem„ark4(Equalityconstrai¤t factors). IfS={$: 6,,·$= 1, $2Ü},f0l°8X8II1pl6,

thenpreliminarilß bytreatinge,,·$=1astwoinequalitiese,,·$S1ande,,·$z1,wesee

that conv(X) couldbegeneratedasinEbcample2by11singthe factors (1-e,,·$) =0 and
$, 30,j = 1,...,n, where thelinearized product ofaninequalitywith (1-e,, ·$) produces an

equality constraint. However, given the latter fact, note that in applying RLT1 in the prewnca
of equality constrained factors, in general, it is only necessary to multiply such equality factors

simply with each $ and y variable alone. The product with any other expression in $ and y can

be composed using these resulting products. Moreover, since the products with the $-variables

are already being generated via other RLT1 constraints by virtue of the corresponding deüning

equality constraints of S already being included within X, only products using y variables are

necessary. Consequently in this example, the equality factor (1 — 6,, ·$) = 0 would be used to
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multiply only the y 3 0 constraints in obtaining the required convex hull representation.

Furthermore, if X contains equality structural constraints, then these can be treated as in
Sherali and Adams (1989). That is, at level d, these equality constraints would simply need to be

multiplied by the factors Fj,(.L 0) for J Q N, p = |J| = 0, 1, . . .,d. Naturally factors Fj,(.L 0) that
-

are known to be zercs, ic. , any such factor for whidi we know that no feasible solution
”

that has mj = 1V j 6 J, need not be used in constructing these product constraints. (Sherali
and Adams accordingly suggest that in some casa, it might be useful to exploit this property by

representing the structural inequality constraints as equalities via the introduction of nonnegative

sladr variables.) I

Example 3. The analysis in Example 2 naturally extends to the case of generalized upper

bounding (GUB), or multiple choice constraints. Here, we have,

(96) S={m:Emj·$1, Vi€M={1,...,m},m30},
$61%

where UEN N1 E N E {1,...,1:}. Problems pcsseaing this particular special structure arise in

various setting including maximum cardinality node packing, set packing, capital budgeting, and

menu planning problerm among others. (See Wolsey (1990) and Sherali and Lee (1992) for some

recent polyhedral results related to such GUB constrained problems.)L
In thespirit ofExample 2 andRcmark 3, we can construct a complete convex hull representation

in the following manner. Arbitrarily, consider the variables of one of the GUB constraints, say

mj, j 6 N1, to be binary treat the remaining variables as being contimxous, and identify, as in

Example 2, the appropriate ürst—order S—facto1s associated with this GUB constraint. Applying

thea factors using RLT1 at the Iirst level, produces the convex hull of feasible solutions for which

mj, j 6 N1, are restricted to be binary valued. Denote this set as conv(X(N1)). We next repeat

the process using N1, considering the variables mj, j 6 N1, to be binary along with those of

N1. Applying the factors mj 3 0, j 6 N1, and (1 — ZEN, mj) 3 0 to the foregoing relaxation,

produces the set conv(X(N1 U N1)), with obvious notation. Continuing in this manner, upon a

complete sequential application of all GUB constraint S—factors, we recoverI
conv (X N1)) = conv (X(N)).
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To further illustrate the intermediate relaxations produced by RLT1 for such GUB constrained

problems, consider for simplicity the set S defined by the constraints

(97) S={:€R‘: :1+:1+:35l, :3+:1+:55l, aud:20}. a

Instead of applying RLT1 sequentially as above, one GUB set at a time, let IB illustrate the
l

usualRLT1procmsbytreatingtheconstraintsdeiiningSasinSection2. Thereadercanthen

see the equivalence of the two processes in producing the final convex bull representation.

(a) S-factors at level 1: These are simply the constraints deiining S.

(b) S—facto1·s at level 2: As in Example 2, the pairwise products within each GUB set of variables

will reproduce the factors at the first level. However, across the two GUB sets, we would produce

the quadratic bound factor products :1:1, :1:5, :1:1, and :1:5 along with the following factor

products, recognizing that any quadratic product involving :3 is zero.

:4 · (1 -:1 -:2 —=¤s) 20 yielding =¤4 -:1:4 -=¤a¤4 2 0,

_ ==5·(1-=¤1—¤=¤—=¤s)20 yi¤1di¤g==6—¤¤1¤=¤—:¤=¤620,
:1 · (1 -:3 -:1 -:5) 20 yielding :1 -:1:1 -:1:5 2 0,

$2 * (1 —$s —$4 —$¤) 20 Y1¢1d1¤K $2 —$2$4 —$2$6 20,

» and
‘ ’

(1 -:1 -:3 -:3) · (1 -:3 -:1 -:5) 20 yielding

l —$1 ··$2 —$s —$4 —$s +$1$4 +$1$6 +=¤2$4 -F$2$s 2 0-

Thesecannowbeappliedtotheconstraintsdeüninglf,recognizingthetermsthathavebeen

identiäed to be zeros. ·

(c) S—factors at levels 2 3: Since there are only 2 GUB sets in this example, and since any triple

product of distinct factors must involve a pair of factors coming f1·om the defining constraints

corresponding to the same GUB set, and the latter product is zero, all such products must vanish.

Hence, all factors at level 3, and similarly at levels 4 and 5, coincide with those at level 2. In

other words, the relaxation at level 2 itself yields the convex hull representation.
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FIGURE 9. Vertex packing graph.

In general, the level equal to the independence number of the underlying intersection graph

conesponding to the GUB constraints, which simply equals the maximum number of variables that

can simultaneously be 1, is sußicient to genemte the convex hull representatien. I

Remark 5. An enlightening special case ofExample 3 deals with the vertex packing problem.

Given a graph G = (KE) with vertan set V = {1:1,1:;,...,11,,}, an edge set E connecting pairs

of vertices V, and a weight cj associated with each vertan vj, the vertan packing problem is

to select a maximum weighted subset of vertices such that no two vertices are connected by an

edge. For eachj = 1,...,n, bydenoting the binary variable xj to equal 1 ifvertanj is diesen

and 0 otherwise, the vertex packing problem can be stated as maximize {Zj cjxj : xi + xj 5

1 V (i,j) E E, :1: binary}. The convex hull representation over any subset P of the variables

can be obtained as in Example 3 by considering any clique cover of the subgraph induced by the

corresponding vertices, with each set M correspending to the variables deiining some clique i. In

fact, given a cover that has m cliques where each edge of E is included in some clique graph, the

S—factors of level m themselves define the convex hull nepresentation, since the pacldng constraints

are themselves implied by these factors. To illustrate, the inequalities of (97) can be considered

as a (maximum cardinality) clique cover of the vertan packing problem on the graph in Figure 9,

and so, the stated S-factors of level 2 themselves define the convex hull representatien. This

general packing observation may have widespread applicability since, as noted by Garfinkel and

Nemhauser (1973), any iinite integer linear program can be reformulated as a packing problem.

In Chapter 5, we illustrate the computational benefits ef RLT1 over RLT0 in this particular

context.

_ l
I
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The structure aßorded by GUB constraints highlights the dominating effect of RLT1 over

RLTO. Consider the case of constructing a d = 1 level RLT1 relaxation of the MIP with two

bina.ry variables ::1 and 2:2 of the form introduoed earlier in Chapter 2, only this time with a single

GUB constraint explicitly present:

min ¢1w1 + mm + cy

subject to: 111:1:1 + agzg + Ay 3 b

(98) wi + ::2 S 1 ‘

‘ $1 2 0

2:, 6 {0,1} Vj = 1,2.

Instead of automatically applying the boimd factors generated by the two binary variables as in

RLT, we instead generate factors based on the special struct11re constraint set, S = {(:1:1,:1:;) :

:1:1 +2:g 5 1, :1: 3 0}. Inaddition to the bound factors 2:1 3 0 and 2:; 3 0, we obtain a stronger

factor (1 — 2:1 — 2:2) 3 0 from the GUB constraint to use as a multiplier in the construction of

relaxations. Thus, we have the set of RLT1 oonstraints

(am +¤2$2+Ay 2 b) · (1 —=¤1 —¢2)

(¤1¤=1 + 62::2 + Ay 2 b) · x1

(¤1$1 + ¤·2$2 + Ay 2 9) ‘ $2

$123 2 Ü ·

(99) $1(1 —$1 —$2) 2 0

$2(l —$1 —$2) 2 0

11 - (1 —¤=1 —==2) 20

U · $1 2 0 ‘

$1 · $2 2 0-
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Performing the indicated multiplications, and using the relationship z? = :1:;, results in the system

of inequalities given by

— alxlzg — agzlzg + Ay — Ayzl — Ayxg Z b(1 — 2:1 — mg)

am + aewm + Axim 2 im
l

¤1$1$2 + ¤2$2 + A!/$2 2 b$2

x1z2 2 0

(IÜÜ) -$1.1!g 2 Ü
1

"$1$2 2 0

21 — im — am 2 0

W1 2 0

yzg 2 0.

Notice now the effect of the stronger multiplier. Because we are enforcing a binary condition on

the special structure multipliers, all terms 2:12:; are equal to zero, and drop from the formulation.

Performing the usual substitution v; = g [1,6,1, yields a first level relaxation linear program

. min ¤1¤¤1 + em + ey

Subject t¤= A(y — vz — vz) 2 b(1 — ¤1 —¤2)

¤1$1 + Av1 2 b$1

(101) ¤2=¤2 + Ave 2 bwe
$1 + $2 S 1

v - vi — 02 2 0

1/,**11*72 2 0

Üfttjfl,

again 'thweessence of the Su —vg into
the eh5...eettve ¤?·lé>;¥=l, eedvteäeeh¤a@
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FIGURE 10. (a) Level d = 1 reduced node branching.

out the RLT1 multipliers yields the decomposed problem:VW ] [ ]st: Ay 3 b +:¤1 st: Ay 3b—a1
Äääélx

:1 2 0 :1 2 0
er ) 1·%···“

+1:2 st: AyZ(b—ag) -
:1 20[ ]

Again, as in RLT, depending upon the values of the objective function coeiiicients and the

tightn >:~: of the subproblems, the minimization will select to activate one of the subproblems,

and automatically yield binary decisions for ::1 and ::2. The implicit decomposition of (102)

corresponds to the reduced branching tree shown in Figure 10. Comparing this level-1 structure

to the level-1 and level-2 branching structures implicit in a usual application of RLT, notice that

by using only the special structure factors in the first level reformulation-linearization scheme, a

depth of |J| = 2 branchings is resolved at node 0, whereas RLT would have required a second

level relaxation to achieve this result. In other words, the RLT1 factors automatically preclude

problem Pu from feasibilityg thus accomplishing an implicit pruning of the seardi tree in the

process.

Example 4. This example similarly points out that in the presence ofvariable upper bounding

(VUB) types of restrictions, a further tightening of relaxations via RLT1, beyond that of RLTO,

can be produced. For example, a set S might be composed as follows in a particular problem

sa



instance:

S={$€R6Z Ü§$1

$$3Theürst level factors for this instance are given by xl 3 0, xl —xl 3 0, xl -xl 3 0, 1 — xl 3 0,

x.l 3 0, x5 —x.l 3 0, 1 —x5 3 0, xs 3 0, and 1 -2:6 3 0. These are not onlyfewer in number

than the factors propcsed by RLTO, but they also yield tighter constraints as they imply the

RLT0 factors. For d E {1, . . . , 6}, taking these factors d at a time, including self—products, and

simplifying these factors as per Remark 2, would produce the relaxation Xd. I

It is interesting to note in this connection that the VUB constraints of the type 0 5 xl 5 Z2 5

~ · - 5 xl, 5 1 as used in this example, can be equivalently transformed into a GUB constraint via

the substitution zj = xj — x_,-l for j = 1, . . . ,k, where xl E 0. The inverse transformation yields

xj = EL, zl for j = 1, . . . , k, therebyproducing the equivalent representation zl+zl+· · ·+z;, 5 1,

z 3 0. Under this transformation, and imposing binary restrictions on all the z-variables, the

reformulation strategies described for the previous two examples can be employed. However, note

that the process of applying RLT0 to the original cr to the transformed problem can produce

diH'ere¤t representations. To illustrate this insight, suppose that

X= {($1,$2) Z -6$1+3x2 $ 1, 0 $$1 $$2 $ 1, $ bi¤¤·1’Y}·

The convex Ahull of feasible solutions is jven by 0 5 xl = xl 5 1 (see Figure 11a). This

representation is produced by RLT1, where the relevant constraint xl 3 xl which yields xl =

xl is obtained by noting that the factor products [xl(xl — xl)];, 3 0 and [xl(l — xl)];, 3 0

respectively jvc W12 3 xl and wll 5 xl, or that wll = xl. This together with the constraint

[($3 — $1)(]. + 6$1 — $$3)];, 2 Ü ylöldß —2($3 — $1) 2 Ü, Ol' that $1 2 $3.

On the other hand, constructing RLT0 at level 1 by applying the factors x, and (1 — xj),

j = 1,2, to all the constraints, produces the relaxation (directly in projected form)

Xp, = {($1,$2) Z $$1 -$$2 2 -1, $$1 ?.$2, 0$$1 $$2 $ 1},

where wll = xl is produced as with RLT1, and where the ürst two constraints deiining Xp,

result from the product constraints [(1 + 6xl — 3xl)(1 — xl)];, 3 0 and [(1 + 6xl — 3xl)xl];, 3 0,

respectively Figure 11(a) depicts the region defined by this relaxation.
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1 xi r.
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FIGURE 11 . Depiction of the iirst level relationships using RLTO.

However, if we were to apply the transformation za = :::1, Z3 = xa -za to X, where the inverse

transformation is given by :1:1 = Z1 and 13 = Z1 + za, the problem representation in z-space

becomes

Z= {(z1.=¤) = —3z1+3az S 1. zi +ze S 1. z binary}.

where the binariness on Z3 has been additionally recognized. Figu.re 11(b) illustrates that the set

conv(Z) is given by the constraints 0 5 Z1 5 1, Z3 = 0. The relevant constraint Z3 = 0 is produced

by RLT0 via Z3 Z 0 and the first level product constraint [(1 + 3za — 3za)q]L Z 0 which yields

-2za Z 0, where [z1za];, E 0. Hence, for this transformed problem, RLT0 produces the first level

relaxation Zp, = conv(Z), while we had Xp, D conv(X) for the original problem. However,

as with the illustration of Example 2 (treating that as the transformed z-variable problem), we

could have also obtained Zp, D conv(Z), whereas RLT1 would have produced the convex hull

representation at level one in either case.

Example 5. In this example, we illustrate how one can exploit probl sparsity. Suppose

that in some 0-1 mixed—integer problem, we have the knapsack constraint (either inherent in

the problem or implied by it) given by 2:1:1 + za + 2:1:3 Z 3. The facets of the convex hull

of {(11,13,13)Z 211 +13 +213 2 3, Ü S 1; S 1, i= 1,2,3} 08.11 bl! 1'88.d1ly obtained 88

{:1:1 +13 +:1:3 Z 2, ::1 5 1, 13 5 1, ::3 5 1}. Similarly, another knapsack constraint might

be of the type :1:4 + 2:1:5 + 2::6 5 2, and the corresponding facets of the convex hull of feasible

0-1 solutions can be obtained as {:::.;+25+:::6 5 1, :1:4 Z 0, :::5 Z 0, :1:6 Z 0}. The set S
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can now be composed of these two sets of facets, along with other similar constraints involving

the remaining variabla on which binariness is being enforced, including perhaps, simple bound

constraint factors. Note that in order tc generate valid tighter relaxations, we can simply enforce

binariness on variables that fractionate in the original linear programming relaxation in the present

framework. Furthermore, entire convex hull representations of underlying lmapsack polytopes are

not necessary——simply, the condition (80) needs to be satisfied, perhape by explicitly including

simple bounding constraints. This extends the strategy of Crowder et al. (1983) in using facets

obtained as liltings of minimal covers from knapsack constraints within this framework, in order

to generate tighter relaxations. I

3.8. An alternative partial application ofRLT1In

this section, we discuss an alternative procedure based on the use ofapartial set ofS—factors

within the reformulation—linearization scheme RLT1, in cases where the set S explicitly includes

theco¤straints0$x5e„. NotethatExample1ofSection2isaspe<:ialcaseofthistypein

whichSiscomprisedonlyoftheconstraints05z$e,,. Asshownthere,inthiscase,wesimply

obtain RLT1 E RLTO.

In more general casa of this type, suppose that the set S includa 0 5 :1: 5 e„, and additionally

contains other defining constraints ofX. These constraints might be either praent in the original

model formulation itselß or may be valid implied inequalities generated therefrom and hence

included in the model. The suggested modification of RLT1 generates a relaxation Xd at any

level d 6 {1, . . .,n} as follows, and is denoted by RLT2.

(a) Reformulation. Generate all the bound-factors Fd(J1, Jg) of order d. Additionallyg

generate any subset ofthe other possible S—factors, and use thae to identify and eliminate

any null terms from the factors F,,;(J;, Jg) oforder d. Compose a set of factors comprised

of the latter reducedset ofbound factor products, plus any additional S—factors as desired,

and multiply each constraint ofX using only these factors. Use the identity :1:} = :1:jV j E

{1, . . . , n} on the factors as well as on the reformulated problem.

(b) Linearization. Linearize the resulting polynomial program by the substitution

defined in (54). This produces the d"‘-level relaxation Xd.
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Clearly, for each d = 1, . . . , n, Xd yields a valid higher dimensional relaxation. As before, denote

the projection of Xd onto the space of the original variables as Xpl, for d = 1, . . . , n, and consider

the following result.

Theorem 3. For each d= 1,. ..,n, we have Xd Q Xd, and so, Xp„ = conv (X). .

Proof. Note that among other constraints, Xd also includes the constraints of Xd with the

added restriction that certain variables in (54) or certain linearized polynomial expressions are

zeros. Hence, Xd Q Xd. Moreover, by (56), we have that conv(X) Q Xp_
Q Xp„ = conv (X),

and so, Xp„ = conv (X). This completes the proof. I

Observe that RLT2 essentially applies the Sherali—Adams reformulation—linearization scheme

RLT0 with the added recognition that the inherent special structures might reveal that certain

polynomial terms or expressions are zeros. Additionallyg it enhances this by using any subset of

additional S—factors that can be employed in an application of RLT1. Hence, RLT2 provides a

continuum of strategies that can be applied between RLT0 and RLT1. Moreover, by insuring

that factors included at level d imply those at level d- 1, a hierarchy of relaxations are generated,

which as Theorem 3 asserts, leads to the convex hull representation.

Example 6. For the sake of illustration, consider a situation in which S = {x E
R‘

: xl +

xg+x;+xd = 2, 0 5 x 5 ed}. The following factors are derived that can be applied as in Remark

4, noting the equality constraint defining S.

(a) Level 1 factors: xl Z 0 and (1 -xl) Z0,j = 1,...,4, and optionallgg (ed ·x—2) =0 (to be

multiplied by each y variable alone as in Remark 4).

(b) Level 2 factors: Bound factors of order 2 given by {xlxl, (1 — xl)xl, xl(1 — xl), and (1 -
xl)(1 —xl)V 1 5 i < j 5 4}, and optionalljg any factors (to be used as in Remark 4) from the set

{xl—Z#lxlx_l =0 Vi= 1,...,4 obtained bymultiplying C4 ·x=2 byeach xl, i= 1,...,4,

and (ed ·x -2) =0 itself, obtained from (ed ·x-2)2 =0 upon using Zj#‘x{$j = xlVi}.

(c) Level dfactors, d = 3, 4: Bound factors Fd(Jl, Jg) Z 0 oforder d, with the additional restriction

that all
3’°‘

and
4"‘

order terrm are zeros, plus optionally, factors from the optional set at level 2.

Note that the valid implication ofpolynomial terms oforder 3 being zero, for example, is obtained

through the RLT process by multiplying xl — Ebelxlxl = 0 with xl., for each i, k, i =,•é k. This
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gives 2176,,* :6,:1:,::;, = 0, which, by the nonnegativity of eadi triple product term, implies that

I

In a likewise fashion, for set partitioning problems, for example, any quadratic (or higher order)

products of variables that involve a pair of variables that appear together in any constraint are

_ zeros. More generally, any variable product term that contains variables which cannot simulta-

neously take on a value of 1 in any feasible solution can be restricted to zero. Sherali and Lee

(1992) use this structure to present a specialization of Sherali and Adams (1990) to derive explicit

reduced level d representations in their analysis of set partitioning problems. In particular, they

show that the relaxation at level d needs to be constructed using products with only nonzero

factors F,,(.Lß), for J Q N, p = |J| = 0,1,...,d as explained in Rcmark 4, and moreover, the

constraints F;(J1,J2) Q 0V (J1,J2) of order 6 = min{d+ 1,n} produced by the regular RLT0

process can be replaced simply by F,;(.Lß) Q 0V |J| = d, d = 1,...,6. (This is actually valid

for any equality constrained problem in which :1:} 5 1 V j is implied by the structural equality

oonstraints along with :1: Q 0.) Fruthermore, they show that at the level equal to the independence

number of the imderlying intersection graph, the convcx hull representation is obtained.

In the example that foHows, we use the quadratic assignment problem to partially illustrate

the foregoing idea.
{

Example 7. Consider the quadratic assignment problem of size m given by

III III III Hl

n m*¤{XEEXa¤¤=·¤=·¤}
£=1 j=1 k=1 l=1

III

subjectto: Zz,j=1 Vi=1,...,m,
J=1 .
III

2%:1 Vj=1,...,m,
6:1

$65 2 0 V (hi),

:1: E {0, 1}.

By the above discussion, the level d Q 1 relaxation can be obtained by computing products

(including those with :1: Q 0) using the factors F,(.L 0), p g d, where the set J denotes the set
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of p variables that form a partial assignment solution. Of course, at the level m, relaxation the

convex hull is obtained. ¤

3In addition, the more general framework of RLT2 can be utilized in deriving improved relax-

ations for solving set partitioning, packing, or covering problems, the 3-D assignment problem,

the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), the traveling salesman prob] (TSP), and other in-

teresting combinatorial optimization problems having exploitable special structures.

3.4. Conditional logic strengthened RLT1 Constraints

In all of the foregoing discussion, depending on the structure of the problem, there is another

idea that we can exploit to even further tighten the RLT constraints that are generated. To in-

troduce the basic concept involved, for simplicity, consider the following first level

byz

is supposed to be binary valued, and where the data is all-integer. (Similar extensions can

be developed for mixed-integer constraints, as well as for higher—order RLT constraints in which

some factor is being applied to some other valid constraint/factor product of order greater than

<>¤<·=-) _ L
M

.(192)V {(¤=¤
—'ß)(·v¤ -/6)}::

2 9
:»"N/

Observe that if az = ß, then (aa: — ß)(·y:1: — 6) Z 0 is valid regardless of the validity of 7:1: Z 6.

Otherwise, wemusthave0u1:Zß+1 (0rpossiblygi·eate1·thanß+1, ifthestructureofou: gßse

permits), and we can then perform standard logical preprocessing tests (zer0—one fixing, coeiiicient

reduction, etc. — see Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988) for example) on the set of constraints az Z

ß+ 1, 7:1,- Z 6, :1: binaryg along with possibly other constraints, to tighten the form of 7:1: Z 6 to

the form ·y’:c Z 6’. ljgr_gxg._m_plg, ifm: Z ßis ofthe type (1 -:6;) Z0, for somej 6 {1,...,n},

then the restriction og: Z ß + 1, :1: binary, asserts that :1:; = 0, iyz tightened

imder the condition thai); 0. (Similarlgg in a higher—order constraint, if a factor Fd(J;, Jg)

nmltiplies 7:1: Z 6, then the latter constraint can be tightened under conditional logical tests hu1{

on setting :1:; = 1Vj E J1 andz; =0V_·i E Jg.)
» J°‘ T; <~ ,,3

x-] { J Q.: *13



Additionally the resulting constraint #2 3
6’

can be further tightened by finding the maximum

0 ?_ 0 for which #2 3
6’

+ 0 is valid when G2 g ß+ 1 is imposed by considering the problem
äbwwlf Q Q

A}. ,*/4rv_/

_,(103)0 = —6' + min{#2 : GZ 2 ß + 1, any other valid inequalities ,2 binary }. »,„—„
WJ

Note that, of course, we can simply solve the continuous relaxation of (103) and use the resulting

value 0 after roimding it upwards (using 0 = 0 value is negative), in order to impcse the

following RLT constraint, in lieu of the wctVi2n (102), within the underlying problem:
*

J
«

(N Af

P}

°·Observethat this also aifords the opportunity to now tighten the factor (a2 — ß) in a similar

fashion in (104), based on the valid constraint #2 3
6’

+ 0.

3.4.1. RLT1 and sequential lifting. Interestingly the sequential lifting process ofBalas and

Zemel (1978), for lifting a minimal cover inequality into a facet for a full-dimensional knapsack

polytope defined by the constraint ZEN aj2j Z b, 2 binary where 0 $ aj $ bVj 6 N, can be
N

viewed as a consequence of the above RLT1 approach. In fact, we have the following.

Theorem 4. 'I‘he valid inequality generated at any stage of sequential lifting for a knapsack

constraint is implied by the sequentially generated RLT1 constraints in which the first level

products are applied to the previous stage’s lifted constraints.

Proof. At any stage, consider the partially lifted valid inequality ZET·yj2j Z 6, T C N. By

the standard sequential lifting process, this would next be lifted to the form

(105) Zv5¤5 2 6 + (1 —
=•=•)·v¢„

der

where t 6 N — T, by solving the problem

(106) 7; = -6+ IIIiIl{Z'Yj$j : Eajzj Z b, 2, = 0, 2binary56:1*
561v

Now, consider‘¥the of the level 1 RLT1 given valid inequalityZET ·yj2j 3

6, and let us show that this process would imply the same lifted constraint given by (105) and
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(106). To this end, consider the RLT1 constraints generated by 3 0 and

xt 5 1 given by
M6 ulllM

(1117) {¤=» · [Zw; — 61}:. 2 11 md {(1 — =») · [Z71161 — 61}:. 2 11-
167* 16T

If
sit/=

1, then —-xt)
· mjy- ·y_)x_t - 6] 3 0 is valid, regardless of the validity of Zjy- ·y_txj 3 6.

Otherwise, we have
14-

xt 3 1, and, using conditional logic, the resulting RLT constraint can

be further tightened by finding the maximum 0 3 0 for which Zjy-7;:1:) 3 6 + 0 is valid when

xt = 0. This can be.done by computing

(108) 0 = -6+min{Z·yjxj : xt = 0, E ajxj 3 b, x binary}
167* JEN

which yields precisely 0 = ·yt as given in (106). Hence, the second RLT1 constraint in (107) can

betightenedtotheform X‘ll_„#,;·+ I.;-w

(1119) {(1 — ee) · IE 'Yjzd — 6 -
”Y¢l}L 2 11-

167*

Summing (109) and the first RLT1 constraint in (107) yields

}:*v1¤=1 - 6-% +¤=¢% 2 11-
167*

' whidi is the lifted inequality of (105) and (106). This completes the proof. |

Note that Theorem 4 identifies an upper bound on the order of RLT1 bound factors. Starting

with some minimal cover set To, one needs to go through no more than |N — Ts] levels of RLT1

relaxations to have lifted the minimal cover constraint into a facet.

VV Example 8. Consider the following knapsack constraint in binary variables xs, xs, and xs:
Vu!

2x1 + 3xs + 3xs 3 4. Let us examine the RLT1 constraint

(110) {$3 [2$1 + $$3 + $$3 — 4]}L 2 Ü.

Applying the idea of Theorem 4, we can tighten (110) under the restriction that xs = 1, lmowing

that it is always valid when xs = 0 regardles of the nonnegativity of any contained

in However, when xs = 1, the given knapsack constraint becomes 2x1 + 3xs 3 1, which by
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coeücient reduction, can be tightened to :1 +:2 3 1. Hence, (110) can be replaced by the tighter

restriction

(1].1) {33 [31 +33 — ].]}L 2 O.

Similarly, consider the RLT constraint
‘

(112) {(1 — ws) [2¤¤1 + 3=¤2 + 3==a — 4]};, 2 0-

This time, imposing (1 -:2) 3 1 or :2 = 0; the knapsack constraint becomes 2:1 +3:2 3 4 which

implies via standard logical tests that :1 = :2 = 1. Hence, we can impose the equalitics

(113) {(1 — =¤s)(=¤1 — 1)};, = 0 md {(1 — =¤s)(==2 - 1)},, = 0
-1 -> W, -· Wg -1] 1/1.

-1inlieu of (112), which is now implied. Observe that in this exhmple, the sum of the RLT 1—

constraints in (111) and (113) yield :1 +:2 +:2 3 2 which happens to be a facet of the knapsack

polytope conv{: : 2:1 + 3:2 + 3:2 3 4, : binary }. This facet can altematively be obtained by

liftingtheminimalcover inequality:1+:231. I

Vj/Ä Example 9. To illustrate the use of this conditional logic based tightening procedure in the
.JV

<, VJcontext ofsolving an optimization problem _S;1“a_9_;t•;·s, consider the followingproblem:

(114) {:1 + :2 : 6:1 + 3:2 3 2, : 6 S, : binary}, _11O_„__„-/‘
l

gl

Z

Y)Figure12 depicts this problem graphically The integer problem has the optimal value v(IP) =

1, attained at the solution (1,0) or (0, 1). The ordinary LP relaxation has the optimal value

v(LP) = 1/3, attained at the solution (1/3,0). -

1 Next, let us consider the first level relaxation (RLTO-1) produced by RLTO, using the factors

1/ :1 md (1 - :1), 5 = 1,2, Note um [(2 - 2:1 - :1):1],, 2 o
yields w12 5 0, which tcgether with [:1:2];, E w12 3 0, gives w12 = 0. The other r1gn;1je;111_nd_a_g;_ 1/

constraints defining this relaxation are produced via the product constraints [(1—:1)(1-:2)] ;, 3 0,

[(631 +333 —2)(]. -31)]], 2 Ü, 8Ild [(631 +333 — 2)(]. -33)]], 2 Ü, Whldl I‘$p0CtiV6ly yléld

w12 = 0), :1 +:2 5 1, 2:1 + 3:2 3 2, and 3:1 +:2 3 1. This gives (directly in projected form)

Xp, = {(=¤1,¤=2) Z $1 +¤=2 S 1, 2=¤1 +3=¤2 2 2, $@1 +=¤2 2 1, 0 S== S ¢2}-

ev



Figure 12 depicts this regon. The optimal value using this relaxation is gven by v(RLT0 -1) = 7,, Q
5/7, attained at the solution (1/7,4/7).

v"JI

On the other hand, to construct the first level relaxation (RLT1-1) produced by RLT1, wy’lp· Q, v;_—>.l

would employ the S-factors gven by the constraints in (114). IRLT0, we obta;n,_1,1_112a= Q, I.,} V
Q 3

and using this, the other non-redimdant constraints deüning this relaxation are produced the
[hx

_·. xi

product constraints [(2 — 2:1 — :2)(2 — :1 — 2:2)];, 2 0, [(6zi + 3=¤2 — 2)(2 — 2¤=1 —— ¤=2)]z„ 2 0, md
X? ti

;
"°]‘J

[(6:1:1 —I·- 3$g — 2)(2 — $1 — 2$g)]L 2 Ü, which $1 + $g S 1, 4271 + 5$g 2 4,8Ild2:1

+ :2 3 1. This gves (directly in projected form)
X X

Xp, = {(¤=1,=¢2) ===1 +$¤ S 1, 4¤=1 +5=¤¤ 2 4, 2=¤1 +¤=z 2 1, 0 S: S ez}.

Figure 12 depicts this regon. Note that Xp, C Xp, and that the optimal value of this relaxation

is gven by v(RLT1 - 1) = 5/6 > 11(RLT0 — 1), and is attained at the solution (1/6,2/3).

Now, consider an enhancement of RLT1-1 using conditional logo (a similar enhanent can

be exhibited for RLTO-1). Speciücallyg cogderotheproductconstraint2)];,

3 0 of the form (102). Imposing for (102), i.e., 2:1 +:2 5 1 yields

a standard logcal test. This together with 6:1 + 3:2 3 2 implies that :2 = 1. Hence, >, ~,

the tightened form of this RLT constraint is (2-2:1 -:2)(:1) = 0@(2—2:1 —:2)(1 -:2) = 0. "^

”‘·Thefirst constraint yields w12 = 0 (as before), while the?secondxconstraint statw that :1I:2 = 1.
X M V t

This produces the convex hull representation, and so, this enhanced relaxation now recovers an

optimal integer solution. V ; ,_ 77 .2 ~ . vi j L, ¤
The more general f1·amework ofRLT2 can be utilized in deriving improved relaxations for solv-

ing set partitioning, packing, or covering probl , the 3-D assignment problem, the quadratic

assignment problem (QAP), the traveling salesman problem (TSP), and other interesting combi-

natorial optimization problems having exploitable special structures. In Chapter 4, we examine

several exploitation strateges for the asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP) that result

in formulations that produce tightened lcwver boimds for linear programming relaxations of ATSP.

Q .

os
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FIGURE 12. Depictiou of the various first level RLT relaxatious.
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CHAPTER 4

TSP Reformulations

To illustrate the etfectiveness ofRLT1 in tightening linear programming relaxations, we apply this

approach in the present chapter to several formulations ofthe combinatorial optimization probl aa •• ,

the 'Iraveling Salesman Problem (TSP). We begin our discussion by presenting an approach

to tighten one such formulation involving the Miller-'Ihcker-Zemlin (1960) subtour elimination

constraints. We then demonstrate a new result that a class of constraints resulting from this

approach are, in fact, facetial. We next apply RLT1 to the Miller, Tucker, and Zemlin subtour

elimination constraints, composing an appropriate special-structure set that includes the new

conditional boimd factor products introduced in Chapter HI. Lastly, utilizing the unique variable

substitution alforded by RLT, we derive a new 3-index TSP formulation based on the quadratic

assignment problem formulation ofTSP, introducing a new set ofconstraints unique to the RLT1

formulation.

4.1. The Traveliug Salesman Problem

A classic statement of the traveling salesman problem can be giwen as follows: a >=«•• an is

required tovisit ncities, indexed by 1,2,...,n, leavingsome base cityg saycity 1, visiting each of

the other n cities exactly once, and then returning to city 1. It is required to determine such an

itinerary that the total distance traveled by the salesman.

In a graph theoretical sense, this problem statement translates to the task of determining a

least cost Hamiltonian circuit on a complete graph G(K A), where V = {v1,vg, . . . ,11,,} is the set

of vertices, and A = {(11;,11)) : 11;, vj 6 V] iqé j} is the set of arcs. It is commonly assumed that
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the matrix of costs, C = {eq}, or distances between cities, is positive. We assume that qj qé cj,

possiblyg so that we are explicitly addressing the asymmetric tmveling salesman problem. All

formulations of the ATSP must contain, addition to asignment constraints, some construction

that prevents subtours from forming in any feasible tour.

4.1.1. Dantzig, Fullnerson, und Johnson (DFJ) formulation. Although there are several

valid formulations for ATSP presented in the literature (see Padberg and Srmg (1992) for a survey)

that we examine in the context of RLT, we initially consider the formulation credited to Dantzig,

Fulkerson, and Johnson (1954) given by:

4 J

subject to:

(115) Za:;j=1 V i=1,...,n,
.#4

(116) 2::c;_.;=1 V j=1,...,n,
#5

(117) Z=¤«;SI$I—1 V $§N.2SISIS(¤—1).
11,,168

_ I;} 2 Ü V i,j,

(119) zu binary V i,j.

The constraints generated by (115), (116) and (119) form aasignment constraints, and insure that

each city is visited exactly once in, perhaps, a collection ofsubtours. 'I’he constraints generated by

(117) are subtour elimination constraints that prevent feasible assignment solutions from including

subtours that do not yield a Hamiltonian circuit.

Now, let X define the set of solutions feasible tc the system given by (115)-—(119). It is well

known that the set of feasible solutions to the linear programming relaxation given by (115)-

(118), X, differs from the oonvex hull of binary integer feasible solutions, conv(X). Thus, the

solution to the linear programming relaxation of ATSP can, at best, only be to provide

limited bounding information relative to the solution obtained when the binary nature of the
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variables is enforced. There does mc some degree of commonality between the LP relaxation

and the convex hull of feasible solutions that underscores the importance of linear programming

relaxations in solving the ATSP. Not surprisingly, it is the tenets of polyhedral theory that pro-

vide insights into the imderlying structures praent in the TSP. We mention several results here to

illustrate the imefulness of these insights in identifying classes of constraints that can be exploited

within an algorithm such as branch-and·bound. Additionallyg when incorporated into a TSP for-

mulation, these constraints tighten the associated linear programming relaxation, yielding tighter

lower bounds with which to guide LP—based branch·and-bound algorithms.

Grötschel and Padberg (1975) establish the fact that the dime1:sio1:s of the two convex hulls {

are equal, Le., dim(X) = dim(c_9_n¥(X))/;P1:“ — 31: + 1. Later, Grötschel and Padberg

(1979)provedthat the constl·£i§(sLfi*ngt’(117;)‘ 8_of associated with both
the symmetric TSP on an undirected complete graph and the asymmetric TSP on a complete

digraph in which every two distinct vertices i and j are linked by two antiparallel arcs (i, j).

Let E be a finite ground set and fß be a set, or collection, of subsets of E. For every element

e 6 E we can associate a variable :1:,, i.e., a component of a vector z 6 R|E' indexed by e. With

every subset F Q E we associate an incidence vector of F defined as:

zLF'={1 ife6F,
0 if e ¢ F.

Thus, every subset F Q E corresponds to a unique 0-1 vector in RlE| and vice versa. Now, we

can associate with 1/• 6 2lEl the polytope P,) which is the convex hull of all incidence vectors of

elents of 1/:, i.e., P,) E conv{a:lF| 6 RlEl : F 6 1/:}. Then, every vertex of P,) corresponds to a

set in 1/:, and vice-versa. A polyhedron P Q R1 is called mo1:oto1:e ify 6 P and 0 5 o: 5 y imply

.1: 6 P.

Now, denote by H,. the set ofall tours (Hamiltoniar: cycle;) in the complete graph on Tl vertices,

and let Ü,. be the set ofall subsets oftours, i.e., Ü,. = {S Q E: EIatourT Q E with SQ T}.

In a similar manner, let
I‘,.

be the set of all directed tours in the complete digraph on fl vertices

D,., and let P,. denote the set of all subsets of tours in 1‘,.. Lastly denote by :1:(S) the sum over

elements of S, i.e., :z:(S) = 2168 :1:}. The constraints in (117) define facets specific to the TSP
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polytopes xmder the following conditions:

(1) the subtour elimination constraints z(A(W)) 5 |W| — 1, where A(W) denotes the arc set

of the digraph W Q N, define facets of the asymmetric TSP polytope P; E conv{z}T} 6

RIA};T6r„}r¤r„;61r2g|w|g(„-2); .

(2) the subtour elimination constraints :¤(A(W)) 5 |W| — 1 define facets of the monotone

asymmetric TSP polytope R; E conv{a:}S} 6 RIA} : S Q P„} for n Z 3 if and only if

2 S IWI S (¤— 1); ¤¤d„
(3) the subtour elimination constraints z(E(W)) 5 |W| — 1, where E(W) denota the edge

set of the subgraph induced by W Q N, define facets of the monotone symmetric TSP

polytope Q; E conv{:z:}s} 6 RIEI : S Q Ü„} for n Z 6 ifand only if3 5 |W| 5 (n- 3).

It is weH known that each of the aforementioned polytopa are contained within the assignment

polytope for both the symmetric and asymmetric casa, since every tour of the traveling salesman

problem is known to be a vertex of the assignment polytope, but not vice-versa. Additionally, it

is clear that the symmetric TSP polytope Q; E conv{:z:}T} 6 RIE} : T Q H„} and P; as deüned

above, are contained in their monotoue counterparts.

The identiücation of facet defining inequalities for the convex hull representation is important

in combinatorial optimization probl : such as ATSP because it provida a means to generate

improved formulations that facilitate the solution of larger problem instances. By adding such

facet defining inequalitia to a formulation of ATSP, we obtain a tighter representation of the

probl in the sense of the linear programming relaxation. Ideally, we would prefer to include

only facet defining inequalities in the constraint set, thereby obtaining a minimal representation

of the underlying polytope. However, this is generally not possible except for a very limited class

of combinatorial optimization problems. For instance, for the problem of Hnding a maximum-

weight matching in a graph, Edmonds (1965) has prescribed a complete linear description of the

polytope. Even if facet defining inequalities are not readily available, our objective still remains

to tighten the constraints as mudi as possible.

4.1.2. Miller, 'lhcker, and Zemlin (MTZ) subtour elimination constraints. Miller,

Tucker and Zemlin (MTZ) (1960) proposed an alternative formulation for the subtour elimination
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constraints of (117). By using an additional set of free variables 14;, i = 2, . . . , n, their formulation

eliminates subtours via the constraints

(120) 14j314;+1-(n—1)(1—a:;_;) V i32,j32,j;éi,

(121)
B

1$u;$(n—1) V i=2,...,n,

(122) U1 E Ü.

These MTZ subtour elimination constraints, in lieu of (117), were designed to prevent subtours

To illustrate, suppose that there exists an

arbitrary subtour oflength I: given by ST = {il, . . . , il,} where the base city 1 ¢ ST. Summing the

constraints given by (120) for this particular subtour yields 2;, 14;, 3 2;, 14;,+k, which cannot

be true since k 3 2. Additionallyg every valid TSP tour remains feasible to these constraints. 'I‘he

values of 14; and 14_; are obtained by enforcing the convention that if city i is the
j"‘

city visited

_aRerthebasecity1,weset14;=j.

Besides worldng to defeat subtours, including the MTZ constraints in the ATSP formulation

mduces the number of subtour elimination constraints typically generated by (117). However,

Langevin, Soumis, and Desrosiers (1990), and Padberg and Sung (1992) have shown that the

MTZ formulation provides a weak LP relaxation because the MTZ subtour elimination oonstraints

(120) and (121) are not facets of the polytope of the convex hull of feasible solutions defined by

(115), (116), (118)- (122).

strengtheued the MTZ subtour elimination constraints by am-
ploying the sequential liiting technique introduced by Padberg (1973), Balas and Zemel (1978),

and Zemel (1978) to indeed make these constraints facetial. Their resulting formulation is given
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by .

(DL)
;;

6;,:1:,1

subject to:

Zig:]. V Ö=1,...,fI,
l

#4

(124) ZZ;j=1 V j=1,...,fl,

#1

(125) ug 2 (ui + 1) - (¤ — 1)(1 — wc) + (¤— 3)$14 V 4,1 2 2, 46*1,
(126) (fl 2, . . . ,n,\ Ü x
(127) uj51+\(n—3)(1—rg;})-+x,;

H Ä
j=2,...,n,))

Kl Li')

(128) zbinary, V
· ’

where the eonstraints 1 5 ui 5 (n- 1) for all i = 2,...,11 are implied by (126) and (127). (The

variable ul is auumed to be equal to 0 as in (122) and does not appear in this formulation.) The

lifted eonstraints of (125) were demonstrated to be facetial inequalities, based on the fact that the

corresponding eonstraints (117) for |S| = 2 are faeets, given n 3 6. Throughout the remainder of

this chapter, we will assume that n Z 6, unless otherwise noted.
° To demonstrate the effectiveness of this formulation in defeating subtours involving the base

city 1, consider the case when n = 6 and two subtours exist: ST; = {1,2,3} and ST; = {4,5,6}.%

Constraints (126) and ug = 1. For j = 3, (126) and (127) give 29_§B_QHowever, with F

j = 3 and i = 2, (125) yields the contradiction 5 5 2, thus defeating the subtour involving the

base city 1. Note that the previous MTZ oonstraints (120) — (122) Would have
sm, itself. V

4.1.3. Tightening the MTZ formulation. Desrodiers and Laporte (1991) demonstrated

that their formulation provides a significant computational improvement over the MTZ formula-

tion for the symmetrie TSP, but noted very little improvement in tightening the representation for

the ATSP. Their computational study investigated TSPs for three distance classes: Asymmetric

random (AR), Symmetrie random (SR), and Symmetrie Euelidean (SE). For distance class,

ten 50-city problems were generated and in eadi cue, four values were eomputed:
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äßßiß
MTZ/ASS ¤ 1.009 1.007
DFJ/ASS 1.012 1.279 1.229

MTZ+/ASS 1.211 a
TABLE 5. Computational results for TSPs (DL) ·

(1) ASS: the value of the assignment bormd. (·~ "="”°IU

(2) MTZ: the solution value obtained by incorporating all violated MTZ oonstraints.

(3) MTZ+: the solution obtained by incorporating all violated lifted MTZ oonstraints.

(4) DFJ: the solution value obtained by incorporating all DFJ constraints.

The ratics MTZ/ASS, MTZ+/ASS, and DFJ/ASS were computed and averaged over the 10

problems, and are shown in Table 5. The difference between MTZ+/ASS and the other two

averages indicates the relative strength of the liited MTZ contraints for the TSP.

They assert and prove the validity of (126) and (127), whereas, in fact, as we show next, these

constraints are actuaHy also facet defining inequaliti 2;

Proposition 1. The constraints given by (126) and (127), are facet deüning inequalities for

the ATSP.

Proof. It is straightforward todemonstrate thevalidity ofthese constraints, and since Desrochers

and Laporte accomplish this, we do not repeat their argument here. However, to donstrate

the facetial property of (126) and (127), we use a result due to Grötschel and Padberg (1975)

that constraints (117) deüne facets of oonv(X) for |S| = 2 and TI 2 6. For any ATSP solution

for which :1:;) +:6;; = 1, j = 2,•••,YI, and |S| = 2, constraints (117) are tight. We consider

two cßes: zu = 0 and Ju = 1. When zu = 0, we have az); = 1 and (126) and (127) yield

ud = (1: — 1). Similarly when zu = 1 and :1:,1 = 0, (126) and (127) yield 1:, = 1. Using

a result due to Desrochers and Laporte (1991) that there exists a one—to—one correspondence

between the polytope of (115)—(119) and the polytope of the convex hull of binary integer so-

lutions deiined by (123)—(128), the correspondence we: in particular, for the face defined by
P

zu + Zj], = 1, j = 2,. ..,1:. Therefore, the faces deiined by (126) and (127) have the same
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dimension as those defined by (117) for |S| = 2 and fl 2 6. The proposition follows directly I

The following proposition is actually implicit in the proofof the proposition that (125)—(127)
are facetial constraints. However, it is stated and proved here explicitly for completeness.

Proposition 2. The constraints given by (125)—(127) imply the DFJ subtour elimination

constraints of (117) for |S| = 2.

Proof. The proposition is easily verified for S = {1,j}, j 2 2, by multiplying (127) by -1 and

adding the result to (126), yielding the relationship

($1j + Zjl — 1) 2 (11 — 3)($1j + $11 — 1).

Since we have assumed that fl 2 6, this implies that zu +:0,1 5 1, or that (117) holds. Now, pick

two cities i and j, i,j 2 2, igéj. Then, (125) yields

ug 2111+1 -(*1-1)(1 —%)+(¤-3)%

and

111 2 ug + 1 — (¤ — 1)(1 -==:¢) + ('• -3)%-

Summing these two inequalities yields

' 022-(ß-1)l2-%-==1¤]+('*-3)[¤=1¤+%]

= (2*1 - 4)[% + $11 - 1]-

Again, since fl 2 6, we get :1:;, + :1:}; 5 1, or that (117) is implied for |S| = 2. I

4.2. Composing RLT1 factors for MTZ constraints

In this section, we compose special factor products that exploit the special structures of the

MTZ formulation defined by (120)——(124), and (128). We begin by stating our nonlinear refor-

mulation resulting from the first step of RLT1 in its completeness, and then proceed to identify
S

the specific RLT1 constructions that support it. We then linearize this formulation, explicitly

modeling the ATSP in a higher dimensional space, and algebraically simplify the linearization to

reduce the actual number of constraints that are added to the original formulation.

°
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Reformulation. Using first-order product factors of the form g(J) = g;m — 9;;,, the complete
first level (d = 1) RLT1 nonlinear reformulation is given by

(129) Zmy=1 V i=1,...,n,
59**(130)

u
Z2:y=1 V j=1,...,n,
*9*5

(131) Eugtüy = m V i 3 2,
59**

(132) Züjtqj = Uj V 2,

*9*5

(133) @1 · (*1.1 -2) 2 0 V *,5 2 2, *9*5,

$*,5(137)(*11-1) · (1-@1—=*=.1¢)20 V *,522,*9*:i,

(138) (**-1-*11) ·(1—==,1—¤1«)20 V *,522,*9*5
(139) (uj -2) · (1 -::1; -2:,1) 3 0 V j 3 2,

(140) (*1-2-¤1)·(1-@1-¤=11)20 V 522,

V ini 2

21(142)I1,j$1j = $1j V 2,

(143) ‘uj$j1 = (fl — 1)$j1 V 2,

(144) 1$uj$(n—1) V j32,

(145) ul E 0 and m binary .

Constraints (131) and (132) are the result of multiplying the continuous boimds m 3 0 and

uj 3 0 by the S-factors directly obtaiuable from (129) and (130). Note that any constraints
resulting from multiplying (129) and (130) by other bonmd factors of uj, such as (uj — 1) 3 0,
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are implied by (129)—(132), and hence, are not included in the formulation. Constraints (134)

and (135) result from multiplying the upper and lower boimds on a,, Qiven by the now implied

constraint 1 5 a, 5 (n — 1),) with the nonnegative bound factor products 2,,
a.nd_2,, 3 0.

/ The constraints of (133) and (136) are new conditional factor that result frem the

following reasoning. Suppose that we generate a first level RLT1 constraint by multiplying a

constraint (cm — ß) 3 0 with an S-factor (127 ,6),-3*0, where a is integer valued, 2 is binary

valued, and the dataisallinteger:
T

(146) {(¤¤ — ß)(·v= - 6)}z. 2 6-

[ Notice that if aa = ß, then (aa — ß)(72 - 6) 3 0 is valid regardless of the validity of 73 3 6.

Otherwise, we must have aa 3 ß+1 (or pcssibly greater than ß+1, ifthestructure sopermits), and

we can then perform standard logical preproceasing tests (zero-one fixing, coeiiicient reduction,
T

etc.- see Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988) for example) on the set ofconstraints au 2 ß+ 1, 13 3 6,
—\_ 2 binary along with possibly other constraints, to tighten the form of72 3 6 to the form 7'2 3 6’.

Inthisparticularcase,if2,,=1,fori,j32,i76j,wecanthentightenthelowerboundon

a, to a, 3 2. Similarly, if 2,, = 1 for i,j 3 2, i 76 j, we can tighten the upper bound on a,

to a, 5 (n — 2). Thwe conditional boundson a, yield the implied factors (a, - 2) 3 0 and

( (n — 2 — a,) 3 0 that are multiplied by 2,, and 2,,, respectively, to yield (133) and (136). (V T
7

Similarly in the usual RLT0 proces, the original -2,,) 3 0 would F 9 J, E 1
be used to multiply the bound factor constraints (121) given by 1 5 a, TT5T(;1 tMhe__ 4-; Ö ·

fori,j32,i76j, and2,,+2,1 5 1 forj32, directlindiciatedbytheß,DFJ

subtcur elimination constraints of Tiglyimder
TU T TT

nonnegativity of the variables. These constraints can be us;/fn? a special-structure set

S0fth6 Üyl.)6 h0$0d ih BGCÜOII 4.2, giVGh by S = {$4, +Z,; S 1, V ‘Ü,j 2 2, S

1, Vj 3 2, 2,, 3 0, V i,j, i 76 j}. The resulting RLT1 constraints constructed by exploiting the

special structure of S recover partial convex hull representations based on imposing integrality

on only pairs of variables 2,, and 2,, taken two at a time. The more general case of S = {2 :

6,, · 2 5 1, 2 3 0}, along with the special case of generalized upper bounding (CUB), or multiple

choice constraints in which S = {2: Zjémx, 5 1, Vi E M = {1,...,m}, 2 3 0}, where
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UEM N, E N E {1, . . . ,11}, were shown by Sherali, et al. (1994) to possess this property. Balas,

et al. (1994) recently demonstrated the ability of these type of factors to recover the convex hull
at the first level of relaxation for the special case of the maximum clique problem, after imposing

integrality on only a single clique. Consequently, we incorporate these stronger RLT1 S·factors

in forming the constraints (137)—(140). Additionallyg _thel1_e_vLcon_d_1ti_on_a_l_«f_acto_g_pr_oducts
(**1 ;?)_ä9.&¤§1(*}.:?:.?*1) 2 9 W mrähér }=i81=W¤ (139) md (149) tt? that

andV_,(136). If :6,, = 1 or :6,, 1, then (139) and (140) hold, regardl the
validityof(u,—2)20or(n—2—¤;1)20.If:6,,+:6,, =0, then 1 <u, <(n—1)holds true
necessarily. Hence, we have 2 5 u, 5 (n — 2), which, in tum, produees the factors used.
’

Constraints (141)-—(143) represent a set of tight RLT1 equalitieskinvolving the variables u,

and u, under the desirable conditions of an ATSP forrmrlation that would prevent subtours) The
( specific construction of these constraints results horn the_ following two altemative viewpoints.

First, horn a logical approach, that the base city is node 1, we can specify the set of

equality constraints:

l {ij = (U; 1, 1.6. f01' 2,

(147) {L, = 1 if 11, = 1, 1.6. Zljuj = 11, fü 2,

{L, = (fl- 1) if $,1 = 1, 1.6. $,1u, = $,1(fI — 1) fü 2,

where 1 5 u, 5 (n — 1) for all j 2 2. Notice that these constraints yield a desired contradiction

when subtours exist even when the variables :6,, asume positive hactional values aroimd subtours.

The second viewpoint is oriented more towards RLT1, and is similar to the derivation of the

other constraints. Consider the multiplication of (120) with the bound factor :6,, 2 0. Using
conditional logic {hat when :6,, = 1, we must have u, = u, + 1,/produces (141)

asx_,_V____cggstraint.·@lx1ltiplying (120) by the factor (1 — :6,,) 2 0 upon (141) reproduces (120)-
In fact, multiplying (120) by the stronger S-factor (1 — :6,, — :6,,) 2 0 produces the facetial

,1 constraint of Desrochers and Laporte.

To see this, note that the multiplication of (120) by the S—factor (1 — :6,, — :6,,) yields

(148) w — um: -wwß 2 (ue + 1)(1 — zu — aß) — (¤ — 1)(1
(*1 — 1)(1 — =¤¢1)==¢1 + (*1 — 1)(1 — =¢¤1)¤=1¤·

* "° ( 1, ,> 1;.
I ,,,1Ll/1 ~° -('^")('”7^‘,)'Y,;

J" ° rf 'r,; ·-o **1 “·" (

·* " Yllll 1 " Ü
2



Using the RLT identity xgj = :2:,, and that :2:,,:2:,, = 0 since :2:,, + :4:,, 5 1, (148) becomes

(149) (*11 — ue) 2 (01 — ¤¢)¢¢1 + (01 — “¢)=¤ß + (1 — ¢u)(2 — *1) + mx · 2¤=1¢·
From (141), we have the conditions

(159) (*4.1 — •^¤)==¢1 = @1 0-110 (#1 — “¢)$.i< = ··==1¢.
which, when substituted into (149) yields (125). As we shall show in the sequel, (125) is itself
already implied by the reformulation we have constructed so far, and so these constructions need
not be included above (see Proposition 3).

It is interesting to note that the facetial constraints in (125) that are obtained by Desrochers

and Laporte through liiting are directly obtainable via RLT1 via Theorem 4. Again, Theorem 4
identifies an upper boimd on the order of RLT1 bound factors used to multiply the MTZ con-

straints. Starting with some minimal cover set To, one needs to go through no more than |N-T0|

levels of RLT1 relaxations to have lifted the minimal cover constraint into a facet.„_/’
Secondly, as a consequence of Theorem 4, since the constraints of (125)
aresinglelißing involving the variable :1:,,, we can recover (125) directly f1‘0Q_§vl_1Q_§1'Bt levgL

via When the usual MTZ constraint (120) is multiplied by the simple
bound factor (1 - :2:,,) 3 0, characteristic of RLT1, we get

(151) [vi — (ve + 1)+ (¤ — 1)(1 — %)] · (1 — %) 2 0.

or, using the fact that :2:,,:1:,, = 0 since 2:,, +:1, 5 1, we get

(152) (14, — 24,) Z (24, - 24,):4:,, + (n — 2):1:,, + (2 - n) + (n - 1)x,_,.

Similarlyg multiplying (120) by :1:,, and using the conditional logic that, in this case, when :4:,, = 1
wehaveu, =24_,+1, weobtain the RLT1 constraint M, *8} 7, v

L(153)$j¢(“J-“¢+1)=0· Ä; _„ ;,,__J
fc

‘
JN "7" ‘

Using (153) tc substitute z_,,(24_, -24,) = -:2:;, into the right-hand side of (152) yields the constraint
_//(l \/(’

7,(,i.j4 (
—(·„-ix(154) w 2 (ve + 1) — (¤ - 1)(1 — @1)+ (¤ — 3)%. ‘

·
‘

’

which is O0I1St1'81I1t (125). Mi ä “« *“ ‘ L
A

{R,. #(l~•-·—^-7
I

U Ä *2 (A; .4 (

—) SJ
q

_
((^ — _(,•

,; L L ; mv ) ·<»
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Linearization Phase. After performing the appropriate multiplications indicated in the con- 9, L H, 9
straints (133)—(143), we next linearize the resulting formulation in aocordanoe with by using
the variable substitutions yu = 11.,:1:;,, and zq = upsü for all i,j 2 2, i 7é j. Additional simplifica-

tion is done by employing the relationships ujzlj = xl, and ujxjl = (n — 1):::,1 explicitly stated

in (142) and (143).

Thus, we a1·1·ive at the linear set of oonstraints:

(155) Zxgj = 1 V Ö,
#1

(156) Zxgj = 1 V j,
#1

(157) E!/¢_1 + ('• — 1)¢¢1 = W V Ö 2 2,
1¢¢,
1¢1

(158) Za, +¢1,1 =¤, V 1 22,
#1,
#1

(159) zu 2 2¢¢,1 md yu 2 $6,1 V Ö,} 2 2, Öäé},

(160) 5:,1 S (Y1 — 1)$¢1 811*1 vu S (*1 — 2)$¢_1 V Ö,} 2. 2, Öäé},

(161) Zu; +y_1¢ S(ß_1+$¢_1+$_1¢*1) V Ö,} Z2, 17éj•

(162) z,,+y,¢2¤;+(¤—1)(¤¤«,+==;¢—1) V $122, ¢¢:i,
(163)

l
uj Z 1 —|- (II, — 3):611 + (1 — xu) V 2,

(164) uj S (fl — 2) — (fl — 3):Bgj -I-zjg V 2,

(166) 15u_,5(n—1) V jZ2,

(167) :1: binary .

The linear system defined by (155)—(167) can be further reduoed by eliminating redundant con-
straints implied by others in the formulation. The oonstraint zu 5 (n - 1):::;, in (160) is implied

by ygj S (TI—2)$4j 111 (160) and by The ®Il86l.’8,1I1t Zgj 2 2Egj 1.11 (159) is 1I11p116(1 by ygj 2 Igj

in (159) and (165). The eonstraint 1 5 uj 5 (1:-1), j Z 2, in (166) is implied by (163) and (164).
Lastlyg the variable zu can be eliminated h·om the formulation using (165).
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After the redundancies noted, and projecting the problem into the (:1:,u, y)—spaoe
by eliminating z,j via (165), we arrive at the following system:

(111.1*1) 22,,,,1,.,
¢ J

subject to: '

(/(168) Ez4j=1 V 1=l,...,n,
#1

1(169) Z:a:,,=1 V j=1,...,n,
#.1 A

(170) 2:11,, + (¤ — 1):m = ¤, V 1 2 2,
#4
19*1

(171) Zy,,+1=«, V JZ2,
#.1 ‘
#1

#(172) ud 2 1+ (n — 3):1:;; + (1 — ::1,) V j 2 2,

”’(173) uj 5 (n - 2) — (n — 3)::1, + :1:,1 V j 2 2,

(174) $6,1 S 96,1 S (71 — 2)$6,1 V 1,.1 2 2, 19* .1,
(175) 161 +11,6 2 v1 + (¤—2)¤=«1 — (¤ — 1)(1 —¤1«) V ¢,i 2 2, 49*1,
(176) 1/1,1+1/,11 Sw —(1—$,11) V 1,.1 22, 19*.1,
(177) :6 binary .

More importantly we have the following.

Propoition 3. 'I'he re-formulation (RLT1) dominates Desrochers and Laporte’s formulation
(DL) in the sense that the constraints (123)-(127) are all implied by the linear system defined by

(168)—(176).

Proof. The constraints given by (123), (1%), (126) and (127) coincide with the constraints
(168), (169), (172) and (173), respectively. To obtain (125), note that for any pair i,j 2 2, iyé j,

examining (175) with i and j interchauged and multiplying by -1 yields upon adding the result
to (176), -

(:141 -961)+ (9.11 -1114) S *11 -111 — 1+ (3··'•)$14+(¤ — 1)(1 —=¤6.1) V $.1 2 2,19*.1-
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FIGURE 13. Arc sets for a subtour S}.

This gives,

ui2(iq-!-1)—(n—1)(1—a:,;_})+(n—3)xj; V i,j22,i9éj,

which is (125). I

Proposition 3 directly suggests that the RLT1 approach described herein for the ATSP might

also further tighten the lifted MTZ formulation for symmetric TSP cost matrices. Similar im-

provements are possible for the vehicle roating pmblem (VRP), the distance constrained VRP
(DVRP), and the VRP with time windows (TWVRP) as examined by Desrochers and Laporte

(1991) using the lifted MTZ framework.

4.3. Tightening DFJ via cycle inequalities

Apart from the M'I‘Z subtour elimination constraints, the structure created by subtours th am

selves provides some useful special-structure sets that permit RLT1 to achieve tighter represen-

tations. Suppose that we solve the underlying assignment problem on D„ = (K A), the complete

digraph on n—vertioes, given by (115), (116) and (119), and the solution forum subtours SJ Q V,

2 5 j 5 |Sj| 5 n -2, for all j. Let A(S_,) C A represent the set ofall arcs connecting the
nodes in subtour S}. Denote by A(S})1 C A(S_}) those arcs in A(S_,) for which :1:,} = 1, i,j E S},

and A(Sj)0 those arcs that currently have sr;} = 0, i,j 6 S}. Figure 13 illustrates these three sets

for an arbitrary subtour on four vertioes that are part of a complete digraph.

The special-structure set implied by each of these subtours, S = S(j) E {:6 :1:,;, 5
|S_,| — 1 V j, :1: E {0, 1}}, provides a struct1u·e that can be eifectively exploitedu by RLT1. When

the arc set is restricted to only oonsidering A(S,1)1, then the inequalities of S are known as cycle
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inequalities. Grötschel (1977) showed that all inequalities obtained by sequentially lifting the
complementary arcs of each of these cycle inequalities in any order define facets of the convwc hull

of the monotone ATSP polytope It is tighter to initially consider the entire arc set A(S_))
for inclusion in S. However, from a lifting initialization standpoint, similar to minimal covers

for the knapsack polytope, it is advantageous to develop RLT1 factors starting with the arc set

A(S_1)1, yielding the special—structure set S = S(j) E {1: :::1;, 5 |Sj| — 1 Vj, :1: E
{0, 1}}. Theorem 4 establishes that the same facetial inequalities identified by Grötschel (1977)
are obtainable via RLT1. For these cycle inequalities, RLT1 yields tight constraints of the form

(178) S (6,) - 1.
(‘J=)€A($:)1 (*J•)€^(S1)o

The following example demonstrates the equivalence of the two techniques with regard to tight-

ening cycle inequalities.

Example 1. Consider the cycle inequality for a three city subtour given by 1:13+:::33+::31 5 2,

in which the arc set ofthis subtour is given by A(S1)1 = {(1, 2), (2,3), (3, 1)}. A sequential lifting
of the complementary asymmetric aus currently not included in the subtour in the order (2,1),

(1, 3), and (3, 2) produces the tightened inequality :171;+22:21 +:1:33+::31 5 2. Applying Theorem 4,

the RLT1 constraints via (107) are given by

{$21 · [2 —· $12 - $23 — $s1]}L 2 Md {(1 — $21) · [2 — $12 — $23 — $31]}L 2 0-

Using conditional logic on the first constraint under the condition 2:31 2 1, we obtain ::13 = 2:33 =

$81 = 0, Yieldülg $21x12 = $21$2s = $21$s1 = 0, W

{$21 ' ["$12 — $23 — $81]}L 2 0-

Summing this last inequality and the second RLT1 constraint yields

2'zlß —$2s —$s1 "2z2l 2 0-

Continuing this process for each complementary arc (i,k) E A(S))o yields exactly the same in-
equality produced via sequential lifting with 713 = 132 = 0. I

The next proposition establishes the relationship between the various p re-

laxations of the formulation (DFJ) along with MTZ subtour elimination constraints (120)—(122)
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introduced thus far. Let Xu = XMTZ represent the usual linear programming relaxation of

(DFJ) with (117) replaced by (120)—(122), let Xgl, represent the linear programming relaxation

of (DL), and let X,gg represent the RLT1 linear programming relaxation (RLT1). Then we have

the following.

' P1'0p08iti0!1 4. Xu = XMTZ Q Xgl, Q Xgl)

QProof.The relationship XMTZ Q Xgl, follows directly from the tightened formulation in-

troduced by Desrochers and Laporte. By Remark 1, Desrochers and Laporte’s reformulation is

obtainable from a simple bound factor product type first level relaxation using RLTO. The dom-

inance of RLT1 over RLT0 established by Sherali, et al. (1994) in Theorem 2 yields Xgl, E

Xp, Q Xp, E Xsg. Finally, Xsg Q conv(X) follows from the validity of (RLT1). n

4.4. Generating valid inequalities via quadratic terms

'I‘he formulation proposed by Desrochers and Laporte is essentially the result of ploying a

lifting technique that utilizes linear terms to achieve the desired tightening, while the

validity of the newly generated constraints. In this section, we use quadratic terms to achieve a

further tightening of non—facetial MTZ subtour eliminaticn constraints. We demonstrate that it

is also possible to apply this technique to facetial ccmstraints in order to derive other strong valid
inequalities.

The idea of using quadratic or multilinear terms to derive other strong valid inequalities,

incorporates terms of the form :1:;}:::;;, appended to existing facetial or non—facetial constraints

along with appropriate constant coeflicients that maintain feasibility with respect to the original

probl . Contributions by such terms occur under more restrictive conditions than for similar

linearly lifted terms appearing in the same constraints. That is, if a linear term xl) appears in a

constraint, then it is invoked by a feasible tour whenever this singe arc connecting nodes i and j

appears in this tour. However, for a quadratic term to have xyz); = 1, both arcs (i, j) and (j, k)

must be present in a feasible tour so that xl) = 1 and :1:);, = 1. The presence of these quadratic

ternm corresponds to an exact description of a segment of a feasible tour through nodes
i, j, and lc in order (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 14. (a.) Quadratic aus present in the asymmetric TSP. (b) Quadratic

arcs present in the symmetric TSP.

Proposition 5. The multilinear (quadratic) constraints

(179) ve 2 w + 2 — (¤ — 1)(2 — $61 — =¤1»)+ (¤ — 2)(1 — ¤¤¤1)(1 — ml
1

+ (¤ — Um + (¤ — 4)(=¤we + ¤¤1~=¤¤ + ¤¤»m6)
for all distinct i, j, I: 3 2, are valid constraints for ATSP.

Proof. For anydistinct triplet i, j, k, we can write the valid MTZ inequality (79) corresponding

to i —»j, andj —» I: as uj 3 u;+1—(n—1)(l—x;_,) and up, 3 14}+1 —(n—1)(1—xy,), respectively

Surrogatingthese twoconstrain_t_s_yields the valid inequality W 1 ,1}, „_ „„,._g ,1 — nw u 1 1 .1.;,,1.,,)

(180) up, 3 u; + 2 — (n - 1)(2 — x;} — xy,).

We will now show that (179) can be obtained by liiting (180) in a term by term fashion. To this

end, consider iirst a tightening of (IM) by ünding the maximum value of 0 3 0 sudi that
UL ·:»O

**3 ( * j vb 2 ¤6 + 2 — (¤ · l)(2 — $6,1 — $,11:) + 0(l ·· $¢1)(l * $,1k)

is valid when :1:,; = xy, = 0. Such a value of 0 is given by solving the problem

1 $14;, $7;-1,

1 gu, $11-1, x,_., =xy,=0, xbinary}.

This yields the value

0= 1—(n—1)—2+(n—1)2= (11-2).

/,9 For the coeücient ofx,;,, notice that when xy, = 1, up, = u, + 1, and xu = xy, = 0, so that we

A 1 have .

0=min{u;,—sg;—2+(n—1)2—(n—2)} = (n- 1).
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r. *3;
L, -1 _ 7/ .

For each of the =¤•• aining terms, x;,,x,j, xy,x;,,, and xkjxy, we get the following. For x;,, = x,_, =

1, we have 11, = 11;, + 1, xy, = 0, xy, = 0, and the other two quadratic terms are zeroes. This

gives the valid eoeiiicient

0$ —1—2+(11—1)=(11—4).

For x_y, = :1:;,, = 1, we get U4 = 11;, + 1, xy = 0, xu, = 0, and the other two quadratic terms :1:;,,x,j

and xkjxy are zeroes. Henee, we again obtain

0$ -1-2+(11-1)=(11—4).

Similarlyg for xy,] =xy = 1, we get U4 =u;,+2, xq = 0, xy, = 0, xy, = 0, and the other two

quadratic ternm x;,,x,_, and 3;};,3;,; are zeroes. This yields

0 $11;,-11,-2+11: (11-4).

Sincethevalueofßcan, ineachofthecasesnoted, betakenasequalto (11-4) foreachofthe

quadratic terrm, this establishes the validity of (179), and concludes the proof. l

Directly incorporating quadratic terms into a TSP formulation increases the complexity of the

problem, and is therefore not recommended in practice. However, notice that we can replace eadi

quadratic term in the constraints of Proposition 5 by a linear expression. For example, x;,,x,j can

be replaced by (x;,, + Zu - 1) since :1:;,,:1:,, 3 x;,, + xu — 1 while validity.

4.5. Tightening the 3-index TSP

This section introduces a new, RLT generated, 3-index formulation ofTSP based on a quadratic

asignment problem (QAP) formulation of TSP. This new formulation contains valid inequalities

not available in any of the current 3-index formulations, and results in a tightened linear pro-

gramming relaxation.

One 3-index traveling salesman problem forxmilation, known as the time dependent TSP, was

originally propoeed as a formulation for the 1-machine, 11-job, scheduling problem and was studied

by Fox (1973) in his dissertation. Fox, Gavish, and Graves (1980) later presented a formulation

ofthis time dependent TSP as follows. Foreachtime periodt = 1,. ..,11, define cgy asthecost of

the am traveling nom city i —+j in period t. Let x,y = 1 if the salesman travels nom city
1
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i to city j in time period t, and :1:,), = 0 otherwise. Note that it is assumed that every feasible

tourstartsincity1intimeperiodt=1.

fl fb fl

Zzxcgjgätgjg£=1
j=1 ¢=1

subject to:
fl fl

(181) Exam = 1 v 1 = 1,...,„,
fl fl

(182)
22%};:1 V j=1,...,n,
¢=1 ¢=1
fl fl

(183) Exam = 1 v 4 = 1,...,n,
i=1 j=1

fl fl II fl

(184) Zim}; =EEa,„+ 1 v 6:.2,...,n,_g=1 ¢=2 ;=1 ¢=1

(185) :1: binary .

The constraints (184) insure that the time period in which city i is entered by the salesman is
one less than the time period it is exited. Fox, et al. (1980) further demonstrated two additional
characteristics that provide an even more compact fornmlation. First, they note that constraints
(183) are superüuous to the forxmilation, a fact that we further validate in the process of deriving
a tightened formulation directly from the quadratic assignment problem formulation. Second,

they note that (181)—(183) can equivalently be replaced by
fl fl II .

fl,
i=1 j¤1 bl

reducing the number of constraints from 4n — 1 to n. However, as stated in the introduction,

integer programming problems such as TSP benefit by the addition of constraints that tighten
the linear programming relaxation. Thus, compactneß is not necwsarily a desirable trait, unless
the reduced set of constraints possess desirable characteristics from the viewpoint of retaining a
tight formulation and preserving some special structure that can be exploited.

Ifwe assume that the cost of traveling between cities is not time dependent, and let dj; represent
the cost of the salesman traveling from cityj —• l regardl »:~: of time period, we arrive at a second
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well known standard 3-index formulation of the TSP. Define y,,, = 1 if the salesman travels from

city j to city I on the
i"‘

leg of the tour, and y,_,, = 0 otherwise. Then, this standard formulation

can be stated as follows.

fl fl,

(3ID) 2226,,,,,,
¢=1 j=1 lyéj

I
subject to:

fl,

(187) 22,,,,, : 1 v 6: 1,...,,6,
5=1 #5
n

~(188) 22,,,,, : 1 v 5 : 1,...,,6,
£=1 l¢j
II

(189) 22,,,,, : 1 v 1: 1,...,,6,
6:1 5:1

(190) Zv¢61= Z1/,+1.1.1 V 1,1,
#1 #1

(191) y binary .

Again, we can show that any one of the constraint sets (187), (188), or (189) is implied in the
continuous sense by the remaining constraints, and hence, can be deleted.

The constraints (190) represent subtour elimination constraints for this problem formulation.

To demonstrate their eifectiveness, consider the case of n = 5 in which two subtours exist: ST, =

{1,2} and ST; = {3,4,5}. When i = 2 and l = 1, the left-hand side of (190) has 2.,;,1
y;_,, = 1,

since y;;, = 1. However, for i = 3 with I = 1, the right·hand side equals zero since there are
no aus leaving node l = 1 on the third leg of the tour, thus violating (190) and defeating the
subtour. For any feasible Hamiltonian circuit, however, constraints (190) are satisiied.

For the purposes of introducing the new 3-index formulation, note that a related formulation

is available in the form of a quadratic assignmeut problem (QAP) by letting 1:,, = 1 if the ith
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city visited by the »:·•• is cityj for all i,j, and rc,} = 0 otherwise:

fl fl .

£=1 j=1 lyéj

subject to: ·

fl

(192) E$;j=1 V i=1,...,n,
1=1
II

(193) V j=1,...,Tl,
' a=1

(194) g binary .

In light of the linearization concepts previously presented, the relationship between (3ID) and

(QAP) is apparent, and serves as the starting point in deriving the new 3-index formulation.

Hence, suppose we apply the standard RLT linearization substitution gw = :,;:,+1; for all
i,j,l 7é j, recognizing that this substitution is accomplished modulo n over the index set 6. As
usual, we have the additional linearization constraints associated with this substitution: gw 3 0,

ygjg S $4}, ygjg S $4+1,;, and ygjg 1. A(1d1t10l18,11}', WG Call apply RLT I6!/61

one products, being careful to create only products of the form :i:,_,z;+;,; present in the QAP.
Accordinglyg we form the following products using constraint (192):

(1 — 2163) ·$x+1,k 2 0 Vi, k
1

(1 — Zei;) · $6-1,1, 2 0 Vi, k,
1

yielding the respective linearized equality constraints

(195) Zlltjk = =¤•+1,» V i, k
1#!•

(196) Z!/6-1,1,,1 = $6-1,1; Vi, k-
1#k '

Notice that (195) and (196) imply the linearization constraints gw 5 :::;+1,; and gw 5 :::,1.
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Therefore, we obtain the iutermediate formulation

II fl

(QAP2) ZZZ4,,y,,,
6:1 5:1 laéj

A
subject to: _

I

(197) Z2,} = 1 V i,
.1=1
fl

(198) 22,, = 1 V j,
6:1

(199) . Zuge =${+1,k V 1, k,
#1=

(200) 2:116-1,165 = =¤6—1,k V U1, _
#1=

mj] 2 z{j + ${+1,]
_

1 V isj•l ¢ js

(202)
l

y Z 0, 2 binary .

Although this is primarily an intermediate formulation for the purposes of this section, it is

worthwhile to note that (QAP2) provides an amigument structure via the 2-variables, and permits
the y-variables to be treated as oontinuous variables. This can be eonveuient in branching and
cutting plane generation strategies such as implicit B¢l1d£!‘S’ cuts via reduoed oosts of linear
programming relaxations as proposed by Johnson and Suhl (1980).

As a result of this intermediate formulation, it is possible to project out the 2 variables using
the relationships established in the oonstraint set. Fkom (200), we obtain 2,;, = 2,,,,,yu}, or

${1 = ZÜU] V ivjv _

#.1

which enables a restatement of (200) as

#1
·

Similarlyg (199) gives

(205) 2,+1,; = Ey", Vi, l.
#1



Substituting the expression for :1:,, from (203) into (197) and (198), we obtain the two exprmions

(206) 2Zy;_,1= 1 Vi and 2231411 = 1 Vj.
.1 1;*.1 1 17*.1

When 11,,, assumw binary values, (206) enforces that :1:,,, defined by (N3), will be binary as well,

while satisfying the assignment constraints (197) and (198). Thus,

(207) 29111 = Z!11+1„11 V1, 1-
.19*1 .15*1

Combining (206) and (207), and substituting (203) and (205) into constraint (201), we arrive at
the following new 3-index TSP formulation:

fl fl

(RLT3ID) 222,1,,;,,,,€=1
j=1 l#j

subject to:
fl,

(208) EBM}; = 1 V 1,
j=1 l#j

II

(21111) Zijyt, = 1 v 1,
1:1 1,61 -

(210) Zw, = 2),+,,,., v 1,1,
#1 .19*1

(211) 111,11 2 2:111,1: + Zum: — 1 V 1,.1,1 7*.1,
#.1 «#1

(212) y binary.

Notice the correspondence between (R.LT3ID) and (3ID). Observe that (188) are superiiuous,
being implied by (189) and (190), as seen simply by summing (190) over the index i and using

(189). (This relationship was exploited implicitly by Fox, et al. (1980), who left (188) out of the
construction of their aggregate constraint (186).) However, (211) appears to be a new addition to
the standard formulation, available via specific RLT products of the type presented. The strength
of this new formulaticn for providing tight upper bounds for asymmetric TSP is compared with
those available via the linear programming relaxation of the standard formulation in the next
chapter. We also note, although do not include in this study, that a complete first level RLT0

or RLT1 application to QAP(TSP) is possible, in which all products x,_,a:„ are created via
I



multiplications using (192) and (193). Such a complete application may reveal other structures

not yet identified. Lastly, if the intermediate formulation (QAP2) is used, then the relationship

between the binary :1: variables and the continuous y variables via (203) should be recognized and

exploited. Enforcing 2: binary and preserving feasible completion to the assignment constraints

within a branch-and·bound or other enumeration scheme has the effect of setting entire g1·oups of

y variables to either zero or one via (203), using (197) and (198).
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CHAPTER 5

Computational Results

In this chapter, we present the methodology and results for two computational experiments rel-

evant to the theoretical material presented in earlier mapters. It is important to note that the

computational experiments herein were designed with the purpose of exploring the eüectiveness

of RLT1 in clcsing an existing LP—IP-gap for variorm structural conügurations of the set padring

problem with clique oonstraints and the five dißereut formulations of the aysymmetric traveling

salesman problem (ATSP) introduced previously. In this sense, the results reüect the performance

of RLT1 using the specific software and system conügurations stated, and are not intended to

showcase an implementation of the RLT1 methodology, which is under development as of this
‘

An actual implementation of RLT1 would be designed to speciäcally exploit the type

of structure generated by an RLT1 reformulation, as opposed to simply using the temniques
V

aüorded by the commercial software used.

In reporting on both experiments, we have attempted to adhere to the guidelines on report-

ing computational experiments proposed by Crowder, Dembo and Mulvey (1979), and Greenberg s

(1990) as closely as possible. Since this study is intented to be a stepping-stone for future re-

search, as n1um of the important detail is provided so that the techniques introduced in this

study can be reproduced within the specified parameters. Additionally, it is our intent to ecctend

this reformulation-linearization strategy to a much larger class of test problems and computing

environments in follow—on research. Therefore, it is equally as important to highlight any short-

comings of RLT1 as evident from the testing as it is to shcvwcase exceptional performance.

The iirst experiment examines the relative performance of a level—one application ofboth RLT1
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and RLT0 versus the usual linear programming- relaxation for various set packing problems. Using

a set of pseudo-randomly generated set packing probl : of the type

M&X{ZCj$j : :1:j 5 1 Vi= 1,...,m, :1: binary},
_1=1 gem _

where 0 < ci) 5 100, cg) E Z+ for all i,j, we examine the etfectiveness ofboth RLT0 and RLT1 in

closing a known LP-IP gap existing between the upper boimd obtained from the LP relaxation and

the proven optimal integer solution for different problem instances. Note that these set packing

probl ¤•· : could also be viewed as clique-cover representations of some underlying vertex paeking

problems defined with respect to their corresponding intersection graphs. The results obtained

can therefore be interpreted as arising in the context of solving vertex packing probl =«•• : as well.

The second experiment consists of two separate sets of computational tests. The first set

of experiments compares the lower bounds adiieved by solving the LP relaxations of the live

formulaticns of the ATSP introduced in Chapter 4: the standard TSP formulation with MTZ
I

subtour elimination constraints, the formulation of Desrochers and Laporte (1991), the RLT1

tightened MTZ formulation (RLT1), the standard 3-index TSP formulation (3ID), and the RLT1

tightened 3-index formulation (RLT3ID). The goal of this experiment is to assess the relative

performance of the new RLT1 refornmlations in comparison with previous work. Randomly ~
A
generated asymmetric cost matrices of various sizes were used to create each problem instance.

Again, the problems were selected for inclusion in the test set based on possessing a sizable

LP—IP gap. The second experiment compares the lower bounds achieved by the standard TSP

formulation with MTZ subtour elimination constraints, the formulation of Desrochers and Laporte

(1991), and the RLT1 tightened MTZ formulation (RLT1), when applied to three standard test

probl =
·• : obtained from the TSPLIB at Rice University. The goal ofthis experiment is to examine

the performance of these formulations when applied to reportedly difficult problem instances.

These test problems represent three of the current six instances of ATSP included in the TSPLIB,

and were made available by M. Fischetti and B. Repetto.

All computations were performed on an IBM RS 6000 computer, running the AIX version 3

operating system. The General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS), version 2.25 (1992), was

used to generate the models. The IBM Optimization Subroutine Library (OSL) MIP solver,
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version 2.001, was used to solve the 0-1 set packing problems, the ATSP problems, as well as their

various relaxations.

5.0.1. Experimental design. Theset packing test problems were carefully constructed using

a uniform distribution pseudo-random number generator to obtain a specific level of density for

the constraint coefiicient matrix. Sherali and Adams (1986) hypothesized that the density of the

constraint set may aifect the strength of the linearization of RLTO, becoming generally stronger

with a lower density. This would imply that, in applying either RLT0 or the special-structures

hierarchy of RLT1, a judicious choice among all available factors should be made to create an

eücient and effective reformulation. As a result, as explained in the section on implementation,

the density of each test problem instance was controlled in such a manner that once a nonzero

appeared for any particular element of the constraint matrix, it did not change es the density

parameter increased. As opposed to the more general hypothesis of Sherali and Adams (1986),

we were speciäcally interested in assessing how the conncctivity of the cceiiicient matrix, via the

density level, atfected the performance of both RLT1 and RLTO. Connectivity is a measure of

the linkage between constraints, caused by variables appearing in common, and is recognizably

dependent upon the pattem of nonzero elements. By controlling density in the manner that we
n

did, we could guarantee that ccnnectivity would be monotonically non-decreasing as the level of
l
density increased. For reasons elaborated in the sequel, when the density of the constraint matrix

approaches its extremes at 100% and 0%, RLT1 and RLT0 have no effect on tightening the

linear programming relaxation.

The dimensionality of the set packing coeflicient matrices were varied in both size (m x n) and

shape (rectangular orientation or square). The test probl = used p<% coefiicient matrices

with either m < n, or m = n. This structure is decidedly more representative of the structure

of set packing problems in general, encompasses the structures seen in the related maximum

clique constraints along with generalized upper bounding constraints.

The random test probl : used to assess the performance of the five formulations of ATSP

presentedinChapter4weregeneratedinamannersimilartothoseusedinthesetpacking

problems. An (n x n) cost, or distance matrix, C, associated with a complete graph on n vertices,

was created using a uniform distribution pseudo-random number generator on U(1, 100). We
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were specifically interested in assesing the performance of each formulation for different sized

problem instance, each of which possessed a signiiicant LP—IP gap. The size used for these

computations were chosen to be large enough to challenge the automatic reformulation process

and the gap closing abilitie of each formulation, yet small enough to prevent exceeding the

memory limitations of the RS 6000.

The second set of tet probl : were taken from the library TSPLIB at Rice University. This

is an electronic library of publicly available traveling saleman and related problem instance

acceeible via INTERNET. Each of these tet problems were available in full matrix explicit

edge—weight format, along with their known integer optimal solutions. We use these problem

instance to compare the lower bounds attained by the standard TSP formulation with MTZ

subtour elimination constraints, the formulation ofDerochers and Laporte (1991), and the RLT1

tightened MTZ formulation (RLT1). Both the standard 3-index and the RLT1 tightened ATSP

formulations were not used for this experiment, because the data structure generated as a result

of the triple indexed summations exceeded the mory capabilitie of the RS 6000. As noted

by Adams and Sherali (1993), special Lagrangian relaxation strategie need to be used with such

large-sized reformulations.

_ 5.0.2. Measures ofperformance. For each set packing problem instance, we computed the

optimal value of the 0-1 packing problem (IP), that of its ordinary LP relaxation, as well as

the optimal value of the first-level relaxations produced by applying RLT0 and RLT1, where

the latter was generated by using all of the defining clique oonstraints to represent the set S.

Additionally, we measured the number of simplex iterations required for each probl an to achieve

optimality, and for one set ofcomputations, a count of the number ofvariable assuming fractional

value was taken.

For each ATSP problem instance, we computed the optimal value each formulation’s LP relax-

ation, as well as the number of simplex iterations required for each problem to achieve optimality.

5.0.3. Implementation. The computational proces consisted of the three phase shown

in Figure 15: model speciiication, model generation, and model solution. the model

specilication phase, an input file sets the value of several important parameters that control both
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FIGURE 15. Set packing problem methodology.
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the model being generated and the solution procedure used:

• Problem size. The number of rows (m) and columns (n) of the set packing constraint

matrix to be generated, and the value of n for the ATSP cost matrix.
• Density parameter (accept). A scalar threshold value called ‘accept’ is used in the set

packing test problems to test if a component of the randomly generated constraint matrix

should be nonzero or not. This parameter is not used for the ATSP test problem.
• Iteration limit (ITERLIM). This number restricts the number of iterations that can be ex-

ecuted by either the simplex method or branch-and—bound before the solver will terminate

its eiforts. For all proble ITERLIM= 100000 iterations.
• Optimality criteria (OPTCR). The relative optimality criteria used by the OSL MIP

solver to obtain v(IP) used in the calculation of
‘%

gap.’ The solution procedure stops if

it can guarantee that the best solution is within (100x OPTCR) % of the global optimal.

For all problems, OPTCR„= 0.0, so that a provenly optimal solution was obtained.
• Seed (SEED). The value of the pseudo—random number generator seed was changed for

each problem instance so that a larger sized problem was not simply an expanded version

of an earlier instance.
I

Since RLT is an automatic reformulation technique, the input file for the set packing test
0
problems identifies which sets of inequalities are reformulated and included in any particular nm.

This enables the speciiication of RLT1 and RLT0 constraints to be included in the same input

file. Different models are created by simply switching the appropriate constraint sets to be
‘on’

or ‘0ff.’ For the ATSP test problem, the specific reformulations have already been completely

performed in Chapter 4, and were directly coded into their input files. The general input file code

for each class of problems are included in the appendix for reference.

In the second phase, themodel specification is passed to the GAMS compiler for syntax checking

and model generation. In the GAMS environment, this phase serves as a link between the model

specifications set by the declarations and deünitions of the input file, and the data structures

required by the OSL solver. During this phase, a uniform pseudo-random number generator is

used to create the cost coellicients cj, j = 1,...,n, and the constraint coeücient matrix A for

the set packing test probl . The cost coeflicients are selected from a uniform distribution
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Ordinary LP relaxation Level—one of RLT0 Level-one of RLT1

(m,n) DENSITY % gap ß (m’,n’) % gap ß (m’,n’) % gap ß
(15, 25) 66% 42.0 22 (170, 25) 16.8 160 (123, 25) 0 35

(20, 30) 56% 26.7 36 (319, 30) 7.2 267 (214, 30) 0 32

(25, 35) 52% 57.3 43 (481, 35) 20.2 152 (328, 35) 0 113

(55, 45) 27% 37.0 103 (2256, 63) 2.0 344 (1896, 63) 0 171

(35, 35) 56% 36.5 48 (631, 35) 10.7 292 (607, 35) 0 60
TABLE 6. Computational results for set packing problems.

U(1, 100). To insure monotonicity of oonnectivity, the elements of A are first selected from a

uniform distribution U(0,1). Then, each mj, i = 1,...,m, j = 1,...,11, is compared with the

preset value ofaccept specified in the input iile. Ifmj < accept, the value ofmj is set equal tn 1,

and set equal to zero otherwise. In this manner, the constraint matrix can be set at a particular

density level of (100x accept)%. For the ATSP tut problems, this phase creates the cost or

distance matrix where each mj is uniformly distributed on U(1, 100). In the final phase, each

model’s data structure is passed to the OSL solver to obtain the required optimal solution.

, 5.0.4. Results for set packing problems. 'Ihble 6 gives the percentage gaps between the

upper bounds obtained from the ordinary LP relaxation, a level-one RLT0 application, and a

level-one RLT1 application, with respect to the optimal 0-1 value, along with the sizes of the

respective relaxaticns (m' = number of constraints, n' = number ofvariables), and the number of

simplen: iterations (ITER) needed by the OSL solver to achieve optimality. It is interesting to note

that in all instances examined, the first level RLT1 was saßicient to solve the integer program.

In fact, this was the case for all problems examined, independent of inclusion within the test set

reported in Table 6. On the other hand, although RLT0 appreciably improved the upper bound

produced by the ordinary LP relaxation, it stiH left a signiücant gap that remains to be resolved in

these problem instances. Moreover, except for a small number of problems, the relatively simpler

structure of RLT1 resulted in far fewer simplex iterations being required to solve this relaxation

as compared with the effort required to solve RLTO.
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FIGURE 16. Effectiveness dependency on connectivity

5.0.5. Connectivity and RLT. In generating random density matrices, the issues as to

whether or not RLT0 matches the performance ofRLT1 in closing the LP—IP gap appeared to be

dependent upon the deg1·ee ofconnectivity of the constraints, as reflected by the particular density

of nonzercs in each original constraint matrix. We therefore conjectured that the difference in

effectivenws in clcsing the LP-IP gap between first level applications of RLT1 and RLT0 should

vary in a manner similar to the spectriun illustrated in Figure 16, for the following reasons.

When no connectivity exists within a set of set pacldng constraints, they are completely sepa-
‘ rable. Hence, the set packing problem decompcses into p knapsack problems.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, where the constraints possess total connectivity, the

constraint structure has the property that N, = N, ie., all constraints are identical. This

set of redundant constraints reduces to a knapsack constraint ZENzj 5 1 containing all

variables, in which no RLT multiplier has any useful application. Therefore, neither RLT1 nor

RLT0 induces any tightening effect in either extreme situation. These eßects are confirmed by

the computational results seen in Table 7 and Table 8.

Throughout the intermediate range between the two extremes, connectivity and density have

a variable affect on RLT1 and RLT0 that depends upon whether or not the original :6-variables

are fractionating in the ordinary LP relaxation optimal solution. As an example, consider the case

of the single constraint, :::1 +:1:2 +::3 5 1, being multiplied by both RLT0 and VRLT1 multipliers

derived from a second constraint, as; + :::5 +::6 5 1. For RLTO, each valid multiplier at level one
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produces the constraints

(1 -==1 —==¤ —==s)·(==1)20„
and (1—21—2g—2g)·(1—2;)20 j=4,5,6.

This multiplication results in the constraints

(213) aEZ;—w1;—u)g;—ü}3;2Ü

(214) and (1 — 21 — 2g — 23- [2; — wl; — wg; —w5;]) 2 0, j = 4,5, 6.
0:20

The nonnegativity of (213) is more difficult to achieve due to the presence of w-variables. Thus,

the nonnegative quantity a being subtracted from (214) tightens this constraint. In comparison,

a level one application of RLT1 with {24 +25 +25 $ 1, 2; 2 0, j = 4,5,6} being a part of S,

generates the constraints

(2].5} $; — wg; — wg; —w3; 2 Ü,

and

6
(216) 1—21—2g—23— E(2;—w1;—wg;—w3;) 20 j=4,5,6.

5-4
l
The diiiiculty of achieving nonnegativity is increased for these new RLT1 constraints. Note

however, that the beneäts of this type of constraint tightening are only realized when the 2;,

j = 4, 5, 6, are at fractional values in the LP solution. When the 2;, j = 4,5, 6, assume binary

values, the effects of tightening due to the presence of these nonnegative terrm are lost. When

2; = 1, j = 4,5,6, both sides of (213) and (215) are zero. However, when 0 < 2; < 1, (213) and

(215) are tightened as a result of the foroed nonnegativity of the RLT terms.

Since this effect is more pronounoed in the RLT1 constraints than those generated by RLTO,

we would expect the RLT1 formulation to be more effective in practice than RLT0 in closing the

LP—IP gap. Thus, in varying the density of a particular set packing problem, we would expect

RLT0 to perform as well as RLT1 whenever the eifectiveness of the latter is low due to extreme

values of densityg and we would expect RLT1 to dominate RLT0 in the middle ranges. Again,

this eifect is witnessed in Table 7 and Table 8.
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(15 x 25) Standard LP Level-one RLT0 Level-one RLT1

density (%) % gap % gap %gap5

0 28 0 355 0 176

10 0 23 0 305 0 228

15 0.8 32 0 487 0 418

20 0 25 0 313 0 354

25 0 20 0 359 0 283

30 13.9 23 0 283 0 268

35 39.5 22 11.4 226 0 228

40 17.7 20 0 116 0 57

45 6.1 28 0 36 0 36
‘ 50 0 20 0 31 0 42

55 50.2 16 18.1 67 0 53

4 60' 42.9 22 16.8 160 0 35

65 41.7 29 7.7 80 0 17

70 23.2 22 0.1 32 0 19

75 6.6 31 0 56 0 23

80 6.6 41 0 21 0 18

85 0 13 0 21 0 15

90 0 20 0 20 0 7

95 0 8 0 8 0 9

TABLE 7. Density response spectrum.
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(35 x 35) Standard LP Level·one RLT0 Level-one RLT1

%g¤p5
0 38 0 478 0 511

10 0 38 0 1434 0 910

15 4.9 63 0 2075 0 2498

20 10.5 68 0 1121 0 1144

25 15.8 62 0 816 0 796

30 9.5 57 0 325 0 146

35 48.0 ‘ 60 13.0 437 0 177

40 67.5 60 31.8 312 0 152

45 56.9 52 25.7 291 0 159

50 49.6 23 18.6 271 0 68

55 36.5 48 10.7 292 0 60

A 60 17.7 35 0 135 0 70

65 9.6 36 0 122 0 35

70 3.1 38 0 115 0 21

75 A 0 31 0 31 0 18

80 0 53 0 47 0 15

85 0 33 0 20 0 14

90 0 23 0 16 0 12

95 . 0 11 0 11 0 11
TABLE 8. Density response speetrum.
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An unexpected result occurs when no w-variables survive cancellation due to adiacency, and

the density level is away from the extremes. The difference in the gap closing abilities of RLT1

and RLT0 becom 6: acute, and RLT1 strictly dominates RLTO. This effect can be explained

by the difference in structure between the RLT1 clique factors and RLT0 bound factor comple-

ments, and the amoimt of adjacency occurring in eacl1 constraint. The concept of ‘adjacency’ is

defined in the following manner. Let the variables zj and zb represent distinct vertices in the set

packinggraph. Then, z_, and zb are said to be adjacent ifbothj,k E N; for some i = 1,...,m.

That is to say, both zj and Zk appear in the same constraint somewhere in the system of inequal-

ities. Cancellation of their associated higher order RLT w-variables occurs because both variables

cannot assume the value 1 simultaneously in the set packing constraints. When no w-variables

survive cancellation, the resulting higher dimensional constraint contains the original z—variables,

augmented by those z-variables present in the RLT multiplicative factors. For RLTO, this pro-

duces constraints of the form 1 — ZEN, zj — zb 3 0, as a result of multiplication by the bound

factor complent (1 — zb) 3 0, k ¢ N;. An RLT1 clique factor inherits at least as many new

z-variables as does RLTO, simply because of the number of variables present in the clique multi-

pliers. For RLT1, this yields constraints of the form 1 —ZEN, zj zj 3 0, M 56 Nb.
This effect is signiücant because the resulting RLT constraint is tightened in the space oforiginal

variables, independent of any projection operation.

For example, consider the set of three constraints given by

$1 + $2 + $4 S 1

m+m+uS1

$1 +$2 +$a+$6 S 1-

In a complete level-one application of RLT1, multiplying the first constraint by the RLT1 clique

factor (1 — z3 — z.; - zb) 3 0 derived from the second constraint, yields

$1 +$2 +$8+$4+$5 S 1,

sincew1g=wg3=wg.;=w15=wq5=w.;5=w1.;=wg;=01mdertheassumedbinarines

of the variables used in RLT1 factors and the relationships present in the remaining clique

‘“
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@5 >< 55>
55density(%) conv(X)

15 17 0 0 yes

20 7 0 0 yes ~

25 9 0 0 yes

30 6 0 0 yes

35 6 18 15 no

40 11 0 17 no

45 10 0 16 no

50 12 0 15 no

55 5 0 11 no

60 6 0 11 no

65 4 0 13 no _

70 3 0 8 no

75 5 0 0 yes

80 5 0 0 yes

TABLE 9. Fractionating variables. '

constraints. This same constraint would have two valid RLT0 boimd factor complements as

multipliers: (1 -:3) and (1 -:5). Multiplication by these factors yields the two RLT0 constraints

- ¤=1+¤=2+=¤6+¤=4Sl,

ßlld =¤1+=¤2+=¤4+=¤6Sl,

both of which are dominated by their RLT1 counterpart. Because of this strict dominance, and

the observed ability of RLT1 to recover the convex hull of integer feasible solutions for all test

problems in this class, it follows that the weaker RLT0 constraints produced in this case will be

insuüciently tight to recover the convex hull, possibly leaving variables at fractiona.l values that

violate the tighter RLT1 constraints.
n

For each of the test problems used in the spectrum of »• ities shown in Table 7, those possess-
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FIGURE 17. W-space adiacency for RLT.

ing an LP—IP gap were re-examined for evidence of the above behavior. The results are displayed

in Table 9. Note the correspondence between the cancellation of w-variables and the performance

of RLT1 and RLT0 in Table 8. This effect also identiües the conditions imder which RLT1 will

recover the convex hull of binary solutions and RLT0 will not. Preciselyg when no w-variables

survive a level-one application in some constraints of either RLT1 or RLTO, and the density of

the constraint coeiiicient matrix resides in the midranges, the reformulation generated by RLT1

tends to produce a lower bound that strictly dominates that of RLTO.

5.0.6. Graph theoretical insights. There is an elegant graph theoretical relationship be-

tween adiacency and w-variable cancellation that helps to explain the strict dominance of RLT1

0V€IRLTÜiD8ud1@S8S8SDO$Bd above. Associatewitheach0-1 variablezj anodej, andanedge

[ic, j] if node I: and node j are adjacent in A, ic., :1:;, and :1:} appear in some constraint together.
E
Then, for any coeilicient matrix A for the set packing problem, there exists an adiacency graph

G(N,E) with node set N, and edge set E = {[k,j]: k,j 6 N,, UQIM = N} containing non-

redundant adjacencies of A. 'I‘his adiacency graph can then be represented in the space oforiginal

:1:-variables. For example, the adjacency existing within the two clique constraints 1:; -|-:1:; +:1:3 5 1
‘

and xs +:1:4 +::5 5 1 is represented in the figure ofExample 8, Chapter 3, and is depicted in the

:1:-space plane in Figure 17.

Now, notice that the only variables, wk}, that survive adiacency cancellation resulting from a

complete level-one application of RLT are those whose associated nodes k and j are not adjacent

in G. Instead of letting the surviving wp,} represent a ‘sl1rinking’ of nodes k and j similar to

the concept introduced by Johnson and Padberg (1982), we interpret wp,} as establishing an

adiacency in the higher dimensional w-space between nodes k and j, eifectively isewing’ the nodw

represented by :1:;, and zj together. This effect is illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 17, in

‘°° .



which rednmdant adiacencies present in the original coeiiicient matrix have been eliminated. This

elimination is logically sound since only a singe anüacency present in the constraint coefücient

matrix is suiiicient to cause cancellation of the associated w—variable, ic., if z_, and :1:;, appear

together in a singe constraint, then wjp, = :j:;, = 0. Thus, the edgm induoed by

thelevel-oneRLT w-variables correspond precisely to those edges not present in the original graph

G. By denoting, as usual, K[11] as the complete graph on n vertices, E(K[n]) as the edge set of

K[n], and E(G) as the edge set of G, this leads to the following result.

Proposition 6. The RLT w-variables surviving any complete level-one application of either

RLT1 or RLT0 to a set of constraints Az 5 e, where e represents a vector of proper dimension

whose components are all equal to one, are precisely those contained in the edge set E(K[1:]) —

E(G), where n = | N |. |

As a consequence of Proposition 6, exact coimt of the number of unique w-variables that will

appear in a complete level-one RLT reformulation follows directly from Proposition 6, and is given

by the cardinality of the set E(K[n]) — E(G).

Since the conditions under which adiacency cancellation occurs in the set packing constraints

are rigidly enforced in set partitioning comtraints Az = e, the results apply to this additional

· class of problems. The following examples illustrate the application of Propcsition 6. Note that,

in an actual application to the problem class addressed herein, the adjacency information would

be obtained by simply scanning the constraint coeilicient data structure, and not by interposing

such a graphical representation within the RLT process.

Example 1. The (w, :)-space representation on K[5] for the set of constraints given by Z1 +

zg +:3 5 1 and :3 +:4 +z; 5 1 is displayed in Figure 18. The higher dimensional adjacencies

ueated by the w-variables surviving cancellation from a complete level-one application of RLT

on these constraints, w14, w1;, wg4, and wg; are shown in dashed M . Additionally, the munber

of w-variables surviving adiacency cancellation is given by | E(K[5]) — E(G) | = |l0 - 6| = 4. l

Example 2. Consider the clique constraints given by :1 +:g+zg 5 1, zg +:4 +z; +z; 5 1,

and :1+:;+:1 5 1. The adjacency of the node set of these constraints is shown in Figure 19(a).
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ZIP Z1.? E Z1.? E Z1.? Z1.? Z1.? ITER
10 156 151.8 100 153.2 119 153.4 315 151.0 358 151.0 402 .

15 115 103.3 150 107.0 226 108.0 548 101.0 1336 101.0 884

~ 20 125 116.8 184 117.1 356 118.2 595 116.0 3116 116.0 13940)

30 175 168.4 330 172.2 440 172.2 1913 168.0 103130) 0)

40 204<·*> 176.8 473 191.2 747 191.2 2468 <·=> <¤>
60 160 153.1 451 155.1 1238 155.2 3809 <¤> <·=>

TABLE 10. Lower bounds for ATSP formulations.

After applying a complete level-one application of RLT, the w-variables surviving adjacency can-

cellation are wu, wß, wp, wu, wp, and wp. In the (111,:1:)-space representation ofFigure 19(b),

these variables correspond precisely to the edge set E(K[7]) — E(G). Augmenting the orig-

nal adiaeency edge set E(G) with these higher dimensional edges yields the K[7] representation

shown in Figure 19(b). The number of w-variabl -: surviving adjacency cancellation is gven by

| E(K[7]) — E(G) | = |21 — 15| = 6. |

These graph theoretical results extend what was previously IKIIOWII for the class of constraints
‘ that contain generalized upper bo1mding (GUB), set packing, set partitioning, vertex packing,

and maximal cardinality clique constraints. As stated in Example 3 of Chapter 3, the RLT level

equalt0themaximumnumberofvariablesthatcansim11ltaneouslybe 1 isknowntobesudicient

to recover the convex hull representation. Proposition 6 allows us to identify precisely from the

original adjacency graph, G(N, E), which of the w-variables will be present after a complete level-

one application. Moreover, they enable the identification of RLT products that are unneoessary,

and, most importantly, they make it possible to identify apriori whether or not RLT1 will strictly

dominate RLT0 in a complete level-one application, since, as borne out by the computational

experimeuts conducted, RLT1 tends to strictly dominate RLT0 whenever no w-variables survive

and the density of the coeücient constraint matrix is in the mid-range of the spectrum.

5.0.7. Results for ATSP. Table 10 displays the number of cities definingeaeh test problem

(n), the corresponding integer optimal solution (Z[p), the value of the linear programming re-
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laxation (ZLp), and the number of simplex iterations required to obtain the optimal solution for

various sized ATSP problem instances using each of the iive formulations presented in Chapter

4. The RLT1 formulation of MTZ required a greater number of simplex iterations to achieve

optimality in aH cases. However, this RLT1 formulation consistently performed at least as well

as the formulation of Desrochers and Laporte (1991) (DL), and strictly dominated all other for-

mulations of ATSP tested. This result directly supports the theoretical dominance of RLT1 over

the formulation proposed by Desrochers and Laporte (1991) as stated in Proposition 3. The TSP

formulation with Miller, 'Iucker, Zemlin (M'I‘Z) subtour elimination constraints provided better

lower boxmds than either of the two 3-index ATSP formulations, but consistently worse than

the other MTZ formulations, conürming information reported in Padberg and Sung (1992), and

Langevin, Soumis, and Desrosiers (1990).

Both ofthe 3-index formulations performed poorly on this set oftest problems. The new RLT1

constraint derived from the quadratic assignment formulation does not appear to enhance con-

stra.int tightening, since the lower boimd foimd by RLT13ID simply matched that of the standard

3-index ATSP forrmrlation. Additionall}5 diüiculties were enoountered while implementing these

formulations, and several points a.re signiilcant with reference to the entries of Table 10:

(a) The size of both 3-index ATSP datastructures gew rapidly as the value ofn increased. In
U

thisparticular instance, 34 Mbofrandomaccessmemorywasreqiriredtoaecommodate

the formulation.

(b) Although a lower bound was found for this larger instance, an extreme amoimt of ‘tailing’

occurred m the solution approached its reported optimum. Upward of 5000 simplex

iterations were performed by the OSL solver to advance the LP relaxation solution from

171.4 to its reported value.

(c) 'I'he size of these problem instances exceeded memory limitations during the model gen-

eration phase, preventing analysis. The smallest formulation required 45 Mb of random

access memory. The excess size of these formulations also precluded their use in the

_ context of the three problems taken from TSPLIB. In comparison, an n = 100 prob-

lem instance was generated using the Deuochers and Laporte (1991) formulation, and it

required only 9 Mb.
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(d) The OSL branch—and-bonmd algorithm stopped after reaching the praet limit of 100, 000

iterations. The algorithm evaluated a total of 6285 nodes without ooniirming an optimal

solution. This tat problem, ¤· oeforth known as pjd40. atsp, is being submitted to the

TSPLIB for further analysis and testing. _

It is not surprising that both of the 3-index TSP formulations rapidly acceeded the memory

limitations imposed by the OSL solver. Both are variations of the time-dependent TSP, which has

not been as extensively studied as the TSP. Moreover, the few eomputational studies available

suggat that it is a more diäicult problem to solve and exact approaches have been reported only

for special casa. These approacha have involved instanoa with only up to a few tens of vertiea

(see Picard and Queyranne (1978), and Simchi-Levi and Berman (1991)). Only recently has a

reasonable exact solution approach been proposed by Vander Wiel and Sahinidis (1994) based on

an application of Benders’ decomposition. However, the set of test problems used to d¤•• onstrate

the eifectiveness of this approach had n 5 15 for all instances.

'I‘he three problems of Table 11 taken from the TSPLIB are l¤1own to be particularly difficult

instanoes that challenge algorithms to solve them to optimality. Thus, they appeared to provide

a good contact within which to assess the bounds obtainable via the three MTZ formulations.

By far, the weakest bounds were obtained from the usual MTZ formulation, again coniirming its

'previously reported inability to close an existing LP-IP gap. The lower bouud obtained by the

RLT1 formulation strictly dominata that of the other forxmilations for these TSPLIB instances,

although it consistently used a greater number of simplac iterations to do so. A greater degree of

efiiciency-could be realized by using a Lagrangian dual approach for solving the raulting RLT1

reformulations, as suggested by Sherali and Adams (1994), thus pursuing an optimal solution over

a smaller number of constraints than that present in the primal reformulation.

Additionallg we attempted to directly solve the IP version of TSPLIB problems b1·17 and

p43 using these three formulations. Interestingly, the RLT1 formulation foimd the reported

optimal value of 39.0 for problem b1·17 in 28 branch-and—bound noda, whereas both MTZ and

DLMTZ halted after exceeding the 100, 000 iteration limit, reporting ZIp values of 52.0 and 41.0,

respectively In the process of obtaining these weaker bounds, the MTZ formulation and the

DLM'I‘Z formulation required the OSL branch-and-boimd algorithm to evaluate 2214 and 2522
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TSPLIB ZIP Z1.? ¤ Z1.?Z1.?b1·17
39 2.25 134 22.0 185 27.7 674 y

p43 2810 74.8 464 108.0 395 432.3 2538 · —

1·y48p 14422 12430.5 733 13577.8 720 13602.5 4249

TABLE 11. Results using TSPLIB test problems.

nodes, respectively All three formulations were unable to locate an optimal integer solution prior

to reaching iteration limits for problem p43, confirming the diiiiculty of this TSPLIB problem.

Although the three M'I‘Z formulations a.re primarily intended for asymmetric TSP’s, Lovasz

and Sdarijver (1991) reported the performance of DLMTZ cn symmetric problems as well, hence,

we also used report the performance of the RLT1 formulation for symmetric versions of the

problems shown in Table 10. The results are displayed in Table 12. Again, although RLT1 used

a greater number of simplex operations to readi optimality for each test problem instance, the

lower bounds were consistently as tight, or tighter than that of the DLMTZ formulation. This

again dernonstrates that the dominance predicted by Proposition 3 can be strict.

The three formulations we1·e also tested as MIPs using problem br:17 and a symmetric TSP

. with n = 50. Table 13 displays the results of this experiment. In contrast to requiring a greater

number of simplex iterations, the RLT1 formulation requires a far smaller mrmber of nodes to

be examined to reach optimality within a brandi-and-boimd environm t. This performance was

also observed when solving a second symmetric TSP with n = 50 on a computer with significantly

more mory This second problem was solved as an MIP on a larger RS/6000 590 at the

GAMS Development Corporation, using the OSL MIP solver within the AIX environment. For

this problem, the OSL MIP solver reached optimality after evaluating only 21 branch-and-bound

nodes, and neither the OSL solver, nor an additional CPLEX solver were able to obtain any

further tightening than that afforded by the RLT1 formulation. This performance is further

evidence of the quality of the RLTIMTZ formulation not only w a relaxation, but also as an 0-1

MIP. _
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PIIIIIII 1 1
ZIP ZIP MEM ZIP @

10 161 146.2 51 161.0 117 161.0 278
· 15 131 93.8 107 125.0 194 127.4 414

W 184 150.1 218 179.0 322 179.0 767
30 215 153.1 374 200.0 622 W0.1 2102
40 200 154.4 548 199.0 753 199.2 2742

50 212 179.0 559 211.5 797 211.5 3586
l

TABLE 12. Lower bounds for symmetric TSP formulations.

PIIIIIPI
PROBLEM Zu: BEST NODH BEST NOD BEST NODES11111 2214 39.0 28

n50 2863' 212.0 7
TABLE 13. Integer solutions for TSP formulations.
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CHAPTER 6

Finale

The most promising of current techniques for solving 0-1 mixed-integer programs focus on alge-

braically manipulating the oonstraints of the model so that the geometric region defined by the

oonstraints of the linear programming representation is as constricted, or as tight, as possible with

respect to the srnallest polyhedral geometric region that encapsulates all integer feasible solutions.

If one were able to tighten the oonstraints to such a degree that the relaxed feasible region coin-

cided with the integer feasible region, known as the oonvex hull of integer feasible solutions, the

ideal would be achieved: solving the linear programming representation would solve the mixed-

integer problem as well. Practicality and experience has dictated that a tightening process of this

nature should be applied in degrees, depending upon the specifics of the problem being addressed.

6.1. Conclusions

The new hierarchy ofrelaxations developed in this research extends the R.eformulation—Linearization

Technique (RLT) of Sherali and Adams (1989, 1990), currently state-of-the-art in this field, and is

particularly designed to exploit explicit or implicit special structures defined by the oonstraints of

a problem. Moreover, ir1 addition to recognizing existing special structures for developing specific

factors in the RLT process, this hierarchy also subsumes the Sherali—Adams (1989, 1990) hierar-

chy as a special case. Inherent special structures are exploited by identifying specific classes of

multiplicative factors that can be applied to the original mathematical formulation of the problem

to irritially reformulate it as an equivalent polynomial programming problem. Subsequentlyg this

resulting problem is linearized to produce a tighter relaxation in a higher dimensional space cre-
(
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ated by a substitution of variables. The hierarchy is defined by selecting a priori the number and

type of multiplicative factors to be applied to the constraint set. The level of relaxation, equal to

the highest degree of the polynomial terms used in the multiplicative factors is thus derived. This

general üamework permits us to generate an explicit hierarchical sequence of tighter rela.xations

leading up to the convex hull representation in which the final level equals the number of 0-1

integer variables involved in the problem. Although several other researchers have subsequently

propcsed reformiilation-linearization techniques that are variations of the original Sherali-Adams

(1989, 1990) technique, they remain, for the most part, existential in nature because of the difii-

culty in providing explicit algebraic representations that can be subsequently used in practice to

derive other valid constraints that further assist in tightening the problem formulation. RLT1 not

only provides an explicit algebraic representation of a specific relaxation level, but additionally

enables the relaxation to be solved in the higher dimensional space created, without any projec-

tion operation being performed. The equivalence of RLT1 with the well-known sequential lifting

technique introduced by Balas and Zemel (1978) was also demonstrated.

In addition to prcsenting the relevant theory, a complete level-one relaxation generated by this

technique was applied in detail as an automatic reformulaticn scheme to various set packing prob-

lems of different sizes. Computational results using these reformulations validate the theoretical

dominance of RLT1 over RLT0 and the ordinary LP relaxations associated with these instances.

Morever, a graph theoretical interpretation of a complete level-one application of both RLT1

and RLT0 has identified the conditions under which the bound achieved by RLT1 might strictly

dominate that attained by RLT0 for the same instance. In all the test cases of the set packing

problem, however, it was found that a complete level-one application of RLT1 was sußlcient to

recover the integer optimal solution.

RLT1 was also applied to several formulations of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem

(ATSP). The motivation for doing so is that the ATSP is an important and classical combinato-

rial optimization problem that happens to possess rich exploitable special structures, and arisas

in diverse applications related to production planning, vehicle routing and scheduling. Moreover,

many exact or heuristic techniques that have been developed for the solution of hard combinato-

rial optimization problems were originally ccnceived and tested on the TSP, which, as a result,
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has become a prototype problem in this sense. By this application of the new hierardiy, new

formulations have been developed and tested for the 3-index TSP, and the standard TSP formu-

lation with Miller, 'I‘ucker, and Zemlin subtour elimination constraints. Although computational

experimentation with the RLT1 formulation of the 3-index TSP was disappointing, succeeding ir1

only matching the bounds attainable using the standard 3-index TSP, the RLT1 formulation that

exploited the structure afforded by MTZ subtour elimination constraints confirmed the theoretical

dominance demonstrated ir1 Prcposition 3. The bounds attained by this RLT1 formulation were

consistently as good or better than that available via the other formulations examined. This new

formulation holds promise for successfully defeating larger problem instances within this class of

hard combinatorial problems. In fact, for one such standard problem from the literature, the re-

formulated problem was able to detect an optimum within 28 branch-and-bound nodes, while the

previous best MTZ tightened formulation was unable to do so after enurnerating 2214 branch-and-

bound nodes. The equivalence of RLT1 and sequential lifting was further demonstrated in the

context of lifting cycle inequalities resulting from subtours formed from solving the corresponding

assignment problem of a particular TSP.

Lastly, additional ideas for further strengthening RLT—based constraints by using conditional

logical implications, as well as relationships with the widely applied “sequential lifting process,"

were also presented. As is discussed in the sequel, these conditional logic strenthening ideas

are envisioned to provide the comerstone for implementing RLT1 within a parallel processing

environment. Several examples of classic special structures that arise in a host of combinatorial

optimization problems were presented to demonstrate how underlying special structures, including

generalized and variable upper bounding, covering, pa.rtitioning and packing constraints, as well

as sparsity, can be exploited within this framework. These structures arise in various models of

economic planning, production, personnel sdxeduling, distribution, and engineering design. For

some types of structures, low level relaxations were exhibited to recover the convex hull of integer

feasible solutions. We also introduced an altemative partial application strategy for this new

hierarchyg designed to reduce the growth in number of constraints necessary to be added to the

reformulation of a problem, that provides a continuum of strategies that can be applied between

RLT0 and RLT1.
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From cited papers that have reported additional enoouraging computational results for both

linear and multilinear 0-1 mixed-integer problems using only partial ideas at level one of the

proposed schemes, it appears that further enhancements using the suggested concepts presented

herein might hold promise. While we have focused on the linear problem III this dissertation, the

results directly extend to mixed 0-1 polynomial problems, for which a similar hierarchy leading

to the convex hull representation can be generated. Fu.rthermore, in the light of Sherali and

'I‘uncbilek (1992, 1994), relaxations based on S-factors can also be evidently extended to solve

nonlinear, nonconvex, polynomial programming problems.

As mentioned earlier, the importance of this research becomes apparent when one realizes that

all commercially available software packages currently utilize the linear programming relaxation

of a 0-1 mixed-integer problem to guide the search of branch-and-bound algorithms through the

binary branching tree. As demonstrated in this dissertation, for certain applications of this new

hierarchy not only are several levels of this branching process resolved at the very first node, but

an implicit priming of the branching tree also occurs. Thus, for these applications, not only is

the initial linear programming representation tightened, yielding sharper bounds on the objective

fimction value, but the munber of branches of the binary tree requiring to be searched is reduced.

This fact was bome out in our computational tests as mentioned above on one difficult problem

instance nom the TSPLIB

Future research in this area will attempt to extend the tenets of the new hierarchy within

a decomposition scheme so as to take advantage of parallel computing architecture. To do so

requires that portions of the RLT1 process be consolidated, and others distributed to various

processors. A suggested general technique for accommodating this distribution is suggested in the

sequel.

6.2. Extensions

6.2.1. Parallel implementation issues. In light of the fact that researchers are turning to

parallel architectures in the hope ofconquering larger and larger classes ofmixed-integer programs

and pure integer programs, some exposition is in order on how this new hierarchy might be

implemented within a parallel computing environment. The choice of an implementation strategy
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for applying RLT1 is greatly infiuenced by the design of the parallel machine to be used, as well on

certain inherent characteristics of RLT1. In consideration of the former, parallel machines d.i6er in

the manner in which memory is available to the individual processors. There are fundamentally

two configurations currently in use: tightly coupled and loosely coupled parallel architectures.

Tightly coupled, global memory multiprocessors that offer all processors equal access to shared

conunon memory have a certain attractiveness based on the ease in which serial algorithms can be

oonverted into parallel versions on these systems. However, the tight coupling along the critical

path between individual processors and memory has its dow11side: contention. This contention

relates to processor to memory interconnections, paths through the interconnections, and access

to specific memory modules, and has an impact upon performance. As the number of processors

acceseing this global memory scales up, the perfomiance of the system drops 06 from a linear

response.Despite

these detractors, the appeal ofshared memory systems is apparent because of its ability

to aecommodate different programming styles and even a mix of styles, so that existing single

processor algorithms can readily be ported to parallel platforms with a minimum of difficulty

Programs written to specifically exploit the characteristics of a pa.rticular architecture, which is

the case with loosely coupled systems, lose this appeal and currently req11ire programmers to

adopt new paradigms to take advantage of parallelism.

In loosely coupled architectures, private memory prevents processors from being able to read

on a.nother’s memory, forcing the individual processors to pas data along some communications

lir1k to another processor. Communications links of this nature exist either as hard connections

within a single machine, or via some local area switching network that links multiple machines

together for a specific task. SIIICG message passing is generally implemented at a subroutine level

and requires cooperation at the receiving end, this is a source of eiiiciency loß for loosely coupled

systems.

For mathematical programming algorithms that naturally lend themselves to partitioning of

data and task subdivision, such as branch-and-bound procedures, an efficient approach to imple-

menting RLT1 would be to employ a loosely coupled system, minimizing the amount of infor-

mation that must be passed between processors. Additionally, distributing the reformulation to
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different memory banks reduces the degree of program and data locality and enhances memory

reference pattems that are more uniformly distributed. This reduces the contention for memory

modules and tree satumtion caused by processors trying to accm ‘hot’ memories, and blocking

switches in the interconnections that are holding traffic in a queue. Uniformly distributing data
balances the system load over the available modules.

The RLT1 hierarchical approach to tightening linear progranuning relaxations possesses several

aspects of parallelism that could be exploited within a branch-and-bound parallel processessing
environment. In a complete level·one application for instance, after identifying a suitable special

structure to compose the set S, a pairwise multiplication of each oonstraint and each factor

must be executed, a task amenable to distributed processing much like that used by Boehning,

Butler and Gillett (1988) for analyzing new nodes in the branching tree. Additionally, the task of

performing repeated conditional logic tightening of RLT1 constraints lends itself well to parallel

implementation, since the variable flxing that motivates such tightening need not occur in a

centralized location as long as the tightening information is subsequently distributed. This would

insure that the cascading effect of one processor’s variable fixing efforts onto another is not lost

due to isolation.

It is not envisioned that RLT1 will be implemented on a global shared memory system. This

option takes least advantage of the potential power of parallel computations. Providing a single

reformulation of the original problem, storing it in global memory and then deoomposing the

problem to distribute various partitions to different processors in a manner already accomplished

with branch—and-boimd, does little beyond simply transferring a sequential process to a multipro-

oassor environment. Each of the procesors would simultaneously apply standard cutting planes,

variable fixing, and preprocessing as is current used.

Unquestionably, if a loosely coupled distributed system is chosen, the amount of subproblem

comparison and exchange of information that occurs between processors should be kept to a min-

imum to avoid contention. In the desciption that follows, we assume some variation of depth-first

search is being utilized by the branch—and-bound algorithm, since it requires less storage overall.

A purely best-first search performed concurrently on different processors implies a localization of

search space information, preventing the best boimd obtained by one processor from helping to
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prune the search space of another. RLT1 naturally supports variations of a depth-first search

strategy because of the constraint tightening available via exploiting special structures. If the

appropriate level of relaxation is chosen, the bound obtained from the initial RLT1 reformulation

could be close to the integer optimum. By using a depth-first search, a large portion of the search

space can easily be pruned as a result. This type of effect was seen when solving the TSPLIB test

problem b1·17 to optimality.

RLT1 could operate within several parallel implementations that differ in the marmer in which

problem distribution occurs. One implementation divides the search space into several disjoint

parts, each of which is searched concurrently in a depth-first marmer by a different branch-and-

bound process. A second implementation has multiple processors perforrning depth—first search

concurrently. With this second distribution scheme, at any time, at least one process has the

property that if it terminates, it returns an optimal solution; the other processes conduct the

standard look-ahead search. Both of these implementations the amount of communica-

tion occurring between procwors, and hence, are ideally suited for a loosely coupled system. The

ürst implementation might be less attractive for RLT1 since it naturally inhibits conditional logic

tightening from occurring beyond the initial reformulation. Therefore, we describe a teclmique

for adapting RLT1 within the second implementation.

At the onset, an initial reformulation of the problem at-hand is constructed in an automatic

manner. The pairwise multiplication of constraints is a type of fine grained parallelisrn that can

easily be divided and distributed to the various proceäors in a master-slave mode. After this step

is complete, standard preprocessing would be performed on the complete reformulation. When no

further progress in this vein is made, the resulting reformulation is solved as a linear programming

relaxation. Suppose that a number of binary variables fractionate in this initial solution. With

multiple processors, several branch—and-bound processes can subsequently be started, one on each

processor, and each with a. different starting bound. To speed up the search, the bouuds on all

but one processor are started optimistically closer to the expected optimal value in the following

manner. Each procäor fixes the value of a different fractional variable at one of its bounds. Each

processor initialized in this manner can begin independent conditional logic tightening of RLT1

constraints based on the fixed variable, which, in turn, can accommodate a selective reformulation
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to occur at each processor. The one remaining processor is left with the most ‘pessimistic’ bound,

that obtained by the initial relaxation, in order to guarantee possession of an optimal solution.

Optionally, using a master program to control the problem distribution to the various proces-

sors, it is also possible to simply use the multiple processors to simultaneously solve several LP

relaxations, and return optimality information to the main processor, which subsequently makes

branching and fathoming decisions based on this information. This strategy could be implemented

on a Local Area Network (LAN) composed ofseparate workstations by using the program Parallel

Virtual Machine (PVM) available in NETLIB, combined with the object environment of FOR-

TRAN 90. Defining specific aspects of the RLT1 process as objects, and passing these objects

to the various processors enables a programmer to define the objects containing these RLT1

processes only once, and allows the master program to control any distribution of these processes

during execution.

This implementation mimimizes contention by requiring very little communication between

individual processors. Message passing occurs only when a better solution is foimd that improves

upon the one previously identified. The criteria used for allowing subsequent fixed variable in-

formation to be passed is if the binary value of a particular variable is determined to persist in

any optimal solution. The conditions under which this would occur in the context of RLT relax-

ations were identiiied recently by Adams, Lassiter, and Sherali (1993), and are dependent upon

the corresponding optimal dual multipliers. Moreover, the independent nature of the distribution

precludes the processors from having to wait for information, thus allowing them to continue or

terminate according to whatever information is currently available.

One drawback to implementing RLT1 within this distribution scheme is the potentially large

amoimt of information that is initially passed to each processor. A major difliculty arising due to

the size of the RLT1 reformulation occurs because of requiring the problem to be represented in its

primal form. The reformulation could be passed to each processor in some irnplicit aggregated form

amenable to Lagrangian dual optimization, which would help alleviate the problem. Additionally,

as suggested by Pekny and Miller (1992), solved problems could be placed in a queue that can be

cached to secondary storage using a replacement strategy based on bound information. In this

sense, only a very few of these solved problems written to secondary storage are retrieved. Hence,
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only a sma.ll fraction of the aggregate search tree need reside in local memory at any one time.

Conditional logic tightening past the intial preprocessing might be accommodated by setting

pointers to specific RLT1 multiplier data, and updating would be performed as required. The

tightened constraint information could then be either passed to the remainder of processors,

or stored in cached memory for access. Care must be taken to avoid creating a
‘hot’

memory

bank that all processors would be attempting to access often, thus exacerbating the problem of

contention experienced in loosely connected system. Care must also be taken to insure that the

local information exchanged between processors does not cause discontinuous jumps from one area

of a search domain to another that might inadvertently miss better solutions.

6.2.2. Future research directions. As was stated in Chapter 5, although the presentation

of RLT1 is complete within this dißertation, our intention is that it also serves as a starting point

for future research efforts. With this in mind, there are several directions that future research

could take to extend the tenets of this new hierarchy, and resolve implications of the results of

this research.

The results obtained by applying RLT1 to the TSPLIB problem b1·17 motivate further at-

tempts to tighten the formulation of p43 using automatic RLT1 constraints other than "cutting

planes.” In particular, we intend to investigate an automatic reformulation using RLT1 products

derived from subtours formed by solving the LP relaxation ofp43 over the assignment constraints.

Karp (1979) presented an algorithm for the approximate solution of the ATSP that first solves

the assignment problem over the cost matrix, and then patches the subtour cycles together of the

optimum assignment together to form a tour. Using an appropriate level-d RLT1 application to

these subtours, we intend to determine if it is possible to develop a means ofartificially connecting

subtours resulting from the assignment constraints that differs from the technique of Karp.

We intend to apply the technique of automatic reformulation to larger classes of problems, in

order to determine if the pattern of cormectivity-dependent performance identified in Chapter 5

continues to hold for general coefiient matrices for constraints of the form 2;:1 ajxj $ ao with

either aj E 1 forallj =1,...n, and ao 76 1, or aj E z+rm11j = 1,...,n and ao 761. We

wo11ld like to answer the question of whether the difference in performance between RLT1 and

RLT0 remains dependent upon the appearance of w-variables, and fractionating :1:-variables for
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these classes of constraints. Additionally, the existing coefficient matrices for the set packing

test problems will be reexamined using an objective measure of connectivity. A scatter-plot

of the effectiveness of RLT1 and RLT0 versus this connectivity measure should display the

conceptualization pictured in Figure 16.

To ta.ke advantage of many advanced preprocessing procedures, we intend to develop a link

between the automatic reformulation afforded by GAMS to the software program MINTO devel-

oped at Georgia Tech in order to test similar data structures as those used in this study with

techniques not available within the OSL solver. In particular, we would like to have the ability

to switch ‘on’ and
‘off’

cutting plane generation, logical preprocessing, and other capabilities of

IVHNTO to examine their effect on the reforrnulations presented herein.

Lastlyg RLT1 produces algebraic representations of a particular problem in higher dimensions

that could permit the derivation of valid inequalities and classes of facets for specific types of

problems when projected onto the original variable space. This approach can be studied for

different types of problems, as was accomplished by Sherali, Lee, and Adams (1992) for the

Boolean Quadric Polytope.
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CHAPTER 8

Appendix

8.1. GAMS code for set packing problems.

STITLE Vertex Packing Problem

Sossuvpm
SOFFSYHKREF OFFSYMLIST OFFUELLIST OFFUELXREF

SETS

I clique constraint counter /1 # 15 /

J variable index set /1 =•= 25 /;

OPTION SEED
-

5611;

OPTION RESLIM
-

100000;

OPTION ITERLIM -= 100000;

OPTION OPTCR • 0.0;

ALIAS(J1,J); ALIAS(J2,J); ALIAS(I1,I); ALIAS(I2,I);

SCALARS rhs /1/
accept /0 . 06/ ;

PARAMETER VLP The value of the lp relaxation;

PARAMETER VIP The value of the integer program;

PARAMETER RELGAP The LP-IP percent gap;

PARAMETER ACTGAP The actual LP-IP gap;

PARAMETER FRAC The number of fractionating variables in solution;

PARAMETER BIN The number of binary x—variables in the solution;
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PARAMETER C(J) cost vector of objective function ;

C(J) = 1 + FLOOR( UNIFORM(0,99));

PARAMETER A(I,J) random constraint matrix;

A(I,J)
·

UNIFORM(0,1);

DISPLAY "A AFTER ASSIGNING UNIFORM(0,1)", A;

A(I,J) = 1 $(A(I,J) LE accept);

DISPLAY "A AFTER ACCEPTANCE FACTOR IS APPLIED", A;

VARIABLES

W(J1,J) Rlt variables for bound factors

X(J) vertex set

Z total cost scalar;

BINARY VARIABLE X;

PUSITIVE VARIABLE W;

EQUATIONS

COST define objective function

RLT(I,J1) RLT nonnegative bound factor constraints

RLTCOMP(I,J1) RLT complementary bound factor constraints

CLIQUES(I) defining clique constraints

CLIQUERLT(I,I2) RLT1 clique pairwise products;

COST .. z -E· SUM ( J, c(J) # x(J) );

CLIQUES(I) .. SUM( J, A(I,J) *
X(J)) -L- rhs;

RLT(1,J1)$(A(1,J1) EQ 0) .. suM(J$(A(1,J) GT 0), ( A(I,J)*W(J1,J) )$

(PROD(I1, A(I1,J1)#A(I1,J) EQ 0) AND ORD(J1) LT 0R¤(J) ) ) +

suM(J$(A(1,J) cr o),( A(1,J)*w(J,J1))$
(PROD(I1, A(I1,J1)*A(I1,J) EO 0) AND 0RD(J1) GT 0RD(J)) )

=L= (rhs#x(J1));

RLTCOMP(I,J1)$(A(I,J1) EQ 0) .. ( suM( J, A(I,J) # x(J) )) -
(sUM(J$(A(I,J) GT 0), ( A(I,J)*W(J1,J))$

(PR¤D(I1, A(I1,J1)*A(I1,J) EQ 0) AND 0RD(J1) LT 0RD(J) ) )
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+ SUM(J$(A(I,J) GT 0),(A(I,J)=•·W(J,J1))$

(PR.0D(I1, A(I1,J1)=•=A(I1,J) EQ 0) AND 0RD(J1) GT 0RD(J)) ) )
-L•

(rhs*(1—X(J1)));

$ONTEX'I'
This next set of constraints writes a cliqpe RLT1 constraints in

the order that they are created:

$0FFTEXT
CLIQUER.LT(I,I2)$(0RD(I) LT cARD(I) AND 0R.D(I) LT ¤RD(I2)) ..

$0NTEXT
This sum simply lists the variables appearing in the cliqne being

multiplied.

$DI·'FTEXT
SUM(J, A(I,J)=•·X(J)) +

$0NTsxT
This sum writes the variables from the multiplier clique only if

they do not appear in the cliqne being multiplied, regardless of ·

whether cancellation occurs for W variables.

$0I-'I·"I‘EXT
SUM(J$(A(I2,J) GT 0), A(I2,J)·•=X(J)$(A(I,J)=•=A(I2,J) EQ 0) ) —

$0NTEXT
These two sums handle the generation of W variables based on

the conditions of RLT.

$0I•'FTEXT

sum (J,.11)$(A<T,J) GT o AND A(I2,J1) GT o),A(1,J)·•=w(J1,J)$

(PROD(I1, A(I1,J)=•·A(I1,J1) EQ 0) AND ¤B.D(J1) LT 0R.D(J)) ) -
SUM( (J,J1)$(A(I,J) GT 0 AND A(I2,J1) GT 0),

A(I,J)·•=w(J,J1)$(PROD(I1,A(I1,J)=•=A(I1,J1) EQ 0) AND 0R.D(J1) GT 0R.D(J))) -L- rhs;

$ÜN'I'EXT
The declaration of the following models allows them to be switched ‘on’ and
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‘off’ as desired.

Son-*rsx'r

MODEL VERTLP /COST, CLIQUES/

VERTIP /COST, CLIQUES/

VERTRLT0 /COST, CLIQUES, BLT, RLTCOMP/

VERTRLT1 /COST, CLIQUES, RLT, CLIQUERLT/;

OPTION LIMROW • 0, LIMCOL = O;

SOLVE VERTLP USING RMIP MAXIMIZING Z;

VLP • Z.L;

FRAC = SUM(J, 1$(X.L(J) GT 0 AND X.L(J) LT 1));

SOLVE VERTIP USING MIP MAXIMIZING Z;

VIP
-

Z.L;

RELGAP = ( (VLP - VIP) / VIP) =•= 100;

ACTGAP
-

VLP - VIP;

Sm - Smm, x.L<J));

DISPLAY VLP, VIP, RELGAP, ACTGAP, FRAC, BIN;

SOLVE VERTRLT0 USING RMIP MAXIMIZING Z;

am - Smm, 1$(X.L(J) zu 1));

FRAC
-

SUM(J, 1$(X.L(J) GT 0 AND X.L(J) LT 1));

DISPLAY BIN, FRAC;

SOLVE VERTRLT1 USING RMIP MAXIMIZING Z;

sm -= Smm, 1$(x.L<J) EQ 1));

DISPLAY BIN;

8.2. GAMS code for random ATSP problems.

STITLE RLT1 tightened HTZ formulation

Sommpm
SOFFSYMXREF OFFSYMLISTOFFUELLISTSET

I variable index set /1
·•=

50 /;
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SET I1(I) index subset /2 # 50 /;

ALIAS(I1,J1); ALIAS(I, J);

SCALARS N /60/
rhs /1/;

OPTION SEED- 4703;

OPTION RESLIM
-

100000;

OPTION ITERLIM
-

50000;

PARAMETER C(I,I) cost matrix for arcs;

C(I,J)$(ORD(I) LT ORD(J)) ¤ 1 + FLOOR( UNIFORM(0,99) );

C(I,J)$(0RD(J) LT ORD(I)) • C(J,I);

# Set the main diagonal components to zero

C(I,I)
· 0;

PARAMTER IJ(I,J) mapping set used to show which arcs are present;

# If an arc is present for I not equal to J assign a one.

1J<1,J) - 1$(C(I,J) GT 0);

VARIABLES

X(I,J) arc set

Y(I,J) new RLT1 variables after eliminating z

U(J) MTZ variables

Z total cost scalar;

BINARY VARIABLE X;

POSITIVE VARIABLE Y;

INTEGER VARIABLE U;

U.L0(J) = 1;

U.UP(J) = (N -1);

U.FX(’1’) = 0;

EQUATIONS

COST define objective function

OUTGOING(I) sum outgoing equals one
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INCOMIN6(J) sum incoming aqnals ons

SD1(I)

s¤2<J>
s0s(J>
s¤4<J)

s0s<1,J)

SD6(I,J)

SD7(I,J)

SD8(I,J);

cosw .. z =E» suM((1,J>, c<1,J) # x(1,J> >;
0UT6DIN6(I) .. suM( J$<0n¤<1> NE 0R¤<J>>, x<1,J>) =E= rhs;

INCOMIN6(J) .. SUM( I$(0RD(I) NE 0RD(J)), X(I,J)) -E= rhs;

* RLT1 constraints.

SD1(I)$(0RD(I) NE 1) .. ((N-1)*X(I,’1’)) + SUM(J$(0RD(I) NE 0RD(J)),

Y(I,J)$(0RD(J) NE 1)) -E¤ U(I);

SD2(J)$(0RD(J) NE 1) .. SUM( I$(0RD(I) NE URD(J)), Y(I,J)$(0RD(I) NE 1)) + 1

=E· u(J>;

SD3(J)$(0RD(J) NE 1) .. U(J) * (1 -
X(’1’,J)) * ((N-3)*X(J,’1’)) -6- Ihß;

SD4(J)$(0RD(J) NE 1) .. U(J) + ((N-3)*X(’1’,J)) — X(J,’1’)
=L= (N - 2);

SD5(I,J)$(0RD(I) NE 0RD(J) AN 0RD(I) NE 1 AND 0RD(J) NE 1) .. Y(I,J) —

X(I,J) -6- 0;

SD6(I,J)$(0RD(I) NE 0RD(J) AND 0RD(I) NE 1 AND ORDCJ) NE 1) .. ((N -

2)*X(I,J)) — Y(I,J) -6- O;

SD7(I,J)$(0RD(I) NE 0RD(J) AND 0RD(I) NE 1 AND 0RD(J) NE 1) .. Y(I,J) +

Y(J,I) · U(J) · ((N - 2)*X(I,J))

+ ((N - 1)#(1 — X(J,I))) -6- 0;

SD8(I,J)$(OBD(I) NE 0RD(J) AND 0RD(I) NE 1 AND 0RD(J) NE 1) .. U(J) + X(J,I)

· Y(I,J) - Y(J,I) -6- 1;

MOOEL RLTILP /ALL/
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1u:r111> /Au./;
OPTION LIMROW ¤ O, LIMCOL = O;

SOLVE RLTILP USING RMIP MINIMIZING Z;

SOLVE R.LT1IP USING MIP MINIMIZING Z;
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